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/ (^-^^/ PREFACE 

In the last decades of the ISth century, the five-course guitar 

underwent a series of transformations that changed it into the six-

stringed Classic guitar. The new instrument had an expanded melodic 

and harmonic range and was remarkably suited to the style of music at 

the turn of the 19th century. Being new, the guitar did not have rauch 

of a tradition in the domain of chamber music in the Classical style, 

Its past involvement in charaber music had been limited largely to 

vocal and instrumental accompaniment, and to all-guitar ensembles 

(mostly duets and trios), The six-stringed instrument had not been 

consistently used in chamber ensembles involving two or more unlike 

partners, 

Chamber music for guitar at the turn of the 19th century repre-

sented a new and unique genre, .Among the different ensembles that 

used the guitar, the chamber trio—guitar with two other instruments— 

proved the most viable and successful, The majority of guitar chamber 

music works was of this genre, 

The guitar chamber trio was a workable ensemble for two main 

reasons: (i) the weaker-toned guitar was not unduly overpowered by 

the two other instruments; (ii) it (the trio) was ideally suited to 

In the present study, the term "guitar chamber music" is used 
to denote works for guitar with two or more different instruments. 
The guitar chamber trio—guitar with two other instruments—is 
differentiated from the guitar trio—three guitars and no other 
instruments. 
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the kind of musical texture—Classical homophony with occasional coun-

terpoint—that proved the most effective in works of a similar nature, 

The chamber trio reflected the guitar's (partial) initiation into 

the mainstream of musical development and provided a revealing insight 

into its musical temperament vis-á-vis established "traditional" 

instruments, In the majority of chamber trios, the guitar had a dis-

tinct and unique role to play: it provided harmonic support and tex-

tural cohesion, Only occasionally did it take part in melodic dialogue 

with the two other instruments, The problem of Classical counterpoint 

was generally avoided in these compositions, However, the existence 

of a number of passages/works in which the guitar was made an equal 

partner in melodic dialogue showed that the guitar chamber trio had 

the potential for further musical development. 

The present study is more concerned with stylistic analysis and 

description than rausicological documentation. There is an emphasis on 

practical performance—particularly from the guitarist's point of 

view. Performing editions of rausic are used in most of the examples 

discussed, 

The music catalogues of the early 19th century list a great 

number of published guitar chamber trios, Unfortunately, most of 

these are no longer obtainable, The present study is based on a sam-

ple of twenty-one works representing the main guitar chamber music 

composers of the period under consideration (1780-1830), Two miti-

gating factors make a study of this nature feasible without first 
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obtaining a complete or comprehensive list of works composed: first-

ly, the stylistic approach to these works is characterized by uni-

formity and similarity rather than diversity, which makes it more 

valid to extrapolate prevalent trends by inference from the represen-

tative samples; secondly, the main chamber music composers of the 

period are represented by at least one major work in the sample chosen 

for study. The style of a given period is more likely to be under the 

influence of major composers than obscure ones, however innovative the 

latter may have been, 

Finally, the present study is also aimed at establishing the 

guitar chamber trio as a genre of chamber music in its own right. It 

was an important component of the rausical scene during the age of 

Guitaromanie and its significance is evaluated according to its intrin-

sic qualities as well as its contribution to the musical life of its 

own time. 

The present writer is deeply indebted to Dr, James Barber, Dr, 

James Bogle, and Dr. Paul Cutter for their direction of this disser-

tation, and to the other members of the committee, Dr. Daniel Nathan 

and Dr. Clarence Kincaid, for their helpful criticism. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE CLASSIC 

GUITAR AND ITS CHAMBER MUSIC 

Introduction 

The period between 1780 and 1830 was especially significant in 

the history and development of the Classic guitar, Important changes 

in its construction and musical treatment resulted in the evolution of 

an instrument remarkably suited to the style of the Classic and Romantic 

• ,4 1 periods. 

2 
The guitar became a fashionable instrument at the turn of the 

19th century. In fact, a mild rage of guitar playing spread throughout 

3 
Europe, This Golden Age of the guitar was termed la Guitaromanie by 

the French, and persisted until about the mid-19th century. The mania 

was reflected by a large number of published works as well as an enor-

Curt Sachs, The History of Musical Instruments (New York, 1940), 
375, compares the constructional and musical change with that of the 
transition from gamba to cello, 

2 
William S, Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era (Chapel Hill, 

1963), 93, remarks that the "more social minded historians will undoubt-
edly want to pay more attention to the widespread interest of this 
instrument around 1800," 

3 
A term found in Frederic Grunfeld, The Art and Times of the Guitar 

(London, 1969), 163. 



4 mous increase in guitar sales. 

The period between 1780 and 1830 thus represented the "birth" 

and rapid development of the Classic guitar. The instrument's sixth 

string was added in the 1780s, and marked the start of a new era of 

development. 

The guitar did not suddenly disappear from the musical scene 

after 1830, In fact, many guitarist-coraposers extended the spirit 

and sentiment of Guitaromanie well into the mid-19th century, These 

include Matteo Carcassi (1792-1852), Luigi Legnani (1790-1877), Zani 

de Ferranti (1802-1878) and Kaspar Mertz (1806-1856). However, the 

5 
musical style of Guitaromanie became quite dated by the late 1840s. 

The start of a rapid decline in the fashion championed by Mauro 

Giuliani in the first two decades of the 19th century can be traced 

to the late 1830s. The period between 1830 and 1860 may be described 

as the Classic guitar's second transitional phase (the first being 

between 1780 and 1820). The Romantic identity of the instrument, 

and the start of a new musical phase, was developed largely by 

Francesco Tárrega (1852-1909) near the end of the 19th century, 

The transition from the late Baroque to the Classical era left 

the "new" instrument without any significant amount of original or 

4 
Charles Burney, Dr. Burney's AÆusical Tours in Europe, Vol. I, ed, 

Percy Scholes (London, 1959), xxvi, notes that "there is hardly a pri-
vate family in the civilised nation without its flute, . , or guitar," 

5 
Compared to the mamstream musical styles of the early 19th 

century, the music of Guitaromanie was already considerably "behind" 
because of its predominantly galant disposition. 



idiomatic works, This occurred during a period when music in the new 

style, which favored simplicity and clarity, was sought. Composers, 

performers, and aficionados recognized this shortage and responded 

with a deluge of new original works. Unfortunately, much of the music 

produced was somewhat cliche-ridden as the result of the effort to write 

music that was pleasing and playable. Nevertheless, these new works 

marked a fresh start in the creation of a distinct type of guitar music. 

Unlike the bowed stringed instruments, the Classic guitar did 

not enjoy a firm tradition of chamber music, Fortunately, this did 

not prevent guitarist-composers from creating chamber music which 

included the guitar, nor non—guitarist composers from occasionally 

including the guitar in their ensemble compositions, These works 

reflect an important aspect of the guitar's transition toward a 

musical identity which was acquired at the turn of the 19th century 

and maintained until its Romantic period. 

The Emergence of the Classic Guitar 

Toward the end of the 18th century, the guitar underwent a 

series of changes that altered its identity significantly. It is not 

unreasonable to describe the history of the instrument following these 

The Baroque guitar did enjoy a somewhat active role as an 
occasional continuo instrument in Baroque ensembles, but its part was 
seldom obbligato. A concise account of the stages of the guitar's 
role in continuo accompaniment from 1650 to 1750 is given by Robert 
Strizich, "The Baroque Guitar, Then and Now," Soundboard, vol. 7 no, 3, 
(Aug., 1981), 131. 



changes as the "Second Phase"'^ of the guitar. The transformation into 

the new phase took place with unusual pervasiveness and rapidity. It 

was the result of several interacting factors which may be subsumed 

under three main areas: (i) construction, (ii) musical notation, and 

(iii) style and performance, 

Construction 

Most discussions of this aspect of the guitar's history involve 

tracing its ancestry back many hundreds of years (perhaps even thou-

sands) to a point in time when the "old'' and "new" versions of the 

instrument have little in common save a vague external resemblance, 

The line of heritage from the stringed instruments of the Middle Ages 

and Renaissance (such as the kithara, English Guitar, bandora, cittern, 

chitarrone, etc.) to the Classic guitar is tenuous and largely undoc-

umented, Attempts to account for a lineage going back too far involve 

a fair amount of speculation. James Tyler aptly comments that it is 

both "difficult and imprudent" to write about the guitar before the 

Q 

end of the 15th century. 

A large variety of plucked fretted instruments with guitar-like 

features existed in the early 16th century. Some were more successful 

than others in terms of design and suitability to prevalent rausical 

styles. By the late 18th and early 19th centuries, many of these 

'̂ Harvey Turnbull, The Guitar from the Renaissance to the Present 
Day (London, 1974), 62, The first phase involved the four-course and 
fTve-course Baroque guitar rather than the six-string guitar. 

8 James Tyler, The Early Guitar (London, 1980), xii. 



instruments became referred to as "guitars" though few actually fitted 

9 10 

the description of the "Classic guitar." The most notable fore-

runner to the Classic guitar was the five-course Baroque guitar. This 

was in general use throughout Europe between 1600 and 1800, 

While there were variations among Baroque guitars found in 

Italy, France and Spain, they share many basic features. Typically, 

the back is flat or just slightly curved, as opposed to the lute's 

vaulted and ribbed back. The body is small and shallow, and neck is 
12 short in relation to string length (in comparison with later guitars) 

Frets made of gut are tied on to the neck as in the viola da gamba, 

In addition, there are usually body frets (inlaid on the table) cover-

ing the higher positions. The total number of tied on and inlaid frets 

range from 8 to 11, which means that the compass on any one string is 

less than an octave (12 frets) and considerably smaller than the 18 or 

19 fret range of each string of the modern Classic guitar. 

Four of the five courses were double-strung (the first was most 

often single) and were tuned either in unisons (for the upper strings) 

or octaves (for the lower strings—referred to sometiraes as bourdons). 

Paul Cox, "A Look at Some Early Classic Guitar Methods," Sound-
board, vol. 9 no. 1 (Spring, 1982), 20. 

The term "classic" or "classical" guitar is an invention of the 
20th century. Its origin, according to Matanya Ophee, "Polemic," Sound-
board, vol. 8 no. 4 (Fall, 1981), 348, is attributable to Vladimir 
Bobri and others in the first issue of Guitar Review in 1946. 

The Baroque guitar flourished in the 17th and early 18th centu-
ries, rivalling even the lute in court music. 

12 
Thomas Heck, "The Birth of the Classic Guitar...", unpubl. Ph.D. 

dissertation, Yale Univ., 1970, 33. 



There were many different tuning systems in use at that time. Two of 

the raore widely used systems are shown below: 

Ex, 1: Spanish tuning used by Gaspar Sanz in the 17th century. 

oo m oo o*> oo 

IV III II 

Ex. 2: Italian tuning used by Francesco Corbetta (c.1615-81) 

m o o c> <> oo 
-o í̂  

-o-

V IV III II 

In the last two decades of the 18th century, the five-course 

guitar underwent a series of modifications that transformed it into 

the six-string Classic guitar. The most significant of these changes 

was the addition of the sixth string and the use of single strings 

instead of courses (usually a pair of strings to a course). It is 

not known for certain if the five courses of the Baroque guitar first 

became single strings before the addition of the sixth string, or if 

a sixth course was added before all the courses became single. It is 

also difficult to establish a tirae and place wherein this change 

became standard practice. 

There are frequent references to six-string and six-course 

guitars in Spain in the 18th century, but the influence of these 



instruments outside the Iberian Peninsula was minimal, 

In Germany, the most well-known account of this change is that 

of the sixth string being added to the Duchess of Weimar's five-string 

guitar by the luthier Jacob August Otto (1760-1829) in 1788, The 

earliest extant instruments of the above description are reported to 

15 be dated 1787, These guitars had features that lay between those of 

the Baroque guitar and the Classic model of the 19th century, 

The "new" guitar quickly spread in popularity during the last 

decade of the I8th century. There is no doubt that the six-string 

instrument was ideally suited to the musical style of its time. During 

the early decades of the 19th century, its features became fairly 

standardized and include 

17 
(i) an increased body size, with a depth of 6-9 cm. 

(ii) a longer string length, about 59-64 cm. 

(iii) a total of 14-18 frets (neck and body), and a fingerboard 
made flush with the table. 

14 
Six-course and six-string guitars existed in Spain as early as 

the turn of the 18th century but their influence on the development of 
the guitar in Italy and Austria was limited: Paul Cox, "A Look,..", 20. 

15 
Heck, "The Birth.,,", 44-5, describes two instruments found in 

1787 a Lippy å Marsaille, and a Viennese model by Micheal Ignatius, 
A more detailed description of similar models is'found in Franz Jahnel, 
Die Gitarre und ihr Bau (Frankfurt, 1973), 31-5. 

"'•̂ Jacob Otto, The Structure and Preservation of the Violin, trans. 
To Fardely (London, 1833), 28, for one, was "flooded with more orders 
than he could raeet." 

17 
Sachs, A History.,., 375, suggests that "to counteract the loss 

of sound volume (due to the abandonment of double courses), the body 
was made larger, relatively broader and shallower..," 
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(iv) a sturdier construction, with the use of: 

(a) woods of better acoustical quality, 

(b) cross grain, transverse, or "fan" bracing, improving 
stability and perhaps volume of tone, 

(c) a pegged bridge, and 

(d) designs of greater functionality. Decorations were 
kept to the minimum and the parchment rosette at the 
soundhole of the Baroque guitar disappeared, 

These constructional improvements proved so successful that sub-

sequent changes have altered the instrument's tone and volume only 

18 
slightly, The modifications of the 19th and even 20th century were 

19 largely refinements of these innovations. These include a larger 

body with a more pronounced waisting, a more efficient tuning system 

with the use of gears, a better-designed fan-bracing system, a 

separate fingerboard piece extending down to the soundhole, and the 

use of a bridge saddle so that string vibrations can be transmitted 

more efficiently, 

The guitar became more or less standardized in the hands of 

Antonio Torres Jurado (1817-1892). By then, the Classic guitar had 

already become a robust and functional instrument, capable of asser-

18 
The contemporary imprcvements suggested by R.J. Weiss, "A 

Physicist Studies the Guitar," Soundboard vol, 6 no. 1 (Feb., 1979), 
5-7, while provoking, are not likely to alter the guitar's tone or 
volume very much. Also of interest are the innovations of Michael 
Kasha. A good reference of guitar acoustics can be found in M, Kasha, 
Complete Guitar Acoustics (Tallahassee, 1973). 

An interesting comparison can be raade with the eraergence of 
the violin, Once the constructional "formula" was discovered by the 
Cremonian makers (in the mid-16th century), subsequent raodifications 
were refinements rather than drastic alterations. 



ting itself as an equal to other established instruments. 

Musical Notation 

Throughout the Renaissance and Baroque, the notational system 

that was used for plucked fretted instruments was almost invariably 

tablature, This was basically a simple and straight-forward arrange-

ment whereby notes were indicated graphically on a horizontal "grid" 

representing the strings. Numbers or letters on each line indicated 

the fret that was to be stopped. Time values were indicated above 

the tablature staff. 

Ex, 3: Italian Tablature (from Tyler, Early Guitar, 64) 

J 
•Q—2—3-

-&-2-3-
-0-5-

0 1 3 

•e-
•6 , 

0 2 1 
•3-t-

-2 
-2-0 1 3 

•1 0- -e-

-©- ^̂  nf 11 

r r •pT— 
-9-

The Italian alfabeto system was developed along similar lines 

(as tablature) and notated chords instead of single notes, Each chord 

(usually covering all five courses) was assigned a specific symbol and 

executed in the manner of normal tablature with regard to time values. 



Ex, 4: Alfabeto System (from Tyler, Early Guitar, 66), 

10 

-e-
-e-

B 

•e-

•e-

-a-

-e-

H I 

-e-

M N 

4-

Since chords as well as a sound command of rasguedo techniques were 

very much a part of the Baroque guitarist's resources, alfabeto 

became widely known if not indispensable. A system which combined 

(note-form) tablature with the "shorthand" convenience of (chordal) 

alfabeto made musical notation direct and accessible, Both punteado 

(polyphonic) and rasguedo (homophonic) textures could be notated 

simply and clearly. 

There was thus no pressing need for a change in the system of 

musical notation when the six-string guitar came into being. But a 

change did come about, This strongly indicated that the instrument 

attained a new and distinct identity, 

The six-string guitar almost immediately adopted conventional 

mensural notation that is, the use of standard pitch-duration symbols 

on the five-line musical staff. This change reflected the raoveraent 

toward integrating the instrument into the mainstreara of rausical 

development, The guitar was no longer restricted to its own literature. 

It is doubtful that guitarists actually seriously attempted the major 

wo rks of other instruments; but, at least, new horizons were opened to 

The letters used have no relationship to the actual harmonic 
name of the chord, they are purely symbols. 
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both performer and composer, Composers who were not familiar with 

tablature could readily write for the instrument without the hinderance 

of first learning a specialized system. Again, there is no evidence 

of major composers suddenly writing for the guitar because guitarists 

could read conventional notation, but there is no doubt that a vital 

new avenue that proved crucial to the guitar's musical growth was 

opened. 

There are many discussions about the relative raerits of tablature 

versus conventional notation, and neither can be asserted to be defi-

20 
nitely superior. The conventional mensural system, however, has the 

crucial advantage of being in concordance with the prevalent Classical 

ideals of clarity and universality. It gives a clearer musical picture 

of what is being played, especially in terms of keys and tonal areas, 

voice-leading, and counterpoint, 

The situation is described by James Tyler: 

Along with the developing emphasis on the bass range of the 
guitar, and the consequent abandonment of re-entrant tunings, 
notation began to change as well. Tablature, which was essen-
tial to reading music with a re-entrant tuning, became rarer, 
and guitar music appeared more and more frequently in more or 
less raodern printed forra (i,e., in the treble clef with the 
notes sounding an octave lower). As we now know how the gui-
tar developed its bass range, notation for it in the treble 

There is no doubt, however, that tablature can be learned far 
raore quickly than conventional notation, as the latter involves the 
additional step of "translation" in the cognitive process. The study 
by John Doan, "Teach Children Note Reading," Soundboard vol. 6 no. 2 
(May, 1977), 50, found tablature to be about twice as effective as 
conventional notation teaching note-reading to children. 
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clef seems illogical and often awkward to play from, but the 
choice probably stems from the guitar's having been a higher 
ranged instrument in the past, Nevertheless, and despite its 
awkwardness, the system was adopted, and apparently nothing 
can be done to change it.^1 

The guitar rose to even greater popularity after its new 

notational system was adopted. The Weimann/Artaria and Whistling 

catalogues of 1815 and 1828 (preceding Hofmeister) contain a for-

midable list of published works for the guitar, (Unfortunately, a 

substantial part of the guitar chamber music listed is now lost.) 

Style and Performance Practice 

The Baroque guitar was immensely popular in Europe at the end of 

the 17th and beginning of the 18th centuries. It had acquired a sub-

stantial repertory that made full use of its technical and rausical 

resources. There was a good number of virtuosi who traveled through-

out Europe, creating an enthusiastic following for the instrument, 

The major schools—French, Italian, and Spanish—differed in style and 

technique, but had the common features of rich polyphony, idiomatic 

22 
color, and virtuosic writing. 

In many ways, the style and music of the Baroque guitar was 

developed concomitantly with the general trend of the late Baroque. 

^•^Tyler, The Early.. ., 53. Tyler also notes an early linking of 
the guitar with the treble clef as described in Matteis's 1682 book 
which showed how the guitarist could read violin music, but sounding 
an octave lower. 

22 
Strizich, "The Baroque...", 129. 
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It was not surprising to find, therefore, that despite the rich 

tradition and sophistication of its music, the instrument fell into 

relative obscurity with the dawn of the Classical era.^^ 

The six-string guitar appeared at a time when the new musical 

style was already fairly widespread and consolidated. By virtue of 

its freedom from polyphonic associations,^^ the new instrument quickly 

acquired characteristics that were also those of the Classical style. 

The effect of the change of musical styles on the evolution of the 

instrument is noted by Tyler: 

The development of these new styles—the Rococo and the Clas— 
sical—with their simpler but stricter handling of chords, 
more efficient progressions (or modulations), and regulari-
zation of phrasing supported by key structure, meant that the 
guitar, too, had to become a straight-forwardly tuned instru-
ment, It was no accident that around 1750, the guitar changed 
completely into an instrument with bourdons on the fourth and 
fifth courses, and later, to a six-course instrument, 

The extended harmonic range provided by the sixth string (a períect. 

fourth below the fifthstring) enabled theinstrument to handle important 

chords more fully and effectively, Thomas Heck comments: 

Was this not the miniraum improvement necessary to achieve 
the roots I, IV, and V in the lowest three strings (in 
several keys), while at the same time allowing for triadic. 

23 
Richard Provost, "The Baroque Guitar: The Forgotten Instru-

ment," Guitar and Lute no. 11 (Oct., 1979), 15-16, 
24 
Unlike the lute, in which the strings were associated with voice 

ranges for greater facility in poljrphonic vocal transcriptions, the 
guitar had purely functional string names, 

25 
Tyler, TheEarly..., 53. 
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melodic, and ornamental use of the upper three strings? 
The low E completed the double octave with the first string, 
e, thereby giving the classic guitar a kind of perfection 
which the five-course instrument had resisted for about 

pfi 
200 years. 

The use of single strings also allowed a greater degree of 

27 clarity in the guitar's musical texture, a desirable quality in 

the execution of Classical homophony. In addition, intonation became 

more accurate, and tuning much simpler. As a result, the guitar 

28 quickly became a household instrument that was technically prepared 

to face the challenge of establishing a viable musical reputation. 

Unfortunately, its proclivity toward chords and simple strum-

29 ming created strong prejudices against its musical integrity. The 

strummed guitar flourished in the context of salons and outdoor enter-

tainment, and was regarded with a measure of contempt by the purists. 

The sound of its single strings sets it even further apart from the 

highly respected lute. The critic J.F. Reichardt, on reviewing a 

^^Heck, "The Birth...", 40. 

27 
A discussion of "resolution" and clarity is given by Thomas 

Knatt, "Acoustic Criteria for Guitars," Guitar and Lute vol. 30 no.l5 
(Oct., 1980), 30-31. 

28 
Werden's Taschenbuch fiir Freunde der Musik, 1804, observes 

that guitars can be found in every horae, and that "every day new songs, 
choruses, romances, duets, trios, solos, sonatas, potpourris, chansons, 
contredances, anglaises, waltzes, . . . even concertos are created, 
written, composed, produced, and arranged for the guitar," cited in 
Adolf Koczirzs "Die Wiener Gitarristic vor Giuliani," Die Gitarre. II, 
no. 8, 81. 

29 
Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York, 1947), 

47, observes that mere strumming "enabled the dilettante of modest 
ambition to play a latest dance hit in a few easy lessons." 
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guitar concert, remarked that he had never heard "anything so perfect 

played on so imperfect an instrument," and promptly accounted for the 

performer's debt to the "old era of genuine lute playing."^^ 

Within this context, the guitar settled for a prosaic and some-

what ingratiating expression. Simplicity and accessibility in the new 

Classical style became the means of exposing the instrument's musical 

resources to both critic and enthusiast. 

A large part of the guitar's popularity stemmed from its suit-

ability for simple vocal accompaniments by virtue of its light tonal 

31 
texture and convenient portability. In line with this prosaic tra-

dition came the creation of easy and entertaining pieces. Even the 

major guitar composers such as Giuliani, Sor, and Carulli recognized 

the need to produce these unarabitious miniatures for both pedagogical 

and propagational purposes. Of course, not all the works aimed at 

popularizing the instrument were devoid of worthwhile musical content. 

Some, like Sor's etudes and andantes, were marvelous works of unsur-

passed charm and musical imagination. 

While the guitar could possibly have survived on these generally 

unextended works, it is unlikely that it ever could have attained a 

position of importance as a serious musical instrument. Thus, as its 

popularity spread, there also arose the need to build up its musical 

30 
Johann Friedrich Reichardt, Vertraute Briefe geschrieben auf 

einer Reise nach Wien und den Oesterrechischen Staaten zu Ende des 
Jahres 1808 und Anfang 1809 (Amsterdam, 1810), 219, 

•̂'"Derwort, The Musical World I, no.l2, 188—quoted in Turnbull, 

The Guitar,,,, 96. 
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status. This formidable task was undertaken by a group of composer-

performer-teachers which includes Mauro Giuliani (1780-1840), Fernando 

Sor (I778-I839), Ferdinando CaruIIi (1770-1841), Dionisio Aguado (1784-

1849), Matteo Carcassi (I792-I853), Leonard von Call (1779-1815), 

Simon Molitor (1766-1848), and Federico Moretti (c.1785-1838). Although 

32 
they are considered kleinmeister in comparison to the mainstreara pred-

ecessors (Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven), they greatly elevated the 

reputation of the Classic guitar through (i) their concert performances, 

(ii) the creation of a new repertoire of high musical worth (alongside 

the easy instructional pieces), and (iii) the publication of treatises 

33 and teaching methods. 

As pioneers, the challenge facing them was difficult, as no one 

34 quite knew where the guitar's musical resources lay. Simon Molitor 

expressed the general uncertainty: "Although it Qthe guitarH is 

already universal, it is still not well understood, indeed a very much 

„35 
misunderstood instrument, Performers and composers of the calibre of 

32 
Newman, The Sonata..., 544-603, discusses the contributions of 

the kleinmeister who were, unfortunately, "lost to view in the blinding 
light of the three Viennese masters." 

33 
A discussion of these early raethod books is given in Paul Cox, 

"A Look at Some Early Classic Guitar Methods," Compendiura of Papers 
(1979 ASTA National Guitar Symposium, 1980) ed. James Bogle, 25-39. 

As Charles Rosen, The Classical Style (New York, 1971), 19, 
points out, this was a period "penetrated by eccentricity and hit-or-
miss experimentation." Not surprisingly, there also abounded a great 
variety of unusual guitars of all descriptions. The six-string guitar 
was certainly not the only type of guitar in existence then. 

35 
Simon Moli tor and R. Klinger, Versuch e ine r v o l l - s t á n d i g e n 

methodischen Anleitung zum Gu i t a r r e -Sp ie l en (Vienna n . d . ) , p r e f a c e . 
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Sor and Giuliani were rare, and their recitals were generally greeted 

with astonishment and disbelief rather than with a true understanding 

and appreciation. A number of guitar chamber music works was published 

with an alternative arrangement of the guitar part for a more 

accessible instrument (pianoforte) in case there were no "takers" 

for the six-string instrument, 

There were many who believed that the guitar should not be a 

serious instrument at all. This scepticism, if not contempt, was 

expressed in a review of one of Giuliani's London recitals: 

This instrument, so romantic and charming in its natural voca-
tion, is little better than mockery when florid compositions, 
such as most of these, are given to it, The guitar is for the 
bower, of the boudoir, and to accompany tales of love, It is 
not amiss as a companion to the dessert to assist the voice 
in a romance, or in an unpretending arietta, But to give it 
brilliant compositions, requiring the execution of a violin-
ist, and suited, so far as manner is concerned, to the concert 
room, it then becomes as ineffective as a piping bull-finch 
perched on a trombone in the midst of a railitary band, 

The above view, however, was not the complete picture, as an 

enthusiastic following of Giuliani and the guitar grew in England, The 

aficionados even went as far as to publish a magazine, the Giulianiad 

(1833), to immortalize the deeds of their hero, Across the Channel, 

critics also began to pay more attention to the guitar: 

No instrument is as cultivated as the guitar... . there are 
good composers here for this little creature, and excellent 
virtuosi, , , countless teachers, and workshops which con-

^^The Harmonicon, Feb., 1829. Review of Giuliani's Three Rondos 
for Two Guitars, cited in Turnbull, The Guitar,,,, 94. 
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37 
struct guitars of all types. 

Vienna became the guitar's center with a tradition established 

by Molitor and von Call (and Regondi, mainly as a performer) and 

developed to its zenith by Giuliani. Influential figures who were 

centered in Vienna for varying periods of time include Johann Nepomuk 

Hummel (1778-1837), Wenzeslaus Matiegka (1797-1830), Anton Diabelli 

(1781-1858), and Franz Schubert (1797-1828). The guitar also flourished 

in other centers around Europe, notably Paris, London, and to a lesser 

extent Florence, Naples, and also parts of Russia. 

In spite of some of the afore mentioned difficulties, the com-

poser-performers slowly established a position of high esteem for the 

38 
guitar. A review of a recital given by Fernando Sor reflects this 

gradual acceptance: 

It was at once magical and surprising; nobody could credit 
that such effects could be produced on the guitarI Indeed, 
there was a sort of suppressed laughter when he first came 
forth before the audience which, however, soon changed into 
the most unbounded admiration when he began to display his 
talents. London was, at that time, not without persons who 
professed to play the guitar; and I know that several of 
the guitar quacks went there "to scoff, but remained to 

,,39 
pray." 

Technique became a lively topic of discussion and controversy 

37 
Allegemeine rausikalische Zeitung VII, no. 35 (May, 1805), 569, 

t r a n s . T, Heck in "The Role of I t a l y in the Early History , . , " , Guitar 
Review vol, 34 (Wint,, 1971), 1, 

38 
Matanya Ophee, "In Defence of Les Deux .Amis," Compendium of 

Papers (1979 ASTA National Guitar Syraposiura, 1980) ed. Jaraes Bogle, 
1-18, provides an interesting discussion on the influence of the 
teachings of Sor and Aguado on raodern technique, 

39 
Turnbull, The Guitar,.., 97. 
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among the composer-performers. The flesh-or-nail dilemma underwent 

detailed debate, clarifying many aspects of right-hand technique and 

40 
method of tone production, The nail method—or, more accurately 

41 
the nail-£um-flesh technique, championed by Aguado—gave a more 

brilliant and piercing sound, though the hardness of the striking 

edge (of the nail) produced more overtones and, consequently, intro-

duced an element of harshness in particularly loud tones, The flesh 

method, favored by Sor, produced a sweeter and more mellow tone, 

but suffered somewhat in projection and clarity (or "resolution"— 

see footnote ^27, p.l4). 

Matters regarding the positioning of the instrument, the place-

ment of both hands, the proper use of both the right and left hand 

fingers, etc., were discussed and developed. The improved right hand 

method is described by Thomas Heck: 

The new manner of playing brought with it three advantages 
'̂  over the older lute technique: (1) By reraoving the little 

finger from the table, guitarists were improving the reso-
nance of their instrument. (2) By adopting the alter-
nation of the index and middle fingers in melodic passages, 
the thumb was liberated so that it could pluck the appro-
priate accompaning bass strings simultaneously with the 
progression of the melody. (3) The right hand was given 
the freedom to move closer or farther from the bridge at 
the player's discretion, thereby perraitting infinite gra-

40 
The debate i s s t i l l present today judging by the discussions 

such as Emilio Pujol ' s El Dilema del Sonido en la Guitarra (Buenos 
Aires, 1960). 

41 
Brian Jeffery, "The Nail-cum-Flesh Right Hand Technique and 

its Description by Dionisio Aguado," Compendiura of Papers (1979 ASTA 
National Guitar Symposium, 1980) ed. James Bogle, 41-55. 
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dations of tone color.'*^ 

As far as musical texture is concerned, the guitar, being part-

ly harmonic and melodic in temperament, was given a style sometimes 

referred to as Freistimmigkeit, This is a "pseudocontrapuntal style 

in which there is no strict adherence to a given number of parts, i.e., 

is, in which voices are allowed freely to enter or drop out, and in 

40 
which chordal elements also occur." 

There was also a greater conciousness of voice-leading, as evi-

denced by Giuliani's careful distinction in the direction of stems in 

different voice parts, Instead of the primitive or "violinistic" 

notation which did not systematically distinguish the various voice 

parts. 

r'̂ "U"-̂ ji ' -4.:jJ 

the directions of stems were made to denote distinct lines 

• »11'' n n I j I - -^^ I ' f=^ 
•' • i^ ^ 'UIf ' 'rsJ n 

(From M. Giuliani: Oeuvres Choises pour guitarre, ed. T, Heck 
Paris, 1974, 4) 

42 Heck, "The Birth...", 148. 

43 
Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music 2nd ed., ed. Willi Apel 

(Cambridge, 1969), entry "Freistimmigkeit," 333. Freistimraigkeit was not 
an invention of the six-string guitar. It can be corapared to the stile 
brise of the lute in the Baroque and Renaissance, 
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These refinements in technical and musical treatment marked the 

establishment of the guitar's new musical identity, The lack of a 

viable tradition and strong prejudices against the instrument were 

slowly overcome, Major composers looked upon the guitar with a mixture 

of curiosity and admiration, Schubert used the guitar to sketch raany of 

his songs and even published Lieder with guitar as siraultaneous issues 

44 
with his piano counterparts, Berlioz (1803-1869) included the guitar 

in his Treatise on Modern Instruraentation and Orchestration, describing 

its character as "melancholy and dreamy," with a "real charm of its 

45 
own," Within this environment, the genre of chamber music for guitar 

expanded and developed, indicating the instrument's further integration 

into the musical mainstream and symbolizing its desire for equality 

with other serious instruments. 

The Significance of Chamber Music with Guitar 

The possibility of combining the guitar's unique plucked tone 

with that of other instruments fascinated many composers in the age of 

Guitaromanie, Chamber music works of a great variety were written. 

Thomas Heck, "Schubert Lieder with Guitar...", Soundboard vol, 4 
no. I (Feb., 1977), 12. 

45 
Berlioz also warns of the difficulty in writing for the guitar 

(from his own personal experience): "It is almost impossible to write 
well for the guitar without being a player on the instrument, The ma-
jority of composers, , , give it things to play of excessive difficulty, 
little sonority, and small effect," From H. Berloiz, Treatise on Modern 
Instrumentation and Orchestration, transl. M, Clarke (London, n.d.), 69. 
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Some were experimental, and combined the six-string instrument with 

such unlikely partners as the French horn and trumpet. The majority, 

however, sought a safe position through (i) the adherence to a coru 

servative "norm" of small ensemble composition (duos and trios), and 

(ii) the use of unextended and idioraatic figures on the part of the 

guitar. 

This was largely the outcome of the guitar's rather obsequious 

history of chamber music—that of song accompaniment, providing rudi-

mentary continuo, and improvisation (which almost always meant strumming 

along). In all these three areas, the emphasis was toward providing 

basic harmonic support, It is therefore not surprising to find this 

accompanimental feature being partly continued into the new era of 

chamber music at the turn of the 19th century. The guitar still had a 

long way to go toward a true equality of thematic treatment in ensemble 

compositions, 

Strictly speaking, chamber music for guitar includes all works 

for guitar with one or more other instruraents, as well as works for 

all-guitar ensembles (two or more guitars). The nature of the guitar's 

role in these ensembles—accorapaniraental, soloistic or equal, does not 

affect the broad definition of charaber rausic. Thus, a song with a 

siraple guitar accorapaniraent is as rauch a work of charaber rausic as a 

quartet with the guitar playing an equal role with the other three 

instruments. This scheme, however, does not provide a useful working 

definition of chamber rausic. In order to narrow the scope, it is 
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necessary to delineate qualities that describe the ideals of chamber 

music, The three basic attributes therein are (i) the use of one 

instrument to a part, (ii) some raeasure of equality or near-equality 

among the instruments used, and (iii) a design suitable for chamber 

concert performance rather than purely entertainment or "background" 

music. 

On the basis of instrumentation, the entire range of guitar music 

(chcimber and otherwise) of the 19th century may be organized into the 

following categories: 

(i) works for guitar solo without accompaniment 

(ii) works for two or more guitars (no other instruments), 

(iii) works for guitar (one or more) with one other unlike 
instrument. 

(iv) works for guitar (one or raore) with two or raore unlike 
instruments. 

46 
(v) works for guitar and orchestra, 

A serious inquiry into the nature of guitar chamber rausic should 

ideally include the consideration of all the above groups, But, if 

space and resources are liraited (as in the present case), certain groups 

may be selected as "better representatives" of chamber music, The 

reasoning behind such a selection is presented below: 

The works of Group (i) feature the guitar with its unique melodic-

'^^Strictly speaking, concertos are not included as chamber rausic, 
However, since the accompanying orchestra for guitar concertos is 
usually small in size, there are eleraents of a charaber rausic style 
involved in these works. 
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harmonic possibilities, producing an "illusion of an orchestra in 

miniature with its various effects,"^^ The nature of these "orches-

tral" resources will no doubt elucidate the guitar's chamber music 

temperament, if only by inference, That is, the examination of part-

writing for solo guitar may well reveal the potentials for part-play-

ing (playing just one of the various voice parts) in the chamber music 

context (the other parts being played by other instruments). The 

style of solo guitar music is generally well known to guitarists and 

warrants no detailed discussion in the present study, 

The works of Group (ii) belong more appropriately to the genre 

of chamber music proper. However, it is not inaccurate to observe 

that they are generally an extension or expansion of Group (i). The 

use of two identical instruments allows a far greater interplay of 

voices, provides an expanded harmonic range, and permits more pro— 

nounced dynamic and timbral contrasts, The only missing ingredient 

is the blending (or, in some cases, juxtaposition) of markedly differ-

ent timbral qualities—such as those of unlike instruments. Thus, 

while works of this group constitute chamber music by definition, they 

may not exhibit as many of the idiomatic features of chamber music as 

Groups (iii) and (iv), 

Group (iii) constitutes non-horaogeneous charaber rausic of the 

smallest proportion by instrumentation—two different instruraents, one 

47 
A description raade by Dionisio Aguado, Escuela de guitarra 

(Madrid, 1825), preface. 
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of each type. The role of the guitar in these duos ranges from 

á;rictly accompanimental to predominantly melodic. The former is more 

prevalent than the latter because of the guitar's predisposition 

towards effective and brilliant harmonic figurations. A skillful 

composer includes occasional melodic dialogue between the two instru-

ments. A more revealing study of the problems of dialogue may be 

obtained through the consideration of larger ensembles, that is, those 

with guitar and two or raore unlike instruments. 

Group (v) reflects the virtuosic-dramatic aspects of the guitar 

within an ensemble context. Like most concertos, the treatment of the 

guitar part is mainly soloistic and the work on the whole emphasizes 

antiphony between guitar and orchestra rather than equal treatment ôf 

both parts. 

Group (iv), therefore, remains as the category most representative 

of guitar chamber music, incorporating the most pronounced features 

of "ensembleness", blending of contrasting tirabres, balance of differ-

ent volurae levels, etc, The scope of this paper necessitates the 

choice of only one of the components of the works of Group (iv)—the 

guitar chamber trio (guitar with two other unlike instruments)—as 

a representative of guitar chamber music. 

In the writing of chamber music of the type described in Group 

(iv), the composer encounters several unique problems: 
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(a) The guitar has a relatively small voice—how are the problems 

of projection and balance solved? 

(b) The plucked tone decays rapidly in volume, resulting in a 

pizzicato-like effect, rather than legato or sostenuto, especially when 

compared to other instruments capable of sustaining long tones. This 

imposes considerable restrictions on the type of writing possible for 

the guitar. 

(c) The guitar's past involvement in chamber music (described in 

pp.21-2) was not particularly laudable. Its accompanimental role is 

somewhat detrimental to one of the ideals of chamber music—that of 

equality in thematic or raelodic exposition. 

Various solutions were employed by different composers. Some 

were more successful than others, but, to a degree, they all reflected 

an important phase in the guitar's history, and provide a particularly 

revealing insight into the instrument's integration into the raainstream 

of musical development. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CHAMBER TRIO WITH GUITAR 

General Observations 

The guitar chamber trio represents one of the most popular and 

effective genres of guitar charaber rausic during the age of Guitaromanie, 

In terms of quantity, it accounts for between half and two-thirds of 

all guitar chamber music composed between 1780 and 1830. It is prac-

tically impossible to determine the exact number of chamber trios 

written during this period, as music of this nature circulated mainly 

by means of manuscripts rather than through printed forms. Although 

the catalogues of 19th century publishers list a great number of 

published chamber music works, only a sraall proportion of these have 

been found. A substantial number remain known only through literary 

references which are difficult to verify. 

2 
The Bone biographical dictionary mentions over 140 chamber trios 

with guitar by about 50 different composers around the turn of the 19th 

century, (These form the majority of the works listed in Appendix I.) 

The catalogues of Weimann and Whistling (and later, Hofmeister) also 

Guitar chamber music is taken to be works for guitar with at 
least two other unlike instruments (according to the definition given 
in Chap. I—see p. 25). 

2 
Philip J. Bone, The Guitar and Mandolin (London, 1972), reprint 

ed. 

27 
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mention a large number of yet undiscovered works. 

The task of locating every one of these works is indeed formidable 

and quite beyond the scope of a study more concerned with stylistic 

analysis than musicological documentation. Fortunately, there are two 

mitigating factors which make a study of this nature feasible without 

first obtaining a complete or comprehensive list of works composed 

during the period under consideration: firstly, the stylistic approach 

to these works is characterized by uniformity or similarity rather 

3 
than diversity, which makes it raore valid to extrapolate prevalent 

trends by inference from the representative samples; secondly, the raain 

chamber music composers of the period are represented by at least one 

major work in the sample chosen for study. The style of a given period 

is more likely to be under the influence of major composers'^ than ob-

scure ones, however innovative the latter may have been. 

Titles 

A broad range of titles is given to the compositions subsumed 

under "Chamber Trio with Guitar" but there seems to be a preference 

for the terras "Serenade," "Trio," and "Nocturne" (see Appendix I), 

3 
Newraan, The Sonata in the Classic Era (Chapel Hill, 1963), 544, 

observes the tendency of coraposers who catered to popular tastes to 
write "by using forraulas." 

4 
"Major" in the relative sense, since all guitarist-composers are 

considered kleinmeister (at best) within the mainstreara of rausical his-
tory. Newman, The Sonãta... 544-97, describes the contributions of the 
"rainor Austrians and Germans" from about 1780 to 1825. 
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Many titles, e,g,, "Waltz," "Potpourri," or "March" suggest a light 

and purely entertaining disposition, or perhaps a picturesque romantic 

character piece, Only two works are found to be called "Sonata" by 

title, The descriptive term "Concertante" is sometimes added to 

suggest that even if these works are in the serenade or divertimento 

style, a degree of technical virtuosity (or, at least, display) is 

called for in performance. 

Instrumentation 

The instrumentation of guitar chamber trios can be divided into 

two basic types: 

(I) Two more or less equal melodic instruments and guitar, i,e., 

(i) treble melodic instrument (e.g., flute or violin). 

(ii) a similar or compleraentary instruraent, 

(iii) guitar. 

( I I ) One raelodic instruraent, a "raiddle" or bass instrument and 
gu i ta r , i . e , , 

( i ) t r eb le melodic instrument ( e . g . , f lute or v i o l i n ) , 

( i i ) "middle"/alto or bass instrument ( e .g . , viola , c l a r -
ine t , or c e l l o ) . 

( i i i ) gui tar 

The instrumentation of Type (I) suggests a relationship to that 

of the Baroque trio sonata with two equal melodic instruments and basso 

^Potpourris are variations on a succession of popular tunes of 

the day. 
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continuo, except that in the Classical trio, there is no instrument to 

double the bass line, In addition, the musical idiom of the latter is 

quite different from that of the Baroque trio sonata style, In prac-

tice, the two melodic instruments of the Classical trio are differen-

tiated both in role and range, with the higher part (usually the flute) 

carrying raore of the melodic weight than the lower one (usually the 

violin), In some cases, the treatment of the lower instrument is such 

that the effect is hardly distinguishable from the instrumentation of 

Type II (except in register), 

The instrumentation of Type II resembles that of the standard 

string trio (violin, viola, cello) and also that of the piano trio 

(violin, viola or cello, piano), with the guitar playing the role of 

the harmonic-bass instrument. Here again, the resemblance between the 

"standard" ensembles and the guitar chamber trio ends when the musical 

content of the works is considered. In many early piano trios, the 

piano is the protagonist, with the strings more or less accompanying. 

The guitar did not start its chamber rausic history so illustriously. 

In fact (as discussed earlier), the case was quite the opposite. Com-

pared to the string trio, it is clear that the guitar can hardly be 

expected to provide strong sustained bass notes in the manner of a 

cello. The guitar chamber trio was thus a unique ensemble which started 

a tradition of its own at the turn of the 19th century. 

The choice of either violin or flute (or frequently, both) is 

virtually invariable for all the charaber trios coraposed withia this 
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period. The clarity and relatively light timbre of these instruments 

(not to mention their popularity) are important factors in the design 

of acoustically well-balanced and "practical" ensembles. As a rule, 

the flute takes the "top" line because of its greater melodic flex-

ibility and suitability to the types of light raotivic figures gen-

erally used in these trios, The middle voices are given to the strings 

(viola or violin). The guitar's role is more unusual, and is discussed 

in Chap. III, 

The guitar at the turn of the 19th century was sraaller in size, 

weaker in tone, and raore delicate in construction than the present-day 

instrument. Although there are accounts of woodwind trios with guitar 

(e.g., clarinet, bassoon, guitar), these works are fairly rare (except 

those existing as alternate versions of the "standard" guitar chamber 

trios). Brass instruments are even less likely partners for the Classic 

guitar. This is not surprising as their piercing tone can hardly be 

expected to blend or balance with that of the plucked guitar. 

A breakdown of all the trios listed in Appendix I by instrumen-

tation is given below: 

^Bone, The Guitar..., e.g., Anton Diabelli (1781-1858), 98; 
Luigi Picchianti (1786-1864), 282, and others. 
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Type Number % of t o t a l 

I 33 25.2 

II 86 65.6 

Others 12 9.2 

Total: 131 100.0 

(See Appendix I for complete instrumental breakdown.) 

Stylistic Characteristics 

The approach to the guitar chamber trio at the turn of the 19th 

century is characterized by conformity and accessibility rather than 

by variety and complexity. Works by different composers generally 

share the same stylistic features, especially in the writing of the 

guitar part. The raelodic interest is largely confined to the two 

upper voices (or one upper voice and a "raiddle" voice in the case of 

Type II), The guitar provides a raore or less continuous harmonic sup-

port. This "supporting" role is crucial to the unity and character 

of these chamber works and should not be dismissed as raere harraonic 

filling. Since raost of these works contain loosely connected the-

raatic raaterial, the unbroken figurations on the part of the guitar 

provide a strong element of cohesion . 

The arrangement of using the guitar as an accompanimental in-

strument to the traditionally melodic or raid-ranged instruraents proved 

a prevalent and workable norra, Thus, rather than upsetting the tra-

ditional function of instruraents in their respective roles, coraposers 

turned their efforts toward furnishing the guitar with a series of 

idioraatic and colorful accompaniraental figurations. To sorae extent. 
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credit should be given to composers who provided imaginative and 

effective figures of harmonic support for the guitar, even if they 

fell short of the Classical ideal of equality in terms of thematic 

7 
distribution among the three instruments. 

No musical analysis is complete without some discussion of the 

conventional aspects of musical language—raelody, harmony, rhythm, 

etc. However, since these elements are somewhat conservative in 

comparison to the raainstream "classics", the framework of the present 

study is approached through the investigation of two areas which con— 

tribute more significantly to the uniqueness of the guitar charaber 

trio: (i) Form and Structure, (ii) The Role of the Guitar (Chap. III). 

Aspects of conventional musical vocabulary (raelody, harraony, etc.) are 

discussed under these headings. 

Forra and Structure 

The formal structure of a given work refers to the architectural 

correlates of its constituent parts. There is a certain amount of 

ambiguity in this broad definition as both raicro and raacro aspects of 

forra are implied. Thus, it is necessary to make a distinction between 

form as it relates to the overall structure of a raulti-raoveraent work, 

and forra as it relates to an individual or single raoveraent. For this 

reason, terras such as "individual-raoveraent forra" and "overall structural 

'^Charles Rosen, The Classical Style (New York, 1979), 117, de-

scribes Classical counterpoint as the "transforraation of the accorapany-

ing voice to raelody and vice-versa." 
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form" are used to clarify the inherent ambiguity of the term "musical 

form." 

In terms of overall structure, most guitar chamber trios favor 

the three-moveraent form: fast-slow-fast. The four-movement forra, 

which includes the minuet or scherzo and trio, is used to a lesser 

extent, Multi-moveraent works in the divertimento style are also fairly 

common, but are generally trivial in musical content. 

Individual movements often follow a more or less standardized 

formal pattern. The nature of each pattern is largely determined by 

the position of these moveraents in relation to the entire work. Thus, 

for purposes of organization, it is possible to divide the individual 

movement forms into broad categories based on their "position-type" 

in the standard four-moveraent structure, i.e., first raovement, second/ 

slow raoveraent, minuet (or scherzo) and trio, and finale. This provides 

a reference point from which individual variations (or lack of thera) 

are evaluated. 

In the outline of forras of individual raovements of selected works 

(representing the main composers), the following forraat is eraployed: 

(1) The capital letters (A, B, A', etc.) appearing under the 
heading "Sections/Main Keys/Diraensions" refer to the broad 
divisions or sections of a raovement. The length and nature 
of these divisions vary according to the type of forra where-
in they are contained. For exaraple, the A section of a ter-
nary form refers to the first main division before the con-
trasting middle section B , whereas the A section of a rondo 
represents the rondo theme (before the first episode); B will 
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then denote the first episode, and so on. 

(2) The capital letters in parentheses denote the main key areas. 
In the case of development sections in which rapid modulations 
take the place of a predominant key, the tonality at the 
start of the section is given. 

(3) The numbers in parentheses are measure numbers, 

(4) The dimensions of Trios in Minuet-and-Trio moveraents are not 
given. (They have generally clear-cut structures.) 

(5) Repeat signs (when present) are indicated for raain sections. 
Repeats of sub-sections are not indicated. 

(6) Abbreviations used: Intro.-Introduction; Through co.rap.-
Through composed; Mod.-Modified; Cda.-Coda or Codetta; 
Expo.-Exposition; Dev.-Development; Recap.-Recapitulation. 

over/.... 
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Sections/ Main Keys/ Dimensions 

von Call: Trio for flute, viola, guitar, Op, 134, 

I Adagio con moto sonatina 

II Menuett and Trio ternary 

III Rondo rondo 

expo, ( E L B ^ ) dev. (B^.) recap. (E'') 
35mm. 

(1-35) 
52mm. 

(36-87) 
87mm. 

(88-174) 

||:A: Ij : B A' :j| (E^-B^-E'' ) 

8mm. 5Imm. 8mm. 
(1-8) (9-59) (60-67) 
Trio: ||:C:|| :D C' :|| 

A (E^ B (Bh A (E'') C (Cm) A (E'^) 
16mm. 61mm. 16mm. 27mm. llmm. 
(1-16) (17-77) (78-93) (94-126) (122-

Cda. (Eh 
68mm. 

137) (135-205) 

Carulli: Trio in D, Op. 9 no. 2 for flute, violin, guitar. 

I Allegro sonatina ||:expo:j| (D-A) dev. (G..) recap. (D) 
96mm. 29ram, 105mm, 
(1-96) (97-125) (126-220) 

II Romance mod, ternary 
(Larghetto) 

A (G) 
23mra, 

( 1 - 2 3 ) 

B (Dm) 
lOmm, 

( 2 4 - 3 3 ) 

A' (G) 
19mm. 

( 3 4 - 5 2 ) 

III Rondo rondo A (D) B (A) A (D) C (G) A' (D) 
24mm, 61mm, 24mm, 72mm, 42rara, 
(1-24) (25-85)(86-109)(110-81)(182-

223) 

Carulli: Trio in E rain. Op. 9 no. 3 for flute, violin, guitar 

I Allegro vivace sonatina ||:expo:l| (Em-G) dev. (Am,.)recap. (Era) 
109mm. 19mm. 74mm. 
(1-109) (110-28) (129-202) 
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Movement Form Sections/ Main Keys/ Dimensions 

II Romance ternary 

III Allegretto rondo 

A (G) 
17mm, 
(1-17) 

B (D) 
16mm, 
(18-33) 

A (G) 
17mm. 

da capo rep 

A (Em) B (G) A (Em) C (C) A' (Em) 
24mm, 34mm. 24mm, 38mm. 30mm. 
(1-24) (25-58)(59-82) (83-120)(121-50) 

Carulli: Notturno in A min. for flute, violin, guitar. 

I Allegro through-comp, 
(Intro, to II) 

A B C D (Am) 
14mm, 9mm, 7mm, lOmm, 
(1-14) (15-23)(24-30)(31-44) 

II Andante and theme and varn, Theme: ||:A:|1: B A':j| (A-E-A) 
Variations 8mm, 8mm. 

All 9 varns, have same structure. 

III Allegro raod, ternary A (A) 
20mm. 
(1-20) 

B (A) A' (A) 
30mm. 20mm. 
(21-50) (51-70) 

Diabelli: Trio for flute, alto, guitar. 

I Marcia binary A 
20mm, 
(1-20) 

B 
16mm. 
(21-36) 

(C) 

II Andante mod. ternary A B A' (F) 
16mm. 8mm. 14mm. 
(1-16) (17-24) (25-38) 

III Scherzando 
un poco 
Allegretto 

IV Menuetto 
and Trio 

mod. ternary 

ternary 

A B A' (D) 
17ram. 8mm. 28rara. 
(1-17) (18-25) (26-53) 

||:A:1|: B A' :|| 
8mra. 24rara. 8ram. 
(1-8) (9-32)(33-40) 

(G) 

Trio: 11:C: 11: D C' :| 
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Movement Form Sections/ Main Keys/ Dimensions 

V Allegro mod, ternary A B A' 
34mm, 29mm, 57mm, 
(1-34) (35-63) (64-120) 

(A) 

Giuliani; Serenata Op, 19 for violin, cello, guitar. 

I Adagio sonatina expo. (A_E) dev. (E,.) recap. (A) 
22mm. 38mm. 14mm. 
(1-22) (23-60) (61-82) 

II Scherzo 
allegro assai 

ternary ||:A: II : B A' : 
34mm. 38mm, 14mm, 
(1-34) (35-69)(70-83) 
Trio: C D C' 

(Bra-G-Qn) 

(D-A-D) 

III Alla Polacca rondo A (A) B (E) A' (A) C (D) A" Cda. 
30mm. 58mm. 24 mm. 44 mm. 43mm. 
(1-30) (31-88)(89-112)(112-55)(156-98) 

Kreutzer: Trio in D Op. 9 no. 3 for flute, violin, guitar. 

I Allegro sonatina ||:expo:i| (D-A) dev. (Fí̂ ..) recap. (D) 
80mra. 42mm. 84mm. 
(1-80) (81-122) (122-206) 

II Andante mod. ternary A (G) 
51mm. 
(1-51) 

B (Qn) A' (G) 
56ram, 22mm, 
(52-107) (108-29) 

III Rondo rondo A (D) B (A) A (D) C (Dm) A Cda, 
35mm, 65mm. 35mm, 48mm, 94mm. 
(1-35) (36-100)(101-35)(136-83)(184-277) 

Kreutzer: Trio in D Op. 16 for flute, clarinet, guitar. 

I Allegro 
risoluto 

s o n a t i n a | | : expo: | | (A_E) d e v . ( G , , ) r e c a p , (A) 
88mm. 48mm. 95rara, 

( 1 - 8 8 ) ( 8 9 - 1 3 6 ) ( 1 3 7 - 2 3 1 ) 
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Movement 

II Adagio 

III Alla 
Polacca 

Form 

mod, ternary 

mod, ternary 

Sections/ Main Keys/ Dimensions 

A (E) 
23mm. 
(1-23) 

A (A) 
108mm, 
(1-108) 

B (G) 
31mra, 
(24-54) 

B (F^) 
44ram, 

(109-152) 

A' (E) 
17mm, 
(55-71) 

A' (A) 
39mm, 

(153-191) 

Matiegka; Serenade Op. 26 for flute, viola, guitar. 

I Adagio-
Allegro 
moderato 

II Scherzo 
and Trio 

sonatina 

III Rondo 

ternary 

rondo 

Intro.(C) expo,(C-G) dev, (E,.)recap. (C) 
29mm. 90mm. 54mm. 89mm. 
(1-29) (30-119) (120-73) (174-262) 

||;A: II : B A' :|| (C-G-C) 
20mm. 75mm. 60mm. 
(1-20) (21-105)(106-65) 
Trio: :C: D C': 

A (C) B (E) A' Cda. (C) A" finale(C) 
131mra. 40mm. lOlmm. 46mm, 
(1-131) (132-70) (171-271) (272-317) 

Molino: Trio for flute, viola, gultar. 

I Allegro sonatina |(:expo:|j (D-A) dev. (Dm..) recap. (D) 
98mm. 59mra. 53mm. 
(1_98) (99-159) (160-210) 

II Romanze mod. ternary A (A) 
16mm. 
(1-16) 

B (am) 
23ram. 
(17-39) 

A' (A) 
19mm. 
(40-58) 

III Rondo rondo A (D) B (A) A' (D) C (F) A" (D) 
33mm. 42mm, 35mm, 25ram. 47mm, 
(1-33) (34-75) (76-110) (111-35) (136-82) 

Paganini; Serenata for 2 violins and guitar 

I Largo-
Amoroso 

through-comp, Intro, (F) 
14ram„ 

(1-14) 

A (F) B (C) C (F) 
16mra. 12mra. 12rara, 
(15-16) (17-28) (29-40) 
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Movement Form Sections/ Main Keys/ Dimensions. 

II Andantino ternary 
(scherzando) 

III Finale German bar 

A (F) 
20mm. 
(1-20) 

B (Dm) 
24mm. 
(21-36) 

A (F) 
20mm. 

da capo rep. 

A A B 
4mm, 4mm. 4mm. 

Paganini; Trio in D for violin, cello, guitar. 

I Allegro 
con brio 

II Minuetto 
and Trio 

III Andante 
Larghetto 

IV Rondo 

sonatina 

ternary 

mod, binary 

rondo 

:expo:j| (D-A) dev. (F/Sí. . )recap, (E-D) 
76mm. 94mm. 79mm. 
(1-76) (77-170) (171-249) 

1|:A: II : B A' 
16mm. 24mm. 22mm, 

Trio: ||:C:1|: D C :| 

A (l|:a:||:a' :\\ ) B 
16mm, llmm. 
(1-16) (17-27) 

(D-G-D) 

(G-Era-G) 

(A-E-A) 

A (D) B (A) A' (D) C (Trio,G) A'(D) 
51mm, 65mm, 24mm, 28mm, 60mm. 
(1-51) (52-116)(117-40) (1-28) (29-88) 
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First—Movement Form 

The most coramonly used form for the opening moveraent is based on 

the sonata principle. This proved raost successful for raoveraents of a 

larger scale, Shorter raoveraents took other forms such as the ternary 

and rounded binary, The unique features of the sonata are generally 

well known and no further elaboration is needed at this point. Instead, 

it is interesting to note that it is not the sonata form (of late Mozart 

and Beethoven) but a variant of it, the sonatina, that is consistently 

used in these opening movements, This variant is fairly standardized and 

9 
its structure features both the logic and unity of a circular form. 

The first section (or division) of the sonatina corresponds to 

the exposition of the sonata. Theraes are presented in the tonic and 

dominant in the usual manner, In addition, the final section is like 

the recapitulation section of the sonata, with thematic recurrence in 

the tonic area, However, two significant differences—both found in the 

development section—set the sonatina apart from the sonata forra 

associated with Mozart and Beethoven: (i) the developraent section of 

the sonatina is often very short, Although it raay soraetiraes go through 

a series of rapid raodulations, it lacks the proportion required of a 

full developraent section; (ii) there is frequently no real thematic 

development in this section. Main or subsidiary themes raay be touched 

upon at the start of the section, but the draraatic tension of system-

atic thematic fragmentation, re-combination, or working out is usually 

^Wallace Berry, Forra in Music (New Jersey, 1966), 230-231, 
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absent. In fact, new theaes are often introduced in the development 

(particularly in the aore aabitious works), and these are generally 

relaxed and lyrical rather than dramatic in nature. 

The overall scale of the sonatina is snaller, and its imisical 

material more nodest than the sonata. Wallace Berry describes the 

sonatina as a movement in which »»the middle section, if present at all, 

is of slight scope and inq̂ ortance," and in which the "general dimensions 

are more nearly bipartite than tripartite." 

The sonatina form proved to be an exceptionally viable structure 

for opening movements of substantial length. It is ccw^letely fair to 

say that the sonatina was to the composers of guitar chamber music what 

the sonata was to liozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. 

Like the sonata, the sonatina may be preceded by a slow introduc-

tion, and may have a coda or codetta added to the recapitulation to bring 

the movement to a more conclusive ending. Broad introductions often 

have a fanfare—like character and end with a half cadence on the domi-

nant . Carulli's Notturno in C for flute, violin, and guitar is a good 

exaiiq>le of a quasi-fanfare introduction closing on the dominant through 

the German 6th: 

Wallace Berry, Form in Music (New Jersey, 1966), 231. 
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Ex. 1. CaruI I i : Notturno in C for f lu te , v io l in , gu i t a r . rara.1-3, 
_ s t a r t of In t ro . 

^ /> 
FlOte 

Violine 

Gitarre 
Laute 

Ex. la. Carulli: ram.12-13, close of Intro. 
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?î 
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The first moveraent sonatina forra is used by Carulli in a good 

nuraber of his works. The sectional dimensions of two such first move-

ments are as follows: 

Allegro from Op. 9 no. 1. Allegro Vivace from Op. 9 no. 3, 

| | :Expo: | | : 76ram. ( 1 - 7 6 ) :Expo:| | : 109mra. (1 -109) 

Dev. : 20mm. (77 -96) Dev. : 19mm. (110-28) 

Recap. : 78mm. (97-174) Recap. : 74mra. (129-202) 

(Expo: T h . I : ram.1-15; t r a n s 
mra.16-30; t h . I I ; ram,31-65; 

(Expo: T h , I : ram.1-15; t r a n s 
mra.17-27; t h . I I a : ram,28-41; 



closing th: mm, 66-76, 
Dev: Th.I; mm.77-84; trans: 
mm.85-97. 
Recap: Th.I; mm.98-117; trans; 
mm.118-124; th.II; 125-162; 
cl. th; mm. 163-174.) 
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th.IIb; mra,42-83; closing th; 
ram.84-108. 
Dev: Th.I; mm,109^128, 
Recap; Th.I; rara.129-136; trans 
mra,137-142; th,II: ram,143-179; 
cl, th: mra,180-202.) 

In both cases, the development is more or less a transposition 

of the main themes in the exposition, In Op. 9 no. 1, this section is 

set off by a different key signature, and goes through several tonal 

centers at a pace characteristic of rapidly modulating development 

sections, The key sequence touches upon G-Em-C-Am-E in a fashion 

typical of Carulli's common chord modulations. 

Ex. 2, Carulli: Trio Op, 9 no, 1 for flute, violin, guitar, mm.1-8, 
first theme, exposition, flute. 

Allegro 

tJ dolce 

trff | f f f f frff |¥-^ 

^^m ¥ 
f^^ 

ifm4i\ 
> 

±^ 

The developraent section is only 20 measures in length. It is based 

mainly on themes transposed from the exposition. The developraent section 

in its entirety is shown below; 
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Ex. 2a , C a r u l l i : mm. 77-96, development. 
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The opening theme (Ex. 2), first played in the key of A on the 

flute in the exposition, begins the development section in the key of 

G, this time played on the violin. Other themes or figures frora the 

exposition are sirailarly developed, or rather, transposed in this sec-

tion. For exaraple, the figure in mm.80-81 in the development comes 

frora part of the second therae (rara.49-50) of the exposition (not shown) 

There are also references to two recurring figures, viz.. 

(i) 
ibt W^ and (ii) m I 

both of which are "developed" frora theraes in the exposition, Thus, the 

mi ddle section, in spite of its small proportion and relatively relaxed 
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character, is partly developmental in nature, This kind of development 

is typical of the sonatina form used in guitar chamber trios, 

In the recapitulation, the main themes are heard in the tonic key 

in the usual manner (of transposition), The guitar part, however, is 

modified so as to sound more brilliant and assertive (raainly through 

the use of a higher register): 

Ex, 2b; Carulli; mra,165-171, guitar. 

3íffef^ 
,*f* imiM i 

' PM' 
Accordingly, the two other instruments are given less florid figures 

and more rests to allow the guitar to eraerge. This "late" emergence 

of the guitar part—towards the second half of a raoveraent—is a char-

acteristic found not only in Carulli but also in quite a few other com-

posers of his time. 

The start of the second theme (ra.31), which is not heard in the 

developraent, is stated in the tonic key of A. Both the transition 

(ra.l6) and the closing therae (ra,66) also appear (or rather, reappear) 

in the tonic key in the recapitulation (ra.118 and m.l63, respectively), 
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The sonatina form is also used in the first moveraent, Allegro, of 

Kreutzer's Trio in D Op, 9 no. 3. The proportions are as follows: 

j|:Expo;||: 80mm. (1-80) (Th.I: mm,l-ll; trans: mra.12-23; th.II; ram,24-

39; closing th; 40-68; Th.I'; mra,68-80.) 

Dev. : 41mm. (81-122) (Th.I: rara.81-107; trans; ram,108-122,) 

Recap, : 88mra, (123-206)(Th.I: ram.123-141; th.II: mra.142-157; cda; ram. 
157-206—th.III: mm,157-164; trans; mm,165-189; 
th.I; mm.190-206. ) 

The second theme (m,24) is given to the guitar, forming an effec-

tive relief to the almost unceasing flow of harmonic figurations through-

out the first part of the exposition; 

Ex. 3. Kreutzer; Trio in D Op. 9 no. 3, mm.24-27, guitar. 

Solo 25 

^{j^jé'^*-^ 

r 7 
19-' 

The feature of letting the guitar carry the second therae is quite coramon 

in trios where the guitar rises above a role of pure accompaniraent, The 

works of Paganini and Matiegka are good exaraples of this practice. 

The nature of such "guitar" theraes is generally raodest in rausical 

content. As in the above exaraple, they are usually triadic, with raainly 

stepwise raotion in scalar parts, and fairly horaogeneous in rhythraic 

treatraent. More often than not, the "guitar" therae takes the forra of 

siraple ingratiating figures instead of coraplete theraes. In fact, when-

ever the guitar is given a theraatic stateraent—whether it forras the 
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first or second theme~the character of such themes is almost always 

less musically satisfying than themes given to the other instruments in 

the same movement, This shows that even if composers were capable of 

constructing strong thematic material, they often chose to give the 

guitar less ambitious (perhaps viewed as more idiomatic) raelodies, 

Furthermore, the guitar is usually not given any raelodic passages in 

the development, If guitar themes appear in the exposition, they 

typically disappear in the development, re-appearing only in the reca-

pitulation, 

The development section of Kreutzer's Trio in D has the guitar 

almost continually playing 16th-note figures: 

Ex. 3a. ram.81-86, guitar. 

This unbroken harmonic texture, together with the fact that chords are 

spelled out in full almost all the tirae in this section, suggests the 

nature of the guitar's role—to effect harraonic cohesion and stability 

in an area of modulation. 

Paganini's first moveraents are usually the most substantial in 
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terms of length and content in comparison to the other moveraents of a 

given work. The three main divisions are generally more equally pro-

portionate than the sonatina form with the abbreviated development sec-

tion. The Trio in D for violin, cello, and guitar bears the following 

structure in the first moveraent, Allegro con brio; 

||:Expo:|| : 75mm. (1-75) (Th.I; mm.1-15; trans: mra,16-38; th.II: 
mm.39-62; closing th: mra,63-75.) 

Dev. : 95ram. (76-170) (Th.I; mm,76-92; trans; mm.93-114; th.III: 
mm,115-150; 151-170.) 

Recap. : 79mm. (171-249) (Th.I; mm.171-189; trans; ram.189-210; th,II: 
mm, 211-234; cl. th; mm„235-249,) 

Themes in the exposition are distinct and melodic instead of 

motivic in character, The first theme is stated on the cello; 

Ex. 4. Paganini: Trio in D for violin, cello, guitar, mm.1-8, cell< 

E 
3: zz: 

(2- :Li^r#-^"L^ 
dolce 

^ 
^ ^ 

fe^ 4^ 
iS^ ^ ifft i ^ J l - ^ l J^-^^vPi 

The violin takes up this raelody and a bridge passage links the first key 

area (D) to the second (A): 
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Ex. 4a . Pagan in i ; mm.9-I7, v i o l i n . 

dolce 

Ex, 4b. Paganini: mm.26-39, modulation to A, the dominant of the first 
key area ( v i o l i n ) : 

I h-o-A^ fe^ ^ 
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The second theme is given to the guitar. This theme is a particu-

larly good example of effective, idiomatic writing for the guitar without 

the usual affectations and limitations. 
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Ex, 4c, Paganini; ram,39-55, guitar. 
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The tessitura is kept high (9th position) and it is difficult to imagine 

anything that would make a better or more appropriate contrast to the 

opening theme. The use of pre-beat grace notes emphasizes both the 

assertiveness and the incisiveness of the theme, To lighten the texture 

for this part, the other instruments are given a pizzicato accompani-

ment: 

Ex, 4d, Paganini: mm,39-47, violin. 

m pl2Z. 

^ 
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^ 
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The exposition ends with a closing theme based on the triplet figures 

of the bridge passage (Ex. 4a). 

The development section on the whole deviates somewhat from the 

conventional dramatic type of development found in the Classical sonata-

allegro. It begins with the first part of the opening therae in the 

mediant major iFff). The fragmented theme modulates quickly from Fff to 

D, an, and G in the first 17mm, (76-92) of the development, This sec-

tion is characteristic of the theraatische Arbeit type of developmental 

activity, 

However, the greater part of the development is concerned with 

the introduction and exposition of a new theme. Instead of developing 

the second (guitar) theme, a modified bridge (mra,93-114) leads into 

this lyrical therae in Em (the tonality of which was prepared by the 

reiterated B chords of the preceding section), The theme is shared 

between the cello and the violin and accompanied throughout by triplet 

arpeggios on the guitar, The character of this part of the development, 

mm,115-170 (about two-thirds of the entire section), is more relaxed. 

lighter, and more lyrical. 
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Ex, 4e, Paganini: ram.II6-I23, "new" theme, cello. 

ê 

120 

i i f rv T | r t L r r ; i ^ 
The recapitulation begins with the first theme stated in the key 

of E (ra,171), a supertonic relation to D, The choice of this key is 

rather unusual and serves in part to weaken the sharp dividing lines 

between conventional sections, In addition, the triplet bridge goes 

through a series of quick modulations (E-C-Am-F-Dm-B'') in the first part 

of the recapitulation before reaching the dominant (A) of the tonic key 

D. The start of the recapitulation'is thus a sort of extension of the 

development section, 

The restateraent of the guitar theme (in the tonic) marks the final 

area of tonal stability and theraatic recurrence, The codetta/closing 

theme (mm,235-249), not unexpectedly, is built upon the triplet figures 

of the bridge passage (Ex, 4a), 

An alternative viewpoint of the structure is as follows: Instead 
of beginning at ra,171 (as outlined above), the recapitulation can be said 
to start at ra,210 when the tonality returns definitely to the tonic (D). 
However, this raeans that the entire first theme would be in the "develop-
ment" section and completely omitted in the recapitulation. Thus, 
there is a preference for the designation of ra.l71 as the start of the 
recapitulation in spite of the supertonic relation of the opening measures 
to the tonic tonality (of the exposition). 
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The above "adaptation" of the sonata form is not unusual in 

Paganini. The opening raovement, Allegro Risoluto from the Grand Sonata 

in A has a similar structural design. The dimensions are as follows; 

||:Expo;|| ; 84mm. (1-84) (Th.I; mm.I-15; trans; mm.16-20; th.II; mm. 
21-35 (Ila: rara.21-24, Ilb; ram.25-27, IIc; mm, 
28-35); th.III; mra.36-50; closing th; mm.51-
72; th.III: mra.71-84.) 

Dev. ; 48mm. (85-132) (Th.I; mm,85-91; th.II(b): mra.92-111; th.III 
rara.112-119; cl. th; rara.120-132.) 

Recap. ; 50mm. (133-182) (Th.II; mm.133-147; cl. th; mm,148-169; th. 
III: mm.170-177; cda; mra.178-182.) 

There are three raain themes and a closing theme of equal impor-

tance: 

Ex. 5. Paganini: Grand Sonata in A for guitar, piano, violin, mm.1-5, 
part of first theme, violin part not shown. 
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Ex. 5a. Paganini: mm.21-24, first part of second theme (Ila), guitar 

m ^m i 
WW 

á fif F[^'ipc!Ll^ 

Ex, 5b. Paganini; mm.25-27, second part of second theme (Ilb), guitar 
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Ex. 5c. Paganini: mra.36-39, start of third therae, guitar. 
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Ex, 5d. Paganini: mm,51-52, start of closing theme, guitar. 

uf(fP^Sf ^M 
The development section starts with an inversion of the first 

theme; 

Ex, 5e, Paganini: mm,85-90, start of development section. 
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Thereafter, themes from the exposition are loosely expanded and raade 

more relaxed and lyrical. The first is based on the latter part of the 

second theme (Ilb) and is built upon a repeated rhythmic figure: 

Ex. 5f. Paganini: mm. 92-95, first "development" theme, guitar. 

tLe u^ ÊUJ Ití »1 
The second theme ( i n the development) f ea tu re s an o s t i n a t o upper voice 

Ex. 5g. Paganin i ; mm.112-115, second "development" therae, g u i t a r . 

æ n. 
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The second of these two themes (Ex. 5f) connects the development 

section to the recapitulation by means of a raodulatory bridge (ram.120-

132), The first two themes of the exposition are entirely oraitted in 

the recapitulation, This section is based entirely on the second 

"developraent" therae and the closing therae (Ex, 5d) of the exposition. 

The structural design of the Grand Sonata is thus not unlike that 

of the Trio in D , The greater part of the development section is 

relaxed and lyrical rather than dramatic, In the recapitulation, not 
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all themes are systematically stated in the tonic key (the first theme 

is entirely omitted), Expansion and manipulation of figures from the 

closing theme (Ex, 5d) effect the drive toward the final cadence. 

One of the finest examples of a first-movement design based on 

the sonata principle is the opening movement of Matiegka's Serenade 

Op. 26 for flute, viola, and guitar, The overall structure is as 

follows: 

Intro, : 29mm, (1-29) 

Expo, : 90mm. (30-119) (Th.I: mra.30-45; trans: ram,46-64; th,II: 

mm,65-92; closing th; mra,93-119,) 

Dev. : 54ram, (120-173) (Th.I: mra,120-133; th.II mm,133-146; cl. th; 
mm.147-161; th.I: mm.162-173.) 

Recap, . ; 89mm, (174-262) (Th,I; mra.174-181; trans: ram,182-197; th.II: 

mm, 198-223; coda; mm.224^262.) 

The moveraent begins with a slow introduction in which all three 

instruraents are blended in a rich harraonic texture: 

Ex. 6. Matiegka: Serenade Op, 26 for flute, viola, guitar, Adagio non 
raolto-Allegro raoderato, ram.1-8. intro. 
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The allegro proper contains two raain theraes in the exposition— 

one in the tonic and the other in the dominant—which are linked through 

a modulatory bridge. The themes are introduced by the guitar: 

Ex. 6a, Matiegka: mra, 30-35, first therae, guitar. 

tuuj-r'ziuzii. 
crp^r 

rrrf^rrr 
Ex, 6b, Matiegka: ram, 64-70, second therae, guitar 
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The closing therae is based on the descending three-note figure 

of the first theme. Again, it is given to the guitar; 

Ex, 6c, Matiegka; mm,93-95, ram,114-116, closing therae, guitar. 

Solo 

ífiji^(]\i^oi^S\ri'^r~\ 
The short motivic elements contained in the theraes are ideal for 

thematic fragraentation. In the developraent section, most of the thematic 

working out of these motives is undertaken by the flute and viola. The 

guitar retreats to the background, providing dramatic tension in a simple 

but effective way—by playing ostinato octaves. 

Ex. 6d. Matiegka: ram,120-132, start of development section. 
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The development is based on the three-note motive of the expo-

sition and begins in the mediant raajor E (or, viewed alternatively, the 

V of Am), The Am tonality is affirmed in ra.l25 but moves quickly to F, 

the subdominant of the tonic tonality. Thus, although the developraent 

begins on a relatively distant chord, it rapidly raoves to closely-rela-

ted keys which forra the raain tonal areas for the larger part of this 

section, 

The guitar, which has receded into the background throughout this 

section, finally emerges to close the development with a solo based on 

the closing therae raotive of the exposition: 
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Ex, 6f. Matiegka; rara^162-165, guitar. 

In the recapitulation, all themes are restated in the tonic in the 

usual manner. The diminished 7th chords in the codetta effect an 

increased propulsion toward the final cadence in a style characteristic 

of Matiegka, 

In this movement, Matiegka successfully adapts the sonata-allegro 

form to the "conventional" guitar charaber rausic style—that in which 

the guitar is more harmonically than melodically oriented and plays 

more or less continuously. The short raotivic figure is very rauch the 

key to thematic equality (to some degree) araong the three instruments, 

In addition, the figure attains a quality of incisiveness because of 

its brevity and thus projects better even on the weaker-toned guitar, 

Textural changes, in which the two other instruments drop off 

almost entirely when the guitar announces a new therae, also help in the 

balance of the ensemble, To prevent the texture from becoraing too bare 

in these "solo" episodes, the guitar is raade to provide its own harraony 

which it does with the greatest facility—either with ostinato open-

string basses or in thirds and sixths (see above exaraples), 

On the whole, the raoveraent (as are the other raoveraents of 

the work) is full of fresh spontaneous melodies, skilfully woven in a 

texture that makes the raost effective use of the corabined sonority of 
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the three instruments. Contrapuntal passages alternate with homophonic 

ones, Melodic figures are transformed into accompanimental parts and 

vice-versa in a manner characteristic of Classical counterpoint, 

Slow First-Movement Forra 

Occasionally, an opening moveraent raay be marked Adagio (or Largo), 

suggesting a departure (to some degree) from the dramatic sonata-allegro 

form, Structurally, however, the slow first raoveraents, like their 

allegro counterparts, are based on the sonata or sonatina forra. They 

are characterized by an abundance of loosely connected theraes, The 

themes themselves are not suitable for expansion or developraent because 

of their relatively lyrical or "romantic" nature. Since new theraes 

continually arise throughout a raoveraent, the central division is often 

indicated only through a harraonic raovement away from the tonic key area, 

In other words, there is no systematic developraent (and hardly any 

recapitulation) of theraes—new theraes are introduced almost throughout 

the entire moveraent, 

The first moveraent, Adagio, frora Giuliani's Serenata Op.l9 for 

violin, cello and guitar, exeraplifies this slow first-raoveraent form in 

many respects. The dimensions of the three sections are as follows: 

Expo. : 33ram. (1-33) 

Dev. : 27ram. (34-60) 

Recap. : 22mm. (61-82) 

The three sections are similar rather than contrasting. The har-

monic texture and rhythmic pattern remain fairly constant throughout the 

whole movement, There are a large number of themes, most of which flo'.v 
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from one to another without a sharp transition, 

The exposition begins with a cello theme which ultilizes the 

instrument»s expressive sonority: 

Ex. 7. Giuliani; Serenata Op, 19 for violin, cello, guitar, mm,2-4 

Violino 

Vîoloncello 

Chitarra 

Other theraes appear raainly in the dorainant key area, The exposition 

closes with a ferraata on the secondary dominant (meaning that a repeat 

of the exposition is not called for), 

The development section is longer than that of the sonatina form 

used for quick moveraents. It begins with the introduction of a new therae 

in the dominant minor: 

Ex. 7a. Giuliani: mm.34-39. 
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The development section is a little raore relaxed especially when com-

pared to the closing raeasures of the exposition. One of the theraes in 

this section is accompanied by an unchanging guitar ostinato figure that 

lasts for a full 11 raeasuresl (rara.49-59). 

The development closes on the parallel major of Era which forras the 

dorainant to the recapitulation (in A). The recapitulation begins (after 

a two-raeasure "introduction") with the opening theme (or rather, figure) 

frora the exposition, except that it is now played on the violin (instead 

of the cello) and is both erabellished and transforraed; 

Ex. 7b. Giuliani: mra. 61, 63-64, start of recapitulation. 
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Apart from this brief allusion, there is no direct or systematic 

recollection of theraes from the two preceding sections. The reserablance 

between the exposition and the recapitulation thus lies raainly in the 

identical tonic tonality of the opening raeasures. 

The structure of the first moveraent, Adagio con raoto of von Call's 

Op. 134 Trio for flute, viola and guitar is fairly sirailar to the above 

exaraple. The overall structure is; 

Expo. : 35ram. (1-35) 

Dev. ; 52mm. (36-87) 

Recap. : 87mm. (88-174) 

The exposition is relatively short, but contains no less than four 

theraes, two of which are played on the guitar, and the other two on the 

flute. The guitar theraes are, as usual, triadic in character: 

Ex. 8. von Call: Trio Op. 134 for flute, viola, guitar, mra.1-4, 
first therae, guitar. 

Adagio con moto 
Capo on 
3rd fret 

Ex. 8a. von Call: ram.21-24, second "guitar" theme. 

Thrcughout this work, the guitar uses a capo on the third -fret, 
making it sound a rainor third higher. 
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The f l u t e theraes e x p l o i t s t he s c a l a r raelodic f l e x i b i l i t y of the i n s t r u -

ment : 

Ex. 8b . von C a l l ; mra.9-12, f i r s t " f l u t e " therae. 

7,í |l'l, ff i f ff 

Ex. 8c. von Call; ram.34-35, second "flute" theme. 

The development section begins with a raore rapid arpeggiation on 

the guitar; 

Ex. 8b. von Call: ram,36-38. 
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As in the exposition, there are four more or less distinct theraes, this 

tirae played on the flute and viola. The theraes are not related to tho se 
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in the exposition. The guitar recedes largely into the harmonic back-

ground, emerging only occasionally (e.g., ram.43-45) with a scalar 

passage related to the second "guitar" theme (Ex. 8a). 

In the recapitulation, themes from both the development and reca-

pitulation appear in the tonic. Unlike Giuliani's Serenata, there is 

raore recapitulating here, with some theraes raore or less fully restated. 

The second theme of the development section, for example, is transposed 

in its entirety to the tonic tonality; 

Ex. 8c. von Call: rara,54-58, second theme of development section, flute. 

Ex, 8d, von Call: mm,139-143, second "development" theme, recap., flute 

The above moveraent can also be described as a simple binary 

instead of a rounded binary (sonatina) since there is no real develop-

ment area, Viewed this way, the structure is: 

A: 87mm. (1-87) 

B: 87mm, (88-174) 

Both halves are exactly equal in length, The B section starts in the 

same way as the A—with the guitar therae in E (Ex, 8), Theraes contained 

in the first section occur again in the second in the tonic tonality. 
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The siraple binary description is useful in discerning and eraphasizir;̂  

the sjnranetrical design of the structure, However, it differs frora the 

12 
conventional binary form in that both halves start in the tonic, 

There is no conclusive evidence that the movement conforms to any one 

of the suggested patterns (sonatina or siraple binary), Both viewpoints 

are equally valid, and each provides a good degree of architectural unity 

in its own way. 

The foregoing exaraples indicate that although the highly-structured 

sonata-allegro was raore often than not soraewhat unsuitable for the kind 

of rausical treatraent usually favored in the guitar trios, coraposers had 

adapted a variant, the sonatina, raost consistently and successfully 

to their first raoveraents. The developraent section is often sharply 

abridged, at tiraes expositional with the introduction of new theraes, and 

generally raore relaxed in character, Its relative brevity suggests that 

perhaps coraplexity and elaborate scheraes of theraatic working out were 

not the order of these corapositions. Greater iraportance is placed on 

the more straightforward exposition and recapitulation sections, 

In addition, phrases tend to be regular and well-balanced. 

Although a degree of rhythmic variety exists (in the melodic instruments 

rather than the guitar), a feeling of "squareness" persists for several 

reasons: (i) harmonic rhythms frequently coincide with bar-lines or 

main beats, (ii) there is little raelodic syncopation, and (iii) the 

12 
Ordinarily, the B section of the siraple binary starts in the 

dorainant. In addition, the binary "label" is usually used for shorter 

moveraents. 
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unbroken continuity of the guitar part, The harmonic language is 

generally conservative if not predictable, and raelodies are light and 

entertaining. These features and their adaptation to a relatively 

strict Classical forra contribute to the unique character of these first 

raoveraents. 

Second/Slow Movement Forra 

The forms adopted for the second (not necessarily slow) moveraent 

of raulti-moveraent works vary somewhat in design and length, The two 

most commonly used structures are; (i) the ternary slow-moveraent forra 

(adagio, largo, roraanze, etc,), and (ii) the therae and variation forra, 

Occasionally, the slow raoveraent raay be through-coraposed, or be in the 

binary form, or take a hybrid structure. The sonata and sonatina forms 

are rarely used. 

(i) Ternary Slow Moveraent Form 

The component sections of the ternary or modified ternary forra 

are usually quite well defined, They are delineated through thematic, 

harmonic,and textural pararaeters, The raiddle section (B) typically 

forras a contrasting division to the preceding and succeeding sections, 

Frequently, the third division (A') is related to the first section (A) 

only through a coraraon opening figure, Thereafter, the A' part goes 

through a course with new theraatic raaterial suitable for a closing 

section. 

The Adagio frora Paganini's Terzetto Concertante bears the above 

ternary structure. The first section begins with a triadic therae on 

the viola: 
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Ex. 9. Paganini: Adagio from the Terzetto Concertante for viola, 
cello, guitar, mm.1-4, viola. 

Canfôibile. 
M [ CO/7 csYâta 2'^corda 

^ ^ ^ ^siPim 1* 

This theme re-appears in part at the start of the A' section (on the 

cello) in m,39: 

Ex, 9a, Paganini: ram,39-40, viola. 

^-^J^^gr rr^ 

Thereafter, the A' section becomes concerned with new material suit-

able for a gradual closing. Other themes frora the preceding sections 

are not recalled. 

The contrast between the outer sections and the middle section is 

exemplified by the Romanza from Paganini's Grand Sonata. The outer 

sections have the lyricism of a romantic Siciliana: 

Ex. 10. Paganini: Romanza from the Grand Sonata for guitar, piano, 
violin, ram,2-5, violin part not shown. 

g g g? 
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The middle section, in contrast, is a passionate outburst of 

32nd notes, octave melodies, and cadenza-Iike passages. It begins with 

the relative raajor (C); 

Ex, lOa, Paganini; mm,18-19, start of B section. 
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Ex, lOb. Paganini, mm.21-23, part of B section. 
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There is some thematic "recurrence" in the latter part of the B section; 

Ex. lOc. Paganini: mm.30-32, guitar. 

k'^ *./ 
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r figures (from the Siciliana theme) serve as a 

dominant preparation for the A' section, The raost "dissonant" chord 

7 
(IV^) of the raoveraent comes after the third repetition of the Sici-

4 
liana figure (m.33, b,l), The final guitar cadenza of the B section 

anticipates the chromatic nature of the A' section, 

The overall proportions of the moveraent are: 

A : 17mm, (1-17) 

B : 20mm. (18-37) 

A' : 17mm. (38-54) 

The final section A' begins with the opening (Siciliana) figure 

of the A section (Ex, 10), Thereafter, it begins to work toward a 

final morendo closing, gradually diminishing in a series of rising 

and falling semitones; 

Ex, lOd, Paganini: mm,50-54, guitar. 

morendo 

The Romanze frora Molino's Trio Op. 45 has a ternary structure 

sirailar to that of the Paganini Roraanze (the above example). The A 

section begins with a raelody on the flute: 
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Ex, II, Molino; Roraanze from the Trio Op, 45 for flute, viola, guitar, 
mm,l-4, f l u t e . 

I 
Adagio. 

p dolce con espress. 

The section ends with a strong cadence in the tonic (A), This heightens 

the effect of departure of the B section which starts in the parallel 

minor (Am) with an expressive (and contrasting) viola melody: 

Ex. lla. Molino: ram.17-20, viola. 

con espress 

The raoveraent frora t on i c raajor to p a r a l l e l rainor, or frora ton ic 

rainor to r e l a t i v e raajor (as in the Paganini Roraanze), i s qu i te coraraon 

in the raiddle s ec t ions of slow te rnary raoveraents ( i . e , , in the tran— 

s i t i o n frora A to B). Harraonic raoveraent frora ton ic to dominant (for the 

corresponding t r a n s i t i o n ) occurs l e s s f requen t ly , 

The o v e r a l l s t r u c t u r e of the Romanze i s ; 

A ; 16mra. (1-16) 

B : 15ram. (17-31) 

A ' : 27mm. (32-58) 

The f i r s t p a r t of the opening theme re -appears in m.32 a t the 

s t a r t of the A' s e c t i o n . This time, however, i t takes the rainor raode 

to begin with , and changes to the raajor only a t ra.43 (not shown in the 

exaraple below); 
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Ex. llb. Molino: mm.32-36, flute, start of A' section. 

^ g p p ^ f f î ^ ^ ^ 

The theme expands into a closing section which exceeds the A section in 

length. This proportion, with A' longer than A, is typical of modified 

ternary forms of slow raovements. New raaterial is freely used in the 

latter part of the A' section to effect a raore conclusive and satisfying 

ending to the movement. The final section can often be designated: 

A' coda or codetta, with the latter material growing out of, rather than 

contrasting with, the forraer. 

The Adagio from Kreutzer's Trio Op. 16 has its divisions defined 

by tonal contrast alone without any thematic differentiation or recur-

rence. New loosely-connected themes continually arise throughout the 

raoveraent. The first section begins with a triadic "theme" in E on the 

guitar: 

Ex. 12. Kreutzer: Adagio from the Trio Op. 16 for flute, viola, guitar, 
ram.1-3, guitar. 

Adagio. IV VII ^J^2^^ 

i5 5 í 

The B section begins in the key of G ana includes new melodic 

fragments on the flute and viola; 
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Ex. 12a, Kreutzer : rran,19-24, v i o l a . 

isiji£^f'! ^ r i r f ^ 
Ex. 12b. Kreutzer ; rran.23-26, f l u t e . 

The key of E r e t u r n s in ra.55, raaking the o v e r a l l diraensions of 

the raovement; 

A : 18ram. (1-18) 

B : 36rrrai. (19-54) 

A ' : 17mm, (55-71) 

The opening g u i t a r "theme" (Ex. 12) does not r e t u r n in the A' s e c t i o n , 

In f ac t , the re i s hardly any raelodic or raotivic recurrence between the 

two outer d i v i s i o n s of the raoveraent, Tonal d ig re s s ion i s the priraary 

raeans of e f f ec t i ng the c o n t r a s t between the raiddle and outer s e c t i o n s . 

Thus, i t i s necessary for a firra r e t u r n of the ton ic t o n a l i t y to 

"announce" the s t a r t of the A' s e c t i o n . Accordingly, the g u i t a r "therae" 

i s supplanted by a root p o s i t i o n broken E chord( ra , l , bb , l and 2 ) ; 

Ex. I 2c . Kreutzer : rara.55-56, g u i t a r . 

a tempo 
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The da capo aria forra is frequently used by Carulli in his slow 

moveraents, This ternary forra involves a raore or less exact or literal 

repeat of the A section, i.e., A B A (instead of A B A'). The slow 

raoveraent from Carulli's Trio Op, 9 no, 1 is a good exaraple of this 

forraal treatment. The outer sections are identical up to the last 

dynamic marking. Strictly speaking, the outer "sections" are raerely 

identical 8-raeasure phrases; 

Ex, 13, Carulli; Romance from the Trio Op, 9 no, 1 for flute, violin, 
guitar, rrrai.1-8, flute (same as rran.37-44, last 8nmi.) 

i " r T f | f rTîiii Mii|-|n 

The raiddle section (28mm.) is substantially longer than the outer ones 

(8rnm. each). The third division (A) thus serves as a "rounding-up" 

device through its brief but literal repetition. 

The tonality of da capo aria forras is coraraonly tonic-dorainant-

tonic for the three divisions A B A, respectively. Soraetiraes, the 

parallel rainor raode is used for the raiddle section, as in the case of 

the Andante from Kreutzer's Trio Op, 9 no, 3: 

Ex, 14, Kreutzer: Andante from the Trio in D Op. 9 no, 3, mm^l_4, 
guitar, start of A section. 
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Ex, 14a, Kreutzer: ram,52-55, guitar, start of B section. 

Minore 
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It is interesting to note that when there is a more or less literal 

recapitulation of the A part (as in the da capo aria), the outer sections 

are frequently shorter than the raiddle section. This suggests that 

(i) the eraphasis of these works is on the central digressive division, 

and (ii) the reiteration (of the first section) serves raainly to provide 

unity by rounding up the whole raoveraent. Additional coda-like raaterial 

need not be added to the final A section. 

To summar ize, the slow moveraent generally follows one of two 

fairly distinct structures: (i) A B A', where A' is only slightly sirai-

lar to A, and is generally longer and raore coda-like, and 

(ii) A B A or A B A', where A' is alraost 

identical to A, and no extension is necessary for its rounding func-

tion. This structure raay also be described as the rounded binary. 

In both casesd and ii), the B section serves as a contrasting divi-

sion, setting up an expectancy for the return of the expositional/tonic 

key raaterial. 

(ii) Therae and Variation Forra 

The therae and v a r i a t i o n forra raay be used for any moveraent of a 

work but i s raost f requent ly found as the raiddle raoveraent of a t h r e e -
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raovement work or as the final movement of a four-movement work, The 

variation techniques used in guitar trios do not differ significantly 

from the types of variations found in the enserable music of the sarae 

period, 

One of the commonly used devices of variation is the alternation 

of roles among the three instruments, or rather, the alternation be-

tween the guitar and the two other instruraents (these generally func-

tion as a horaogeneous pair). The alternations are designed in the 

Viennese abwechselnd style such that each perforraer is able to take a 

turn in highlighting his instruraent and technique as a "soloist." In 

Carulli's Andante and Variations from the Notturno in Am, the guitar 

first plays an accompaniraental role; 

Ex. 15. Carulli: Andante and Variations frora the Notturno in Ara 
for flute, violin, guitar, rara.1-3, therae. 

In sorae of the variations, however, the guitar's role is corapletely 

reversed, and the two other instruraents take over the harraonic func-

tion: 
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Ex. 15a. Carulli: ram.1-3, Var. 9, 

?ar 3 
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As with other Classical period variation forras, the theraes used 

are often in the rounded binary pattern; ||:A || B A':||. Invariably, 

raoveraents in the therae and variation forra are conventional in structure 

and conservative in harraonic and raelodic treatraent. In fact, raost 

variations are not only structurally fixed but often also harraonically 

fixed—the harraonic sequence reraains raore or less unchanged throughout 

all the variations (except for an occasional parallel rainor). As far as 

raelodic variations are concerned, it is largely a raatter of devising 

different ways of breaking up the raelodic cell. As a result, a great 

variety of rhythraic subdivisions of the beat characterize raany varia-

tions: 

Ex. 16, Carulli: Var. 2 frora the Larghetto of the Notturno in C for 

flute, violin, guitar, mm,l-4. 

^^ Vow. Z i 

^ 

gtr 
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On the whole, theme and variation raoveraents of guitar charaber 

trios are lighter in character and content (corapared to other raoveraents 

of the same work). They differ significantly frora the coraplex varia-

tion style of Beethoven, Brahras and Schumann, There is usually no 

developmental or curaulative process in the sequence of the variations 

theraselves. It is important to preserve the variations in the order 

in which they are written only because adjacent variations are given 

contrasting moods, not because there is an overall scheme of cumulative 

sequence. 

However, the variations are soraetiraes loosely arranged in an order 

of progressive difficulty on the part of the guitar, The Therae and 

Variations from Paganini's Grand Sonata in A exemplifies this treatraent. 

The 6 variations are ordered in a sequence of progressive difficulty; 

Ex, 17. Paganini: Theme and Var. frora the Grand Sonata in A, Var. I, 
mm.1-2; Var. III, rnmol-2; Var, V, ram,l-2, guitar. 

Var. I 

aj m ra 
m ^ 

m 
xf dolL.e 

^f^^E 
g^gfej 
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i 
V 

6 Var.IlI 

7 " ^ • ••• ^ [ - ^ t - ^ i ^ ' - ^ ' - >— 

- J — 1 ~ 1 < 
- ^ 

10 Var.V 

In addition, the final variation has a coda-Iike ending such that it 

attains the conclusive quality desired for a moveraent of its raagnitude 

Ex, 17a, Paganini: Var. 6, rara,6-7, second ending. 

gtr 

pn 

Carulli's Larghetto and Variations frora the Notturno in C, in which 

the final variation is in the parallel rainor and proceeds attacca to the 

finale, raust also be considered exceptional, Throughout the entire work, 

raoveraents end on half-cadences and proceed frora one to another without a 

coraplete break. 
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Ex, 18, Carulli; Largo from the Notturno in C for flute, violin, 

gu i t a r , ram,16-20, 

f l t 

vln 

i 
^ 

^ 

A £ - j fa-

í 

^ 
ÍES 

gtr 

' TmL/ 

a uotcccxj 

The Largo, which also serves as an introduction to the final Rondo 

(untitled in the Schmid-Kayser/Vieweg ed,) is the 6th variation of the 

Larghetto and Variations, It thus plays the dual role of "finale" and 

"introduction" to the Therae and Variation and Rondo raoveraents, respec-

tively. 
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Minuet and Trio Form 

The minuet and trio movement is not always present in multi-move-

ment works, It is generally absent in three-raoveraent works, In four-

raoveraent works, it usually appears as the third raoveraent. Whenever 

utilized, however, the minuet (or scherzo) and trio is the most 

stylized and strictly adhered-to form, 

The minuet is almost invariably a rounded binary form: ||:A:||:B A':1| 

The trio follows the sarae pattern with a key scherae usually starting 

and ending on the dominant raajor or parallel rainor: ||:C:||;D C':j| , The 

repeat of the rainuet follows the usual practice of oraitting the internal 

repeats, i,e,, A B A'. 

As with raost rainuets of the Classical and early Roraantic periods, 

the harmonic language and rhythmic treatraent in the guitar trios are 

generally conservative, The guitar usually provides a basic harmonic/ 

metric fraraework; 

Ex. 19. Paganini: Minuetto frora the Serenata for two violins and 
g u i t a r , rnm.1-4. 

Amoroso 

â =3= r r=^£^=g i «- « 

vln 

vln ^m 
dolce 

'é LJ U 
g t r 

9J dolce m 

û ^ ^ 
% ±T ? f %J f? 3 2 

dolce 
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Occasionally, the scherzo replaces the minuet (the trio reraains 

unchanged in narae). These raoveraents are characterized by a quicker 

tempo (than the stately minuet), and by a generally raore playful dis-

position. The scherzo frora Giuliani's Serenata Op. 19 features an 

insistent B note for its spritely huraor; 

Ex. 20, Giuliani; Scherzo Allegro Assai frora the Serenata Op 
violin, cello, guitar, ram.1-8. 

19 for 

vln 

clo 

^ 

Scherzo allcgTo assai 

V'^—g 
PP 

^ 

^ -f—U-r 

£ât 

p 

Lj r 

:& S ^m ^ 

Citbc 

^ 
~ > , 

!i'Pl crcôC-

r.i a c\ 1 ::: 

•i^m 

-r-r^^-p=^ 

< • '. 

i i 
• r H - # - -# ^ 

-1—I -
- • * - i=c • I i 

' # 

>TJ r Crc.c r r 
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The scherzo from Matiegka's Serenade Op, 26 has a pungent syncopation 

to effect rhythmic interest and propulsion: 

Ex. 21. Matiegka; Scherzo from the Serenade Op. 26 for flute, viola, 
guitar, mm.1-4, flute and guitar. 

f: f: f I 

g g gr 

In trio sections, the guitar is frequently given a raore prorainent 

raelodic role, This creates an effective contrast with the preceding 

rainuet (in which the guitar typically plays a siraple harraonic accom-

paniment). The Trio from Diabelli's Trio for flute, alto and guitar 

exeraplifies such a textural change: 

Ex. 22. Diabelli; Minuet frora the Trio for flute, alto, guitar, ram,l-4. 

% 
* Mod erato ^. l r r i r r f f r r ^ 1» • 

^ f l 

vla i • \ i > n ir r r m 
mm 1 -i. d d gtr « 0- •0 0 0 0 

"t r t 
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In the T r i o , the g u i t a r embel l i shes a counter-melody; 

Ex, 22a, D i a b e l l i ; ram. 1-4, T r i o , 

TRIO 

flt- i 

m 
" ^ I . U - ' M 

^ 

m u 

ê vla & : 

E3 

13 
The trio as a subsection sometiraes appears in raoveraents other 

than the rainuet or scherzo, An example of this is found in the Rondo 

from Paganini's Terzetto Concertante; 

Ex, 23, Paganini; Vals a Rondo frora the Terzetto Concertante for 
viola, cello, guitar, rara.1-5 of Trio, guitar. 

Trio 

-rø—A—*~y T 
r ' 
-e^ 

p • %k 
1 

r ,̂ 
• ^ 

r ̂ - i i^ 
—î — 

(ffniinu r-^ -^ 

r" 

On the whole, rainuets and trios tend to be raore horaophonic than 

other raoveraents (especially those in the first-raoveraent forra). The 

guitar does not play a particularly challenging role in these raoveraents. 

Its facility in accorapaniraent is at tiraes exploited to the detriraent of 

its raelodic capabilities. 

13, The term "trio" actually designates a contrasting section, not 
necessarily confined to the customary rainuet (or scherzo). Green, Forra 
in Tonal Music (New York, 1965), 109, cites an exaraple of a Trio within 
a Haydn therae and variation forra. 
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Final Movement Form 

The most commonly used form for the final moveraent is the rondo, 

Other forms used occasionally include the binary, modified ternary, and 

therae and variations, In general, final raoveraents tend to be raore 

relaxed, lighter, and raore folk-Iike in theraatic content than first 

raoveraents, 

The rondo is a highly standardized forra in the sense that devia-

tions frora its rausical content and structural architecture are rare. 

They are generally light, quick, homophonic, and rhythmically straight-

forward, The fact that this form is used for the vast rnajority of final 

raovements shows that it is a highly successful structure where the gui-

tar charaber trio is concerned; additionally, rondos occasionally exceed 

sonata-like moveraents in length, It permits a large variety of episodi-

cal excursions without the danger of being incoherent or diffuse. The 

recurring rondo theme invariably provides a sense of structural unity. 

The Alla Polacca frora Giuliani's Serenata Op, 19 is a rondo of 

substantial proportions, A guitar cadenza raarks the end of each episode 

and the overall forra is 

A : 30ram. (1-30) 

B-b : 58mm. (31-88) 

A' : 24rara. (89-112) 

C-c : 44ram. (112-155) 

A" : 43ram. (156-198), where b and c are guitar cadenzas, 

The therae itself is binary in structure and relatively short. The 

episodes are lengthy in coraparison and contain a wealth of raelodic inven-
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tion and textural variation. The first part of the theme is a squarely-

balanced 8-measure phrase; 

Ex, 24, Giuliani: Alla Polacca frora the Serenata Op, 19 for violin, 
cello, guitar, rara,l-5, start of raain therae. 

Alla Polacca 
v l n 

arco 

c l o 

g t r 
-P-jMU p -I , -I i==F=f=̂  I ^ i J : ' r = = ^ °J - - i gL :L iL^^ 

f 
pf 

The second part is a bridge-like passage used either as a connecting 

link for the various repetitions of the raain therae or as a raodulatory 

transition to the various episodes. It begins in the relative rainor 

(F/?ra) and stands in contrast to the dotted-eighth-and-sixteenth figures 

of the first part of the therae: 
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Ex. 24a. Giuliani; rara.17-21, start of "bridge" part of rondo therae. 

Thus, the A sections (A, A', A") are not straightforward stateraents of 

the 8-measure main therae. The modulatory bridge leads either to a repe-

tition of the main therae or to the appropriate tonality of the forth-

coming episode. This explains why the various A sections are of differ-

ent length. 

Each of the two episodes starts with a similar rhythraic figure: 

Ex. 24b. Giuliani; rara.31, start of first episode, guitar. 

É^^^: 
1 1 1 4 1 

1 2 2 'i 3 2 

/ 
r r 

3 

^ ^ ^ h ^ 4^ 

^ 

Ex. 24c. Giuliani: mm.ll3. start of second episode, guitar. 

1 
1 " 

Í 4 1 

The final A" section includes a "recapitulation" of the transi-

tional bridges used in the other A sections. This accounts for its 
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relative length (43mm.) in spite of the fact that the coda is only a 

few measures long. 

Rondo theraes are found in both binary and ternary forms. In the 

binary structure, both or each of the component parts raay be repeated, 

i.e., |j:A B:j| or jj;A:|| :B:j| . For a rondo of substantial proportions, it 

raay be anti-climactic to end with a mere literal recapitulation of the 

rondo theme; thus, the last stateraent of the therae is frequently 

varied or extended in the forra of a coda or codetta to effect a raore 

conclusive ending. The Rondo frora Molino's Trio Op. 45 has a codetta 

that features 16th-note triplets to effect an increased raoraentura toward 

the final cadence; 

Ex. 25. Molino; Rondo frora the Trio Op. 45 for flute, viola, guitar, 
rnra.1-4, therae. 

Rondo , 
Alleffretto. 

, w mii. r, 1 _^ I I r I - 1 ] I r ^ 

f l t 

v l a 

g t r 

• 4 — f 

P dolce 

Ex. 25a. Molino; ram.168-171, start of codetta. 
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The final section of the Rondo from von Call's Trio Qp. 134 contains a 

substantial coda built largely upon cadential raaterial to effect a 

definitive ending; 

Ex. 26. von Call; Rondo from the Trio Op. 134 for flute, viola, 
guitar, rara.1-4, rondo therae, 

Andantino 

R h í 7\ jM I ;i -r ; n J' V J' > f i t 

v l n 

g t r 

i W 5 r—n 

P 

piaz. 

i 

f s I 
Solo m 

^ 1; rr 
}p 

0 Føf] a ^ ^ 

Ex, 26a. von C a l l : rara.138-141, s t a r t of coda. 

J T 6 

f 
m/ 

The "s tandard" V - I 4 harraonies raark the propuls ion toward the f i n a l 

cadence. 

Carulli, however, does not often differentiate between the open-

ing and closing appearances of the rondo therae, nor does he usually add 

codas of any significant length to round the entire moveraent. In fact. 

a Da Capo al fine sign is usually indicated after the last episode 
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(the Rondo from CaruIIi's Trio Op, 9 no, 2 is a notable exception). 

Nevertheless, his rondo movements are among the most effective and 

idiomatic compositions in guitar chamber trios, This supports the view 

that a "loose" compositional style (rather than a rigid or elaborate 

structural scheme) is quite appropriate to works of this genre. 

Kreutzer is another coraposer who excels in rondo raoveraents. His 

rondo themes have a simple folk-like quality and a characteristic sprite-

ly rhythra; 

Ex. 27, Kreutzer; Rondo frora the Trio in D Op, 9 no, 3 for flute, 
viola, guitar, rara,l-4, start of rondo therae. 

flt 

vla 

hfrrrfrr 

gtr 

W~W BZ^BZ*: E 

Í' '^ iiii ^^ fl=l 

a 

P 
;it;it :iti:it:it ^ii^ii -#- =«L _ ^ - ^ ^ ^ 

r r r r r 
I .t̂ -i i-j. î .i 
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A particularly unusual twist (unrelated to structural considera-

tions) is found in the Rondo frora Paganini's TrioinD. In the closing 

rondo stateraent, the guitar finally eraerges frora its continuous harraonic 

figurations—but only for a brief measure or so—as though to finally 

assert itself in a first and last gaspI 

V 
Solo^ [85 

fe^ 
X -7 i 3 1 

"- 't: S-' 
t 
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Besides the rondo, the theme and variation form (as raentioned 

earlier) is also used occasionally for the finale, Both these forras make 

good use of the light harmonic texture of the guitar charaber trio. They 

also perrait a great degree of corapositional flexibility, There is no 

need for strict part-writing nor "rigid" theraatic treatraent in the raanner 

of the sonata, It is not surprising that the finales of raulti-moveraent 

works are often the raost successful raoveraents in corapositions of a 

lighter nature. 

To suraraarize, the rausical forras used in guitar charaber trios are 

generally conventional, conservative, and standardized, Forraal irregu-

larity is the exception rather than the rule, However, raodifications 

are often raade to "rigid" forras to accommodate a lighter and freer 

musical treatment, These raodifications are fairly consistent and result 

in the evolution of a style that is uniquely characteristic to the 

rausic of this genre. 



CHAPTER III 

THR ROLE OF THE GUITAR IN CHAMBER TRIOS 

Early Predecessors 

The six-string guitar carae into being toward the end of the 18th 

century and found itself in the raidst of the new Classical style. As 

outlined in Chap. I, its success was largely based on its suitability 

to this style, There was not much in the way of a chamber music 

tradition that the six-string guitar could look back upon, Before the 

last decades of the 18th century, both the instrument and its musical 

style were markedly different. 

The works that are discussed below are precedents rather than 

prototypes of the late 18th-century and early 19th-century guitar cham-

ber trios. They were coraposed at an earlier date than the first "Clas-

sical" guitar trios. Since the style of the early trios and the ir.stru-

raent used (usually the Baroque guitar or lute) were different, the link 

with the charaber trio of the Classical era is tenuous, The "Classical" 

guitar charaber trio was largely an invention of the Classical style, 

The influence of the early trios on the late 18th-century style was 

fairly liraited. The following discussion of the early predecessors is 

airaed at raaking a distinction (rather than a connection) between the 

Baroque trios and the trios of the Classical and Roraantic periods, 

95 
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Four basic types of writing for the guitar can be discerned in the 

early guitar (and lute) trios; 

(i) basso continuo 

(ii) imitative-contrapuntal 

(iii) soloistic 

(iv) accompanimental 

(i) Basso continuo. The Baroque basso continuo style of the trio 

sonata is characterized by (a) a texture of a firm bass and florid 

treble, and (b) a harmonically governed counterpoint, The bass line, 

played on a continuo instrument (harpsichord, organ, lute, etc.) is 

usually reinforced by a sustaining instruraent (gamba, cello, bassoon, 

etc,). The harmony above the bass line is in the forra of siraple chords 

to which the perforraer is free to add erabellishraents and incorporate 

raelodic raotives in iraitation of the treble parts. This textural "fill-

ing-in " provides the textural cohesion required to effect an enserable 

of treble and bass, Basso continuo emphasizes harmonic progressions, 

and is the main feature of the transition frora polyphony to horaophony. 

Grout describes basso continuo as "the road over which rausic travelled 

frora counterpoint to horaophony, from linear-raelodic to a chordal-har-

raonic structure," 

As a harmonic instrument, the guitar functions as a continuo 

instruraent with considerable facility, Both the bass line and the har-

Donald Grout, A History of Western Music (New York, 1973), 303. 
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mony above it can be played with relative ease, Since the notes above 

the bass line are part of a homophonic rather than a polyphonic progres-

sion, there is a degree of flexibility in the arrangement of "voice-

parts", The absence of strict voice-Ieading and the use of the frei-

stimmigkeit style (see Chap, I, p, 20) are both characteristic features 

of the writing for the Classical guitar. 

The Baroque guitar was widely used as a continuo instrument, as 

evidenced by the great nuraber of continuo treatises (e.g,, Sanz, Caro-

2 
pion, Granata, de Murcia) written during that tirae. The figured bass 

accompaniments were generally improvised rather than notated, and it is 

difficult to deterraine exactly how they sounded at that tirae. 

The Sonata da Chiesa a Tre Op, 3 no, 1 by Corelli was written for 

two violins and Arciliuto ( a raeraber of the lute family) continuo, The 

guitar realization by Jose Azpiazu (Ziraraerraann Z11909) is shown below: 

Ex, 1, Corelli; Sonata da Chiesa a Tre Op, 3 no. 1, Grave, mra.1-8. 

vn I 

vn II 

gtr 

:f- ^ ^ ^ r , r ^ 

^ 

tiff tnolto espr. 

^to 

^ 

/TT^ molto espr. 

ben marcato 

T=^ m 

r r r 

<ui~^ 
f 

^ ^ # 
£í. m 

^ i ^ 

B ^ 
a ij» »J- ^ Jo J 

r ','cV^ ' Uir i' 

^Robert Strizich, "The Baroque Guitar, Then and Now," Soundboard, 
vol. 7 no. 3 (Aug., 1981), 129, 
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Azpiazu faithfully preserves the contour of the written bass line and 

incorporates the numerous suspensions that characterize Corelli's har-

mony, Unfortunately, the chords are not always effectively written, 

This happens when the bass notes rise too high for full-sounding har-

monies to sound above them. The siraple solution is an octave displace-

ment of the bass part (when it goes too high) such that the lower regis-

ter of the guitar is more consist.ently used. The guitar's upper and 

raiddle register siraply cannot sustain the required strong bass line as 

we 11 as the chords above it, In addition, it is easier to "fill-up" 

chords when the bass is in the lower register. More notes can be played 

above a low note than a high one (for a given range). This will also 

permit greater flexibility in the spacing of the upper voices. Needless 

to say, a sustaining instrument doubling the bass line is also highly 

desirable (not indicated in the above edition). 

The guitar realization by Werner Kamraerling of Corelli's Sonata 

da Caraera Op. 2 no, 2 (Doblinger D10933d) is rauch raore effective in 

terras of strength and sonority, The bass line is consistently kept in 
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the lower register even if it raeant arbitrary octave displacements 

every time it moves into the guitar's higher register, Chords supported 

by low bass notes tend to sound fuller and richer (provided that due 

attention is given to the spacing of the upper notes). 

Ex. 2 Corelli; Sonata da Camera Op. 2 no. 2,AIIemanda-Adagio, mm.12-14, 

nlfe rr' ^ r ^r ,'>if,TTí" ^ v l m 

vln I I ^ 
^ 

-ClA. Ê »"f;ii'f' i' W w W 

l ^ 4 , ilTp-;î  ^UO-feg 
gtr 

1 

^ fTf TTf 
É bass £ i ^ í B 

Q (ik ttb 
B 5 • ft 

3 

The upper voices are spaced high above the bass line so as to make the 

rao st effective use of the guitar's harraonic resources. The texture is 

kept fairly lean (for an Adagio terapo) so that the passage can be played 

with relative ease. Textures that are too thick are often "swallowed 

up" by the rest of the enserable because of the technical difficulty of 

sounding too raany simultaneous notes clearly, especially if the harraony 

changes rapidly, 

In the last quarter of the 18th century, basso continuo was 

gradually discarded and all the essential voices were taken over by 

raelodic and raid-range instruraents, The emphasis on a continuous 

bass line shifted to a concern for clear-cut harmonic progressions and 
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the new six^string guitar was ready to take up this challenge. 

(ii) Imitative-Contrapuntal. Imitative writing is an occasional 

feature of basso continuo realization (as described above). However, in 

works that specify an obbligato continuo part, iraitative writing becoraes 

not only a consistent feature but also an essential eleraent in the craft 

of Baroque counterpoint, 

Imitative-contrapuntal writing ensures an equal ensemble with all 

instruments participating in melodic dialogue to raore or less the sarae 

extent, Most works of this nature in the raodern guitar repertoire are 

transcriptions of lute works rather than original corapositions for the 

guitar. 

The Divertimento in F by Johann Kropfganss (1680-C.1770) was 

originally titled Divertimenti per il liuto Obligato, Violino, Violon-

cello. The transcription by Peter Danner (Belwin-Mills ENS226) shows 

the guitar's integral role in the ensemble; 

Ex, 3, Kropfganss; Divertimento No, 2 in F, Larghetto, mra,l-12, 

Largetto ^ M . ^ - ^ - ^ ^ 5 1 
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The continuo instruraent takes part in iraitative dialogue (ram,4-5; mra,8-

9), plays the bass part in place of the cello occasionally (m,4), and 

provides harmonic support in the galant style to the violin raelody 

(mm.1-3). 

The lute was a highly respected instrument and in obbligato lute 

parts, the instruraent was soraetiraes given the sole responsibility of 

providing both harraony and counterpoint. In the bass aria Koram, sússes 

^e^z from Bach's St. Matthew's Passion, the obbligato lute was the 

featured counterpoint-accompaniraent,^ The lute part is readily adapted 

for guitar, The entire part falls within a comfortable range of the 

guitar (with sorae octave adjustraents); 

Ex, 4 , J . S , Bach: Bass a r i a Komm, s û s s e s Kreuz frora St 
P a s s i o n , ram.1-9. 

Mat thew's 

Viola 

•oU 

Continuo 
Orgino 

pi.BO e ittccto 

The viola da gamba is coraraonly used for this part nowadays, The 
lute was the designated instrument in one of the early versions of the 
Passion. 
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Bauo 

The continuo part can be modified slightly according to the player's 

taste (in the absence of the original intended instrument). A thin-

ning of the harmonic texture in sorae parts and the addition of bass 

notes in others can make the part sound more effective on the guitar. 

The first few measures of a guitar realization (the present writer's) 

are given below; 

Ex. 4a. Bach: mm.1-8, guitar. 

'^J^n 
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Like basso continuo, imitative-contrapuntal writing was replaced, 

or rather, modified in the transition from the Baroque to Classical 

styles. Rowen describes the significance of this change: 

Counterpoint took its place along with homophonic techniques 
as a component of thematic development, or was slyly intro-
duced into the accompanying parts as a device for projecting 
them into the conversation. . . The therae, already conceived 
as a coordinated union of raotives in the style galant, was 
now dissected and worked through the parts polyphonically, 
with the raotives not juxtaposed but kneaded into the coraposi-
tion. Counterpoint alone, however, would have triramed all 
the parts to the same dimension; homophony remained the basis 
of contrapuntal manipulation and the bulwark of the classical 
style in general. 

Contrapuntal writing would have involved the guitar in a melodic rather 

than a harmonic role, but the change to homophony prevented this 

potential role. 

(iii) Soloistic. Strictly speaking, the works that feature the 

lute or Baroque guitar as a solo instruraent were forerunners of the 

concerto rather than the charaber trio. The lute trio sonatas by 

Vivaldi are good exaraples of the soloistic style. The raelodic line is 

often triadic and consists alraost entirely of single notes. Plucked 

instruraents are actually quite facile in handling single-note raelo-

Ruth Rowen, Early Charaber Music (New York, 1974), 128. 
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dies . Without the encumbrance of simultaneously-played harmonic or 

bass notes, these passages can be played with relative ease. 

Ex. 5. Vivaldi; Trio Sonata in C for lute, violin, basso continuo, 
Allegro non raolto, ram.I-5. 

Violioo 

Liule 

Allcg'ro iioii inotto (<jiia.si nndantc) 

Cemb&lo 

(creiiC:....-

If the guitar's raelodic capability had been developed to the 

sarae extent as its harraonic, the instrument might well have proved to 

be as facile as other "standard" raelodic instruments. 

(iv) Accompanimental. Compared to the "standard" instrumental 

ensembles of the Renaissance and early Baroque (which were very often 

large from four to eight players), Classical enserables (trios and 

quartets) tended to be sraaller in size. Fewer instruraents raeant that 

sorae condensation of voice-parts was desirable if a given work were to 
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to be played by a "smaller" ensemble. The technique of Brechung ori-

ginated as a method for the combination of contrapuntal melodies in the 

setting of instrumental "contractions" of vocal works. This procedure 

was outlined by Johann Mattheson in 1739; 

In today's melodic-harmonic art of setting or composition, 
even if, for the sake of clarity, fewer instrumental parts 
are used than heretofore, still the harmony should retain 
its own right. Therefore the raethod was introduced whereby 
three or four sounds are often heard consecutively in a 
single such part in full, yet broken, chords. For this, 
four parts would otherwise be necessary, if they were to 
be heard on one beat. We call it Brechen when the sounds 
of the chord are not played at once, but successively. 

One of the raethods of Brechung was the arpeggiation in the "harp 

7 
way." In ensemble music with lute or guitar, this technique was 

readily adapted to the accompaniment. Broken chords quickly became the 

norm in the writing of accompaniraental parts for these instruraents. 

The harmonic nature of this role enabled its perpetuation into the 

homophonic style of the Classical era. However, the arpeggios of the 

Classical period are usually straightforward and triadic, and differ 

from those of the Baroque. The following exaraple frora Bach's St. John*s 

Passion illustrates this difference; 

5 
As it turns out, the style of coraposition changed with the gener-

al reduction of enserable size. Condensation of voice-parts was thus 
not a crucial issue. Nevertheless, the technique of Brechung was a 
significant influence on the art and style of arpeggiation. 

^Johann Mattheson, Der vollkoraraene Kapellraeister (Haraburg, 1739), 

352. 

7 
Rowen, E a r l y C h a r a b e r . . . , 34 . 
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Ex. 6. J.S. Bach; Bass arioso Betrachte, raeine Seel'frora St. John's 
Passion, mm,l-8. 

Viola d'amore I ^ 
VÎAÍÍAO I(COtisrrd:iol 

Vtela d'amore 
VlolÍnO II(Cork%a'4:n4 

Basso 

Liuto 
(rembalo • ) 

Adagio 

§ ^^y j)P ^ C — Í J : 
Be-tr:\;.h t-. mci - ne 

Oirano e Contir jy 

r r rr rr rr r r r r T r r 
^ ^ 

mí^. 
-í^ ^ :^B 

^ 
^ 

l.i. 

Org.e 
Coiit. 

Scel', itiif ángsl-li - chem Vcr - gnii-gcn, mit bilt'- rcrLuRtmid 

m w fs= > 

The non-harmônic notes of the lute part, together with its pedal bass, 

create a "dissonant" quality in the accompaniraent. The arpeggios of 

the Classical period are usually strongly triadic in character (see exx, 

on p. 80 and pp. 84-85). 
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The four basic types of writing described above represent the 

height of the Baroque art of chamber music composition using plucked 

stringed instruments, However, since both the fashion of composition 

and the construction of the instrument changed with the dawn of the 

Classical period, a new style arose which necessitated a break from 

the rich tradition of chamber music preceding it. 

Chamber Trios frora 1780 to 1830 

The writing of the guitar part in Classical and early Romantic 

charaber trios tended toward uniformity rather than diversity. Although 

a wealth of guitaristic figurations were invented, the guitar's role 

was generally that of harmonic support, The nature of this role, how-

ever, needs to be carefully evaluated. Firstly, the guitar, through an 

alraost unceasing flow of chords and skilfully written arpeggios, pro— 

vides a kind of cohesion, binding the enserable in a tightly-knit har-

raonic fabric. This explains the fact that the guitar part is virtually 

unbroken all the way through a raovement, There are very few measures 

(even beats, in sorae instances) in which the guitar does not play, 

Thus, a role of harmonic support does not imply an inconsequential or 

subsidiary part, 

Secondly, the guitar, with its constant figurations often provides 

a kind of counterpoint to the upper voices, This occurs when the chords 

^The weak sustaining ability of the guitar's plucked tone is per-
haps the reason for writing repeated notes and constant figurations. 
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or arpeggios contain "moving" parts—most often in their highest notes 

but not infrequently also in lowest or even middle voices. 

Thirdly, a wealth of imaginative figures lie within the accorrv-

panimental patterns themselves. Some arpeggios are particularly effec-

tive in terms of projection or idioraatic in terras of the use of the 

instrument's resources. Some chords are remakably sonorous because of 

their register or spacing of the component voices, Thus, even in the 

context of writing harmonic figurations, composers were sometiraes able 

to expand the capability of the guitar in a way not usually required 

in the works of a soloistic nature. 

There are several reasons for the adoption of a role of harraonic 

support on the part of the guitar: 

(a) The guitar's "traditional" accompaniraental role persists even 

in the chamber rausic genre, (A description of this role is given in 

Chap, I, pp, 21-22.) 

(b) Corapared to the upper instruments, the weaker volume of the 

guitar somewhat restricts the handling of melodic material, This also 

explains in part why there is such an abundance of notes in the con-

tinuous accompaniraental patterns—raore notes can give the irapression of 

greater volume.^ 

(c) The lack of assertive, virtuosic players. Chamber rausic was 

generally written with the araateur perforraer in raind (though there 

^lf each additional note is played without changing the volurae of 

the previous ones. 
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certainly were exceptions), and since the "new" guitar was hardly known 

at that time, not many players were expected to execute parts that resem-

ble Beethoven quartets. 

(d) The influence of the Romantic style—favoring unobstrusive, 

slow-moving harmonies articulated in the form of repeated chords and a 

prominent raelody. Counterpoint was not the order of the day. Even the 

writing for the two melodic instruments differed from that of the Baroque 

trio sonata in that it was homophonic rather than contrapuntal. 

It is thus not surprising to find the guitar in its "traditional" 

role of harmonic support in the vast majority of chamber trios, There 

are, however, some notable exceptions (at least, passages if not entire 

raovements) in which the guitar plays a more equal role (in terms of 

melodic distribution), or even a soloistic role. The examination of 

the various types of passage-work given to the guitar reveals the effec-

tiveness and type of role played by the instrument. 

The impression given by pages of endless accorapaniraental writing 

for the guitar part frequently obscures the true creativity in the con-

struction of certain harmonic figurations, Some figures are raore effec-

tive than others, Sorae are too unvaried, or hackneyed, Others are of-

ten too raodest in technical deraands, and consequently do not raake full 

use of the instrument, For descriptive purposes, an arbitrary distinc-

tion is made to distinguish the raore typical accorapaniraental patterns 

from the raore iraaginative or unusual ones, The forraer is discussed 

under "Basic Accorapaniraental Patterns," and the latter under "Extended 
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Figurations," A third section, "Soloistic Figurations," deals with vir-

tuosic figures/passages that are largely unaccompanied, The final sec-

tion of the present chapter, "Toward an Equal Enserable," discusses 

works/passages in which the guitar is a more or less equal partner. 

Basic Accompaniraental Patte rns 

The simplest and often most effective raeans of harraonic support 

is that of unbroken or block chords (as opposed to deliberately ar-

peggiated ones). Each block chord contains between three and six notes 

which are played siraultaneously, or as nearly so as possible, Strictly 

speaking, since only the thurab and the first three fingers of the right 

hand are used in plucking, only a raaxiraura of four notes could be sounded 

absolutely siraultaneously, If raore than four notes are required, then 

the notes are actually arpeggiated by a quick strura with the thurab, 

fingers, or a corabination of both; 

The rapidity of such a raanner of arpeggiation gives the irapression that 

all the notes are sounded siraultaneously (or nearly so). 

Loud struraraing in the above raanner also adds an iraportant percus-

sive coraponent to the sound, effecting a better projection in loud tutti 

passages, In the exaraple below, the chords on the guitar can only be 

struraraed and not plucked as each covers all six strings. The percussive 
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component ensures their projection above the forte passage and empha-

sizes the rhythmic interest as a result of the syncopation (m,94). 

Ex. 7. Paganini; Trio in D for violin, cello, guitar, Allegro con 

brio, mm.93-95. 

-ifflj'Æíî^^^'iiL ^njjjjrjjLiif 

^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ clo 

gtr 

^ 
^ 

S^d ^ ^ 5 'r' J 

Block chords on the guitar should not be confused with random 

strumming. Unlike the latter, the carefully designated rhythmic reit-

eration of each chord forms an ostinato pattern which may be an impor-

tant structural element not only to the given passage but also to the 

entire moveraent as a whole. The siraple rhythmic pattern of the opening 

measures of Carulli's Trio Op. 9 no, 3 is used throughout the whole 

moverae nt as a recurring structural eleraent: 

Ex, 8. Carulli: Trio Op. 9 no. 3, Allegro vivace, rara.3-7. 

i f f f p 
>• * : = ^ = i -

^ 



Ex. 8a. CaruIIi; ram.74-78. 

112 

^ ^ ^ 

S ^ ^ ^ § 
P r ^ ^ '^ 

The pedal note ostinato of block chords is particularly effective in 

closing passages; 

Ex. 9. Carulli; TrioOp. 9 no. I, Rondo, ram.38-43. 

SÍî3SSfeîíJfltíØS3i44tí 
tîítîîxiímtîsmtífmmmrm 

A careful articulation of chords is shown in Diabelli's Trio, The 

use of rests between chords indicates that not all are equally (or worse 

still, randoraly) sustained. The use of silences between chords should 

be strictly observed in order to preserve the desired corapositional 

effect; 

Ex. 10. Diabelli; Trio for flute, viola, guitar, Scherzo, rara.22-25. 

4\inni\\s 
r f r u^f nf^ ^ t r 

While chords are generally used to create a continuous harraonic 

fabric in slow raoveraents, they raay be used to effect rhythraic synco-
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pations in quick ones: 

Ex, 11. Paganini: Terzetto Concertante for viola, cello, guitar, 
Allegro, mm.263-266. 

fc=l íl. h 
^ ^ ^ 

# 

V V < *^ î̂  ̂3K3 i ' i r ^ j 

Occasionally, a melodic figure raay be incorporated in a series of 

block chords. These melodic fragments are often contained in the highest 

voice part of the chords although they rnay occasionally exist in other 

parts. The opening of Matiegka's Piu Allegro frora the Serenade Op. 26 

forras a clear example of melodic prorainence over a seeraingly harraonic 

function: 

Ex. 12. Matiegka: Serenade Op. 26, Piu Allegro, ram,l-4. 

•Lrr EJT 

Frequently, "moving" parts within pedal note block chords forra a sort of 

counterpoint with the raelodic line (of another instrument): 

Ex, 13, Paganini; Trio in D, Minuet, ram,l-3, 

t 
vln 

clo 

gtr 

% 
m rJ\V,u% 

dolce 

S 

^ 

BJ g # 

& 

-t»^ 

u í -M--
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In the above example, the F#-F^-F^ movement in the upper voice of the 

guitar part follows the main melodic contour A-G#-A (of the violin) in 

parallel tenths, In addition, the texture is made richer through the 

doubling of these melodic notes in the tenor voice of the guitar. 

The use of unbroken or block chords over long passages is quite 

rare as an inevitable monotony sets in after a very short while. It is 

more usual to arpeggiate a chord and the ways of doing this are vir-

tually limitless, The most basic arpeggiation is to separate the bass 

note from the rest of the chord; 

Ex, 14, Molino: Trio for flute, viola, guitar, Romanze, mm.1-5. 

vT f r f f 
dolce^ ' r 

The overall effect of breaking chords this way is not unlike that of 

playing block chords except that the bass part now attains a more dis-

tinct identity. There are nuraerous instances of short bass-Iine rao-

tives that originate from the following kind of arpeggiation: 

Ex. 15. Carulli; Notturno in Am, Var. 8, ram.1-3. 

i.«ii.j j m i 
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The various types of arpeggiations can be divided into two broad 

categories; (i) those ^hich contain no reiteration of notes within each 

sub-group, e,g,, 

(Each sub-group is indicated within square brackets) 

^ ^ * 

(Paganini) 

(Molino) 

r/f r f r 

(Matiegka) 

k=^ 
í î 

í (Paganini) 

(Molino) 

IX 

^M (Paganini) 
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and (ii) those containing a reiterated note or notes within a sub-group. 

e.g 
'^ m 

(Matiegka) 

(von C a l l ) 

rTL'X'^ll'X' 
(Miatiegka) 

î -II n ^ I r 
^ If^ c<m eapraMê, ^ 

L! i LL 

(M:olino) 

f 

â # — # 

r r (Paganini) 

m I w 
cresc. j' 

T1 n T];J ] rti 
J^ ^ J " J ^ ^ J S- ^ ^ # ~ (Matiegka) 

(Paganini) 
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The figures of category (i) are often bass heavy for two reasons; 

(a) bass notes typically remain unchanged across various sub-groups, and 

(b) the lowest note is often played by the thurab which tends to be 

stronger than the fingers, In addition, an eraphasis on the bass notes 

is desirable for the raajority of these figures (e,g,, the last example 

by Paganini in category i), 

The figures of category (ii) tend to be richer in texture by vir-

tue of the repeated middle voices, The effect is rather like that of a 

viola emphasizing the mid-range of a string quartet. These arpeggiations 

are generally raore technically deraanding than straight-forward "low-to-

high" figures of category (i). The figures of category (ii) are to the 

guitar charaber trio what the Alberti bass is to the Classical piano 

sonata, 

By alternating between the various types of accorapaniraental figu-

rations, coraposers were able to avoid the inevitable monotony in the 

writing of a continuous guitar part. The closing measures of the first 

raoveraent of von Call's Trio Op. 134 provide a good exaraple of a siraple 

but varied accorapaniraental pattern; 

ê J"̂  Í M " ^ ^ I j"^ i ' i^^' iTntip^ rn? 
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Extended Figurations 

Very often, the pattern of arpeggiation departs frora the usual 

basic types and attains a degree of raelodic and/or rhythraic indepen-

dence. These broken-chord raotives forra the first step toward a raore 

independent guitar part, The following exaraples frora Carulli's Trio 

Op. 9 no. 2 show the use of raore deraanding and iraaginative harraonic 

figurations: 

i 

(i) the use of a fuller range; 

S M f= f : @ M 
r 

T r r f T 

(i i) scalar raelodies incorporated into chordal patterns; 

(a) h ^m^c^faå 

(b) 

The rhythmic independence of guitar figures is often effected by 

subdividing their beat in a way that differentiates them from the basic 
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es 
subdivision pattern of the other instruments. Since the guitar handl 

triplets, sextuplets, and other such subdivisions with considerable 

facility, the use of complex arpeggiations against the raain or predomi-

nant beat pattern is very effective and idiomatic. The following exam-

ples illustrate some of these possibilities: 

(1) Matiegka: m 
( S e r e n a d e Op. 26 ) 

if rr r ^r 
(2) Kreutzer : 

( T r l o Op. 16) 

(3) Molino: 

V Solo ØHUTÍ 
( T r i o Op. 45) 

(4) Paganini 
(Terze t to conce r t an te ) 

(5) Kreutzer ; 
—"•- — ( T r i o Op. IG) 



(6) von Ca l l : 

I Wf 
f f 

(7) Giul iani ; 

vln 

clo 

gt r 

^ 

(Serenata Op. l9) 

pi22 
j J. J -.U i 

(8) Ca ru l l i ; 

Var 7 

~mff r~f ? f ^T^ 

CNot Luri io i n Ain) 

t f - i 

To compensate for the guitar's small volume, accompaniraental 

passages raust be written to project well and resound with a full (as 

opposed to strained) tone, While projection is norraally iraproved 
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through the use of high registers and "accessible" single-note passages, 

the eleraents of resonance and sonority tend to be raore elusive and 

particular to the nature and structure of the instrument, The following 

passages are especially effective in the use of the guitar's unique 

resources; 

(i) Kreutzer—use of the open E-string for the raiddle voice of an ar-
peggio, The highest voice, which is norraally played on 
the first string, is stopped on the second string in a 
high position; 

(Trio Op. 16) 

(ii) Molino—use of sustained notes to support a rapidly-raoving raelody, 
Although not indicated on the score, raany of the notes of 
the given passage (such as the broken G chord in the 
third raeasure) should be sustained either to give har-
raonic support to the main melody, or to continue resona— 
ting as part of a broken chord; 

(Trio Op. 45) 

(iii) Paganini—use of the lower register for a full, warra tone. A 
sostenuto effect is desirable (except where rests are 
indicated;: 

J ' " ' j i J i ^ , i J i i i i i i j i i i 
f ' f f r r 

w 

tTi io in D) 
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(iv) Carulli—use of the open string as an ostinato accompaniment to 
a melody played on the sarae string: 

(Notturno in Am) 

(v) Matiegka—use of well-spaced, full-sounding chords. (Matiegka 
seems to use raid-range chords raore successfully than 
raost other composers). 

/ / 1 ^v 

fr r' T ''T '«¥' T 
(Serenade Op. 26) 

(vi) CaruIIi—use of an effective combination of chords and arpeggios, 
The intervals that are most frequently broken up in this 
raanner include the sixth, third, tenth, and octave. 

k m [7p r?T3| rj r? 
f r rritf^ r ^^^ 

f r r f f 
(Trio Op. 9 no. 2) 

(vii) Giuliani—use of virtuosic flourishes. Giuliani, raore than any 
other composer, successfully exploits the bravura 
element in his charaber rausic (especially in the guitar 
charaber quintets). 

^^y,7^^^^^^ .̂a 

; ^ ^ 

r 
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fr^=e 
(Serenata Op. 19) 

(viii) Matiegka—use of the thumb to strike two or three bass notes 
simultaneously to effect the loudest possible down-
beat, This technique also leaves the fingers free to 
play the upper notes of the arpeggios; 

i'', if^llf^lf^ 

(ix) 

(Serenade Op. 26) 

Kreutzer—use of unchanging rhythmic motives in passages that 
modulate chromatically. The passage below raakes good 
use of the alternation between straightforward broken 
chords (first group of four 16th-notes of each raeasure) 
and a wide broken interval (last two 16th-notes of each 
raeasure ) : 

¥ 

r r í 
m 1 

P T 
W 
J 

(Trio Op. 9 no. 3) 

(x) Paganini—same as the above, except without the alternation; 

Ydolce i p "f iv ^r, f̂ 
(Trio in D) 

(xi) Carulli—use of more unusual keys for new sonorities. Only a few 
coraposers venture away frora the usual keys of G, D, C, E, 
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F, Am, Em, and Dra, A wide range of unusual sonorities 
(e,g,, II® in E in the example b 
more "reraote" keys on the guitar. 
(e,g,, II® in E in the example below) are found in the 

f l 

vn 

gr 

^ T T r T u^ 
(Notlurno in C) 

The above examples illustrate the diverse range of effective accora-

panimental patterns, Occasionally, however, the guitar breaks away frora 

the role of harraonic support and joins the other instruraents in raelodic/ 

theraatic exposition, The nature of these soloistic passages is discussed 

in the following section. 

Soloistic Figurations 

Virtually all the trios in this study raake no pretense at theraatic 

equality araong the three instruraents, Each instrument has a raore or 

less distinct and unique role in the enserable, the guitar's being pre-

dorainantly that of harraonic support. On the odd occasion, the guitar 

raay be given a prorainent raelodic role. When this happens, it is usual 

for the other instruraents to drop off entirely or take their turn at 

accorapaniraent. There is rarely any real counterpoint in the sense of 

independent raelodic lines for all three instruraents. Melodic dialogue 

in which all three instruraents "discuss" or elaborate on the sarae motive 
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is relatively rare. 

The fact that homophony rather than polyphony was the preferred 

medium does not fully explain the above "practice." On closer exami-

nation , it can be seen that many solo passages for the guitar in fact 

contain two-part or even three-part counterpoint, e,g,. 

Adagio non molto. 

. / ^ r'rOi'f- U>f 
J:llffl|[1^j,l 

Matiegka 

(Serenade Op. 26) 

The contrapuntal parts could have been distributed across all three 

instruments if a true enserable were desired. The fact that they were not 

suggests that there was perhaps a problera of balance when the guitar 

participates in raelodic dialogue in the sarae way as the other instru-

ments. 

Consequently, it is typical for textures to vary from one extreme 

(with the guitar in the harraonic background) to the other (with the gui-

tar as an unaccorapanied solo instruraent). In general, the ideal of thera-

atic or melodic equality among the three instruraents eludes raost of the 

corapositions of this genre. (The exceptions are discussed in the final 

section of the present chapter.) The following are exaraples of raore or 

less unaccorapanied soloistic passages on the guitar: 



Kreu tze r : 126 

tllS -LL i:iff3'''ffl' 
(Tr io Op. 9 no. 3) 

Kreu tze r : 
vn f ̂ '̂  

(Trio Op. 16) 

Pagan in i : 
11 

(Te rze t to Concer tan te ) 

Molino: 
8olo 

C a r u l l i : 

( T r i o Op. 9 no 1) 

P a g a n i n i : 

So/o 

r ^ F ' F 

,ffÚr-Í j -̂ .ít̂ T ^ 

f (Ter7.etto Concer tan te) 
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von C a l l : 

(Tr io Op. 134) 

Pagan in i : 
IX 

U 
Trioin 

^m i^^j^J.'^J.-':^ ̂ 3. s 
r r ? ^ ^.i^r^i'é^Â 

Y T T 
(Te rze t t o Concertart te) 

Kreutzer ; 

i mú 
i ^ il eS 

• T ^P^ y^'^.^^^M 
f ' f ' 

(Trio Op. 9 no. 3) 

C a r u l l i ; 

(Tr io Op. 9 no. 3) 

Matiegka; 

a ter po 

(Serenade Op. 26) 

The above examples show the guitar in a soloistic role. As the 

other instruments typically fall into the background in these passages, 

there is no motivic dialogue of any significance. On the other hand. 
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there are occasional passages that do contain a more satisfying degree 

of "ensembleness" in the sense of having equal and homogeneous parts 

for the three instruments. These passages form the essence of chamber 

music and act as the raost revealing indicator of the guitar's ability 

to integrate with various instruraents. 

Toward an "Equal" Enserable 

The task of creating an "equal" enserable does not exist in the 

works of a truly contrapuntal nature, Since each instrument is given 

an independent line (or partakes equally in the division of a motive) 

in such works, there is an eleraent of built-in equality, In Classical 

counterpoint (see Chap, II, p, 33), there is no element of built-in 

equality, Thematic "equality" is based on the reversible transformation 

of raelodic raotives to harmonic ones and vice-versa, Different composers 

have offered varied and distinctive ways of solving the problera posed 

by the union of polyphonic and horaophonic idioras, Haydn used short 

motives that were easily manipulated into any (or all) voice parts, 

Mozart favored longer contrapuntal lines such that raany passages were 

in essence raore polyphonic than horaophonic. 

The solutions to Classical counterpoint were also fairly varied 

in guitar charaber trios. Some of the more successful "equal" passages 

are discussed below: 
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(a) Molino: Trio Op. 45, Allegro, mm.83-86. 

flt 

gtr 

lí 

* Ir^^i^ 

via i!H''n f r if > i 
V n Y 

ly'"j||j IJM >i4»'lí^T 11''=̂  ^ 
aí 

Alternation of textures. In m.83, chords are used when the guitar 
doubles the melody with the flute, The ascending scalar figure on 
the guitar in m.85 is completely unaccompanied. Finally, the octaves 
in m,86 complete the harraony to the progression VI-II-V (in A). 

(b) Matiegka: Serenade Op. 26, Allegro raoderato, rara.69-75. 

f i t 

v l a 

g t r 

ê 6*4 70 T l 7 i 

(7ÎÍ 
73 

l!! * ^p l lX i ' i -S 
dolcêP 

^ l I J i l ' l 1 •^—r-^-^ 

'' r i ^ f rf f^ TfT 
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Thematic transformation. The guitar theme (mm.69L-70) is taken over by 
the flute in ra.73 (a fifth higher). The accompanimental figure on the 
guitar (m.73) is derived frora this theme. The viola counterpoint adds 
a third melodic dimension to this passage. 

(c) CaruIIi; Notturno in C, Largo, ram.16-20. 

flt 

vln 

gtr 

Wãl 

Imitation. The guitar raotive in ra.l6 is imitated by the violin. The 
flute plays a descending figure in contrary motion. In addition, the 
first three raeasures of the above passage alternate between a sustained-
note texture (rara.l6 and 18) and a non-sustained texture (ra.l7), It is 
likely that this is the result of the guitar's inability to sustain long 
notes in the raanner of bowed or blown instruraents. 
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vln 

c lo 

^m 

^å=^ ^ = a . . ^ ^ j ^ 

arco 65 
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vln 

c lo 

^ ^ 
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Harmony in tenths. Though this is a siraple means to thematic "distri-
bution" it is not commonly used. The single-note passages on the gui-
tar frees the instrument from the preponderance of broken-chord figures. 
In the guitar part frora ra,65-ra.66, the highest voice of the chords forras 
a counterraelody to the violin triplets, while the lowest voice doubles 
the cello bass line. Although the raelodic interest lies mainly in the 
violin part, both the guitar and cello play an equally iraportant part 
in enriching the texture through the use of contrapuntal raotives and 
parallel harraonies with the raain raelodic notes. 
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(e) Giuliani; Serenata Op, 19, Alla Polacca, ram,64-5; mra,81-82, 

vln 

clo 

gtr 

vln 

clo 

gtr 

Contrary raotion-rhythraic heterogeneity, The ascending figure on the 
guitar (m.64) raoves in contrary raotion to the descending violin scale. 
The rhythraic complexity of the first two sixteenth notes on the guitar 
played against the violin sextuplets is compounded by the syncopation 
of the previous beat (on the note B), In rnra.81-82, the after-beat 
sixteenth notes are an effective way of letting the guitar pick up or 
end a raelodic raotive. 

(f) Carulli: Notturno in C, Larghetto and var., Var. 3, rara.1-4, 
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Syncopation, The guitar bass line is played against a syncopated violin 
part, The bass line resembles the Baroque basso continuo with its 
characteristic rhythmic drive and wide leaps (ra,2). 

(g) Paganini: Trio in D, Andante larghetto, ram,13-14, 

vln 

clo 

gtr 

Quasi counterpoint, The accented notes on the guitar are a type of coun-
terpoint to the main melody (violin), Although they are broken chords 
in essence, their raelodic contour is emphasized by the sequential treat-
ment—moving from an outline of the A and D chords to that of the B and 
E chords. 

(h) Molino; Trio Op, 45, Allegro, rara,53-56, 

f l t 

breit 

m m vla -9 —W -$ -9 -9 Wt^ 
8olo 

gtr 

Accompanied solo, Although the guitar part is marked "solo", the flute 
and viola continue playing harraonic erabellishraents, The ostinato 
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flute figures form a sort of countermelody to the guitar solo, The 
rather straightforward guitar solo, with step-wise scalar raotion 
within a narrow range, is fairly typical of the raelodic figures given 
to the guitar. 

(i) Baldi; Tempo di Minuetto, ram.5-I0, 

% i 
vln 

UJ ^ 

m f!^==^ n . f . ^ ^ a 

i vla 
P 

gtr 
^ ^ 

^ 

(j U r.,.r 
*i' 

^m 
^ 

Ji 

i 

•ât i 

p s 

iijUJ^^-^^ ' 

^^m i íSlîíS 

W C Ĵ ^ 
i 5t=r ? j^.n/^ 

Contrary raotion, In this passage, the guitar plays an obbligato continuo 
role, supporting the upper instruments with a bass line of raostly single 
notes. 
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(j) CaruIIi; Notturno in C, Rondo, ram,43-45. 

flt 

vln 

gtr 

Three-part imitation. Contrapuntal writing of this nature is fairly 
rare (partly because of the homophonic nature of the works of this 
period). 

Another factor in the determination of "enserableness" is that of 

instrumentation. As indicated earlier (see pp.29-32), the two basic 

types are (I) two melodic instruraents and guitar; and (II) one raelodic 

instruraent, an alto or "raiddle" instruraent, and guitar. 

Theoretically, both types should be equally workable in terras of 

balance and homogeneity, if the parts are skilfully written. In prac-

tice, however, the instrumentation of Type I is weaker in terras of 

textural sonority. This is raainly because the guitar cannot adequately 

balance the two upper instruraents with its liraited bass range and sonor-

ity . There is a degree of polarity between the two upper instruments 

with their higher tessitura, and the guitar at the other end of the 

registral spectrum. There is no middle voice to bind the two in the 

same way a viola fills the harmonic gap in a string trio, To corapen-

sate for this, the violin part in Type I enserables is often raade to 

play a quasi raid-range role, harmonizing in thirds and sixths below 
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the flute (soprano) part. 

The instrumentation of Type II is generally more successful in 

effecting a "solid" and homogeneous sound. It is not surprising that a 

greater number of works of this type was published than that of T̂ rpe I 

in spite of the fact that it was then probably easier to find players 

of treble instruments than players of alto instruments. 

To summarize, the problera of balance in terras of volurae is partly 

solved by giving the guitar a good amount of continuous figurations. 

These figures are usually idiomatically conceived so as to sound as 

effective as possible with a rainiraura of technical deraand. Most cora-

posers choose to follow the "norra"—by writing easy and accessible 

figures and by not dealing with the coraplexities of Classical counter-

point. 

However, the existence of nuraerous passages that are effective 

in terras of creating a good horaogeneous enserable show that the guitar 

charaber trio can be a highly successful genre, The solution to the 

problera of equal dialogue seeras to lie in skilfull textural raanipula-

tion, If textures are raade leaner when the guitar is playing, there is 

no need to restrict its role to that of pure accorapaniraent. In tutti 

passages, the construction of figures of greatest strength and sonority 

on the guitar enables the entire ensemble to sound its fullest without 

"drowning" out the weaker-toned plucked instrument. There is then no 

necessity for the other instruraents to play below their norraal volurae 
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to accomodate for the raember with the smallest volume, An essential 

element in the chamber music of the Classical period is the alternation 

of textures—from soft, unaccompanied single-line solos to full-soun-

ding tuttis, Restriction of the ensemble's dynamic range raeans a cer-

tain loss in its potential for dynamic contrast, Although there are 

passages that are successful in terms of textural contrast, the full 

dynamic and raelodic capabilities of the guitar have yet to be totally 

exploited in works of this nature. 



CHAPTER IV 

A COMPARISON WITH QUARTETS AND QUINTETS 

General Observations 

There are considerably fewer published quartets and quintets than 

trios. Fewer coraposers wrote for each of the forraer genre and the aver-

age output per composer is less than that of trios. However, there are 

several important composers who contributed raore significantly to the 

larger ensembles than to the chamber trio. A few major coraposers wrote 

only quartets and quintets and no trios, though, strictly speaking, 

these works are transcriptions instead of original corapositions, The 

quintets of Boccherini, flute quartet of Schubert, and string quartet of 

Haydn (Op, 2 no, 2) represent significant additions to the guitar reper-

toire even if they were not originally conceived for guitar, The quin— 

tets of Giuliani, Hurarael, Schnabel and Sussraayr indicate that the gui-

tar could indeed be used in "larger" enserables, These corapositions are 

relatively rare in comparison to "normal" guitar works—solos, duets 

and trios, but they reveal an important facet of the guitar's initiation 

into the raainstreara of charaber rausic, 

A number of works are prefixed with the designation "Grand" in 

their titles, This suggests that these corapositions represent the 

ultiraate in scale and (in raany cases) theatrical effect. The Grande 

138 
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Serenade Op. 66 by Hummel (for piano, flute/clarinet, violin, bassoon/ 

cello, and guitar) illustrates this exaggerated affectation. The wri-

ting for the piano is full of sudden dynamic contrasts and dazzling 

scales reminiscent of the Mannheim school. In addition, the composer 

gives directions for performance (or rather, staging, as the case may 

be), specifying that players move toward and away frora the piano during 

certain parts of the work. On the other hand, Giuliani's prefix of 

"Grand" to his quintets indicates a virtuosic guitar part. The guitar 

plays a soloistic role in these works and the string quartet raerely 

accorapanies. 

In both the above cases, the works were raore oriented toward 

display than serious rausical content. Perhaps the guitar during that 

time was not quite ready for the high art of the string quartet and 

quintet. Four-part and five-part writing involved not only a more com-

plex counterpoint but also a thicker harmonic texture that proved a 

difficult challenge to the newly emergent guitar with its modest tra-

dition of charaber rausic. Nevertheless, several coraposers overcarae these 

obstacles and produced works which were reraarkable in style and rausical 

content. 

Instruraentation 

The instruments used in quartets/quintets are more varied than 

those used in trios, The piano, voice, and bassoon are occasionally 

included and there are accounts of trurapets and horns used in isolated 

instances. 
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The most significant difference, however, lies in the fact that 

the violin is usually preferred over the flute as the raain raelodic in-

strument in quartets/quintets. A large nuraber of guitar quartets (gui-

tar and strings) resemble string quartets in instrumentation, with the 

guitar replacing (but not always playing the role of) the second violin, 

i.e., violin, guitar, viola, and cello . The instrumentation of quin-

tets tends to be more varied, but major works usually reserable the 

string quintet with the guitar substituting the second viola or second 

cello part, i.e., two violins, viola, cello, and guitar. 

On the whole, there is a great deal of sirailarity between the 

stylistic approach to quartets/quintets and that to charaber trios. 

There are rainor differences in the writing of the guitar part but the 

rausical idiom and formal design reraain fairly constant for enserables 

of various sizes. 

Forra and Structure 

Compared to trios, quartets and quintets tend to be larger in 

structure and are typically in four raoveraents (rather than three) in 

terras of overall forra. Though raulti-raoveraent works in the divertiraento 

style (with raany sraaller raoveraents) exist, the raore arabitious works 

generally favor the four-raoveraent pattern of the Classical quartet or 

syraphony (fast-slow-raoderate-fast). On the other hand, the single-

raoveraent quintets of Mauro Giuliani represent a unique genre in terras 

of forraal design. This variability in style and structure is not unex-

pected during a period characterized by experiraentation (see footnote 
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ff34, p.16). The guitar had hitherto never been used in large ensembles 

in the purported "grand" manner. 

The forms used for individual movements are not unlike those of 

the chamber trios—the sonatina, rondo, minuet and trio, therae and vari-

ations , etc. Likewise, the forms that are less "strict" the rondo 

and the variation—are often reserved for the grand finale. Giuliani 

favors these forms in his single-movement quintets. 

Sonatina 

The sonatina forra found in the first raoveraents of Paganini's 

Quartets No. 7 in E and No. 11 in B is not unlike the design found in 

his trios. The overall structure is 

j|;Expo;jj: 83ram. (1-83) (Th.I; mra.I-I2; trans; rara.13-35; th.II: rara.36-
73; closing th./th.I; ram.74-83.) 

Dev. ; 77mm. (84-160) (Th.III; mra.84-92; th.IV: rara.93-108; th.V: 
mm.109-149; th.III; mm.150-160.) 

Recap. ; 50mm. (161-2I0)(Th.II: ram.161-198; cl. th./th.I: mm.199-210.) 

The two raain theraes of the E raajor quartet have an iraprovisatory 

quality as a result of their scalar derivation; 

Ex. I. Paganini; (^artet No. 7 in E for violin, viola, cello, guitar, 
rnra.1-4, start of first therae, violin. 

Allegro moderato 

í i r I ̂  ̂  r nr ?=* 
^ 

s 
dolce con espn 
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Ex, la, Paganini: ram,36-40, start of second theme, viola. 

TZ. 

^ ^ 

The first theme area ends in the supertonic (Neapolitan) major, 

a relationship used in the Trio in D in the transition from the develop— 

raent to the recapitulation (see Chap, III, p,53). The second raain therae 

is in the dorainant B, a sub-dominant relationship to the final cadence 

on the supertonic major (F#) of the first theme area. The tonal rela-

tionships of the various sections are thus not unlike those of his 

trios (particularly the Trio in D and the Grand Sonata in A). 

The closing therae is based on the first therae, and brings the 

exposition to a conclusive ending, 

Ex, Ib, Paganini: rara,74-77, start of closing therae, violin. 

The development is more concerned with the exposition of a new 

theme, the second half of which is based on the triplet figures of the 

closing therae: 

Ex. lc. Paganini: ram.90-95, violin. 

i 
90 ^ ± ^ í * ^ ^ I 

& 

f 
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Again, the developraent of triplet figures is a feature of the Trio in 

D as well as other trios by Paganini. 

In the recapitulation, the second therae appears before the first 

In fact, the first theme is recalled only towards the end of this sec-

tion, where it is adapted to take the form of a short coda: 

Ex. Id. Paganini; ram.119-203, start of coda/first theme in recap., 

violin. 

m ̂
 ^ ^ ã̂ 

The first moveraent of Schubert's Quartet in G is also designed 

in the sonatina forra, The overall proportions are 

||:Expo:|| 

Dev, 

78mm, (1-78) (Th,Ia: rara,l-8; th.Ib; rara.9-20; trans: 

rara.21-33; th.II; rara.34-49; closing th: 

ram.50-78.) 

47mm. (79-125) (Th.II; mm.79-83; th:III: ram,84-105; th. 
II: mm,106-125,) 

The Quartet in G is Schubert's arrangeraent of Matiegka's Trio Op 
21 for flute, viola, and guitar. 
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Recap 85mm. ( 1 2 6 - 2 0 5 ) ( T h . I ; rara.126-135; t h . I b ; rara.136-146; 
t r a n s ; rara.147-163; t h . I I ; ram.164-181; c l 
t h ; mra.182-194; cda ; rara.195-205.) 

The two raain themes are contrasting in character. The first has the 

strength and raelodic contour of the Classical "raasculine" therae: 

Ex. 2. Schubert; Quartet in G for flute, viola, cello , guitar, rara.I-
4, start of first therae, flute, 

r ^ r r i r-f • 
ir 

The second therae, marked dolce is more subdued and evidently designed 

for the guitar: 

Ex, 2a, Schubert: ram,34-37, start of second therae, guitar. 

h 

l"'fj (inlrn 

g^ 

The development begins with a motive frora the second therae, The 

seraitone figures of the therae are ideal for theraatic working out: 

Ex, 2b, Schubert: ram,79-82, start of developraent section. 

gr / 
^ i 

i i 

^ z: 
-W-

^ -^ I ̂  V 

^ . _h \V'-

^f 

m rs -̂
^ ê 

^ 

'f 
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This two-note motive con t inues in the c e l l o p a r t while a new therae i s 

in t roduced by the f l u t e i n the development: 

Ex, 2c , Schuber t : mm,84-87, p a r t of development. 

Por.o meno 
•^hÊ-—-^ ø' 

P siaccaio 
The second theme then appears in the r e l a t i v e major F ( i n the key of Dm), 

and raodulates to D where the f i r s t therae reappears to raark the s t a r t of 

the r e c a p i t u l a t i o n , The f i r s t therae i s thus r e s t a t e d in the dorainant (D) 

in s t ead of the t on i c (G), Thereaf te r , the o ther themes are r e s t a t e d in 

the t on i c key. The fac t t h a t the f i r s t "raasculine" therae d isappears in 

the developraent and reappears only in the r e c a p i t u l a t i o n i s t y p i c a l of 

works in the sona t ina forra. 

In the f i r s t raoveraent of Slissraayr's Guitar Quintet in C, the 

s t r u c t u r e i s as fo l lows: 

ll:Expo;|| 

Dev, 

Re cap , 

41rara. (1-41) ( T h , I : mm, l - l l ; t r a n s ; rara,12-17; t h , I I : ram, 
18-37; c los ing th ; mra,37-41.) 

17ram, (42-58) (Cl , t h : rara,42-58,) 

44inm, (59-102) (Th , I : rara,59-69; t r a n s ; 70-78; t h , I I : rara,79-
98; c l , t h ; ram.98-102.) 

The two raain theraes are in the usual tonic and dorainant: 
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Ex. 3. S ssmayr; (» intet in C for guitar and strings, rara,I-4, start 
of first theme, 

Allcj;ru Modcruto 

Violinc 

í)hix 

Violj 

ttiljrri-

Vieloi 'clUi 

pdalct 

Ex. 3a. Siissmayr: rara. 18-20, s t a r t of second therae, oboe. 

ob 

The developraent is based on the closing therae instead of the raain 

theraes, This section is relatively short though it is developraental in 

the actual sense of the word—using raaterial frora the exposition in-

stead of introducing new theraes: 

Ex, 3b, Sussrnayr; mm,42—45, s t a r t of development, 

vn 

ob 

va 

gr 

c l 

The first theme returns in ra,59 in the tonic. All other theraes 

are also systeraatically recalled in the tonic in the recapitulation. 
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This "conservative" approach to the formal-tonal design of the Quintet 

is typical of works in which only a very modest demand is made of the 

guitar part (technically and musically), In fact, the rausical style of 

the entire Quintet is on the whole far raore conservative than that of 

most other works of its genre, 

2 
The first movements of Boccherini's Quintets are more probleraati-

cal in terms of formal designation, The themes used are usually galant 

in style. This raeans that instead of being generative, purposeful, and 

suitable for expansion, they are easy-going, variegated, and "weak" in 

expositional attributes. Theraes are not well-defined and these raove-

raents proceed in a raanner that corabines Baroque fortspinnung , Spanish 

raelodic rhapsody, and Classical theraatic delineation. All things con-

sidered, these raoveraents fit into the rounded binary structure rather 

than the sonata or sonatina forra. 

The first section of the first raovement is generally raarked off 

by a double repeat bar, It closes on the dorainant, and the following 

section begins either on the dorainant or the tonic, The second section 

usually begins with the raaterial of the first, Though this is not sys-

teraatically or rigorously developed, there is a sense of theraatic wor-

king-out (in sorae raoveraents raore than others), particularly in the very 

beginning of the second section, The Quintet in Dra exemplifies this: 

^The Quintets are Boccherini's transcriptions of his earlier works, 
raostly of his piano quintets. The examples cited in this paper are from 
L. Boccherini, Sei Quintetti con Chitarra ed. Yves Gerard (Paris, 1973), 
An excellent reference tracing the origins of these quintets (as well as 
others) is M. Ophee's Luigi Boccherini's Guitar Quintets (Boston, 1981), 
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Ex, 4, 

gr 

Boccherini; Quintet in Dra for guitar and strings, rara,l-4, 

á 
Allegro moderato 

V l 

v l l 

va 

c l 

The second section begins with a "developraent" of the opening 

raaterial: 

Ex, 4b, Boccherini; mm,73-75, start of second section. 

^ 
i 

^ í ^-^-^—m w T: 
r^3 

m m f 
> LiUi j m m^ p 

^m I j j é 
^ 

^ 

Toward the end of the second section, the opening raaterial (at least, 

part of it) returns, This area is usually not large enough to con-

stitute a recapitulation, though it does have the effect of reiteration. 

The forra is thus raore of a large-scale rounded binary than a sonata or 
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sonatina. 

SIow Movement 

The slow movements of quartets/quintets tend to be less varied in 

formal design in comparison to the opening moveraents. The eraphasis is 

on a cantabile raelody and a graceful, flowing accorapaniraent, not unlike 

the Italian opera arias. Phrases are well-balanced and the syntax tends 

to be simpler and more straightforward than raost first raoveraent designs. 

The ternary and rounded binary structures are preferred although 

free-forra fantasias and through-coraposed forras are also occasionally 

found. For ternary structures, the raiddle section is usually no raore 

than a short retransition with little or no developraent in the motivic 

or organic sense. 

The Larghetto from Paganini's Quartet No. 11 illustrates the 

rounded binary structure. The first section A begins with a violin 

theme of a siciliana character in F#m; 

Ex, 5, Paganini; Quartet No. 11 in B, Larghetto con passione, rara.1-5, 
violin. 

:l ^ ^ G^ 

dulce 

The second section starts in the key of A (the relative raajor) and 

moves through D and Era before returning to the tonic F;í̂  in ra.39: 



Ex. 5a, Paganini; ram,20-23, start of B section, violin. 
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20 

The opening material of the A section (abridged) returns in the last 

few measures of the B part, providing a brief "recapitulation": 

Ex. 5b. Paganini: mm.41-46, end of B section, violin. 

I y ^^^^^S iiv^^n.^'n 
ílecrt'sc. 

å u rit. r\ 

PP "—" 

3 
The Adagio from Haydn's Quartet Op. 2 no. 2 illustrates the slow-

raoveraent sonatina forra. There are two distinct theraes in the exposition 

both of which also appear in full (transposed) in the developraent and 

recapitulation sections, The exposition begins with a violin-guitar 

therae in G; 

The Quartet is a transcription of Haydn's Quartetto a Luito 
Obligato in D which is an arrangeraent of the String Quartet Op. 2 no, 2 
in E, 
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Ex, 6, Haydn: Quartet in D Op, 2 no, 2, ram,I-3, expo. 

Adagio 

vn 

va 

cl 

gr 

The developraent begins with the violin-guitar therae transposed to 

the key of D (the dorainant); 

Ex, 6a, Haydn; rnm. 18-20, start of development. 

The second therae (not shown) is transposed (and modified) from D to Era 

in the developraent. This section closes with a guitar cadenza in the 

sarae way as the exposition. 

The recapitulation has both theraes appearing in the tonic (G). 

The theraes are again stated in full and are raore or less exact trans-

positions of their counterparts frora the other sections, The only "new" 

raaterial is the last few raeasures in which the string trio goes through 

a harraonic progression (without the guitar) that leads to the final 

cadence, 
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Minuet and Trio 

There is no significant difference in structure between the rainuets 

of quartets/quintets and those of chamber trios, However, there is 

sometimes more than one trio in the larger enserables, Paganini's 

(juartet No. 7 in E has a rainuet with three trios (each, like the minuet, 

is in the rounded binary form), The customary return to the minuet is 

indicated after each trio. 

Schubert's Quartet in G has a rainuet with two contrasting trios. 

The first features the guitar: 

Ex, 7, Schubert: Quartet in G, Minuetto, Trio I, rara,l-6. 

Trio I 
([ A ̂  Solo ^M •mTn ^ i 111 ^ J'̂ ' I ' ^M gr 

f l 

va 

c l 

pí fi í f̂  ^ r ~i"f Mj'^j^ í _ ^ ff 

'y^ n I r i / i r f ? f ;,î ' I r t / I r M P s 
pp 

The second t r i o exploi t s the raelodic f l e x i b i l i t y of the f l u t e : 

Ex, 7. Schubert: rara,15-20 (Trio I I ) , 

ífT'^ r-n-7"r-r-7r-r7 f 
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Haydn's Quartet Op, 2 no, 2 has two separate rainuet and trios 

(Menuetto alternamente) appearing before and after the slow moveraent, 

This shows the popularity of this dance forra in chamber music using 

plucked instruments as well as the influence of the divertimento style 

which favors a large number of raoveraents, (Haydn's early string quar-

tets each contain two separate rainuet and trios,) 

Rondo and Theme and Variations 

The rondo and theme and variation forras are usually reserved for 

the grand finales of raulti-raoveraent works, Like their counterparts 

in the chamber trio, these moveraents (in quartets/quintets) tend toward 

virtuosic display which uses rapid scales and arpeggios within a 

relatively siraple harraonic scherae. 

A favorite device of variation is the abwechselnd technique in 

which each performer is given a turn at displaying his technique and 

instrument as a "soloist." The Therae and Variations frora Paganini's 

Quartet Op. 4 no. 1 in Ara illustrates this style of variation, Var, I 

features both the violin and the guitar: 

Ex, 8, Paganini; Var, I, ram,l-3, violin, 

Presto . 

dkén 

Ex. 8a. Paganini; Var. I, rara.9_13, guitar. 

ÍM-e-. 
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Ex, 8b. Pagan in i ; Var. I I , ram.I-4, c e l l o . 

t. 
m L^ 

J)oI. Cres. 4̂  Dol. 

Ex. 8c. Paganini: Var. III, mra.9-I4, viola. 

Êá ãJ^^M^fm WU^iUijgM 

The propensity for technical display is also shown in Michel 

Giuliani's Rondoletto Op. 4 in D (a single-raoveraent work), The guitar 

plays in a concerto style (as in the quintets of Mauro Giuliani) and 

the string quartet accorapanies. 

Ex, 9, Michel Giuliani: Rondoletto in D, rara,l-8, guitar. 

AH^^ W'^' ^^i\^^* 

Howe 

The Role of the Guitar 

ver acute the problera of balance raay have been in the larger 

ensembles, composers were optiraistic about the guitar's ability to 

sound above (or on par with) the other instruraents. The fact that 
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Giuliani and CaruIIi wrote guitar concertos, and that Boccherini, Weber, 

and Sphor used the guitar in symphonic and operatic works showed that 

the composers were hopeful that the plucked instrument could somehow 

project above the other instruments in ensemble, Giuliani's quintets 

(and concertos) raark the true eraancipation of the instruraent frora its 

traditional accompanimental role in chamber rausic, He was unequaled 

in the creation of a bravura style that established the instruraent's 

assertive capabilities beyond any doubt, 

On the whole, the writing of the guitar part in quartets/quintets 

does not differ greatly frora that of charaber trios, The rainor differ-

ences (not always present or consistent) can be suramarized under these 

broad headings: (i) simpler writing 

(ii) "thicker" chords 

(iii) greater percussive coraponent 

(iv) raore frequent use of the capo (or instruraents 
with higher tunings) 

(v) raore complex counterpoint 

(i) Simpler writing, As a rough generalization, the guitar part 

in quartets/quintets tends to be less arabitious than that in charaber 

trios, The rich variety of subtle guitar figurations found in trios is 

generally replaced by a raore straightforward writing, Presumably, com-

posers may have felt that the nuances of subtle inflections on the gui-

tar raay be covered up by the sheer size of the larger enserables. An 

excerpt frora Sussraayr's Quintet in C illustrates this tendency: 
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Ex, 10, S ssmayr: Quintet in C, Allegro moderato, rara,57-60. 

v l 

v l l 

va 

gr 

c l 
(crt'u- > (crrfC l 

Straightforward chords rather than elaborate arpeggiations are 

used in Paganini's Quartet Op, 4 no, 1 in Ara; 

Ex, II, Paganini: Andante raarcato, ram,l-10, guitar. 

At^\^ ^t 

[''f'-ij;^LjI 

Hummel's Quintet Op, 63 in E has a more arabitious guitar part, 

but it is restricted raainly to the first position; 

Ex, 12. Hummel: Quintet (Serenata) Op. 63 in E, mra.1-5, guitar. 

-^, J j . j 

nf f ffff fff? rr/f rrrr rrj^ 
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(ii) "Thicker" chords, In addition to sirapler arpeggiation pat-

terns, chords with more notes are generally used in the larger ensembles, 

Presumably, the desired effect is a louder, fuller, or richer sound to 

balance with a larger ensemble, The slow moveraents of Paganini's quar-

tets illustrate this type of writing; 

Ex, 13, Paganini; Quartet No, 11 in B, Larghetto con passione, mm,17-
20, guitar (capo on 2nd fret). 

Even the bass parts of broken chords are occasionally harraonized so as 

to sound louder (or richer), 

Ex, 14 Paganini: Quartet No. 7 in E, Adagio cantabile, mra,20-22, 

(iii) Greater percussive component. A curious effect of forte 

chords is the greater prominence of its percussive eleraent when loudly 

struck (as corapared to chords played at the normal level). Since the 

guitar is required to play at a higher volume level in the larger ensem-

bles, the percussive component of its chords becoraes raore noticeable. 

The "noise" coraponent of loudly-struck chords can at tiraes be as 

prorainent as the harmonic component. 
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In the following passage from Boccherini's Quintet No. 4 in D, 

all five instruments are playing double forte (with double stops on the 

second violin and viola parts). It is doubtful that the guitar can be 

heard clearly above all this; 

Ex, 15, Boccherini; Fandango, mm,25-27, 
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v l l 

va 
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However, struck as loudly as possible, the guitar chords contain an 

element of unpitched sound which helps in their projection, In prac-

tice, it can be observed that the striking of wrong chords within loud 

tutti passages often escapes attentiorw-as long as the rhythraic (per-

cussive) pattern is consistent with the other instruraental parts. 

(iv) More frequent use of the capo, On the preraise that higher 

pitched sounds project better, coraposers often raake use of the upper 

register of the guitar in tutti passages, However, since high positions 

are difficult to play, a higher pitched instruraent—a terz guitar—is 

norraally used. The terz guitar can be either a sraaller instrument with 

a higher pitch, a normal instruraent with lighter-gauged strings tuned 
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higher, or simply a normal guitar with a capo d'astro on the third 

4 
fret, The guitar thus becomes a transposing instruraent, sounding a 

minor third above the written (and stopped) pitch, 

When the capo is used, the guitarist treats the fret on which it 

is clamped (generally the third) as the nut or open position, This 

arrangement has the advantage of producing a higher pitch for the same 

fingering position in relation to the nut, and generally facilitates 

reading in spite of the fact that the concert key signature may 

contain many accidentals (except when the actual pitch is quite high), 

The guitar part is normally conceived in an accessible key (with the 

capo) by the composer who then writes the other parts in a different key 

signature (a minor third higher, if the capo is on the third fret) such 

that the transposition is "done by the capo" instead of by the guitarist. 

Some of the raore frequently used positions of the capo are shown 

below; 

Composition Actual Kéy Capo Key on Guitar 

Boccherini: Third B' 
Quintet 

Hummel: Grand C 
Serenade Op, 66 

Giuliani: Introduzione F 
e Variazione 

Paganini: Quartet No, 11 B 

Ist fret 

3rd fret 

3rd fret 

2nd fret 

A 

D 

A 

"̂ M. Ophee, "Chamber Music for Terz Guitar," Guitar Review no, 42 
(Fall, 1977), 12-14, observes that the norraal (full-sized) guitar with 
a capo or higher tuning was raore likely to have been used than the 
actual sraaller-sized instruraent. 
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(iv) More complex counterpoint. The use of a greater range of 

instruments in quartets/quintets gives rise to the possibility of 

passages of more varied tone colors as well as greater contrapuntal 

complexity. The following examples show some of these possibilities in 

four and five part writing with the guitar as an equal partner in the 

ensemble; 

Ex. 16. Schubert; Quartet in G, Allegro raoderato, rara.51-58, 

gr 

f l 

va 

c l 

ertse. 

Ex. 16a . S c h u b e r t : rara.176-179. 

^ l J J J 
gr 
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va 

c l 
crtsc. 
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Ex. 17. Boccherini: Second Quintet in E. Maestoso assai, 62-63, 

g r 
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Although the above passage is horaophonic rather than contrapuntal, the 
rhythraic heterogeniety of the sub-divisions of the rnain beat (of each 
instrument) attains a "counterpoint" of a different nature, 

Ex, 18. Boccherini; Fourth Quintet in D, Allegro maestoso, mra.32-35, 
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gr 

vl 

vll 

va 

cl 

In the above passage, a tight Classical "counterpoint" is forraed by the 
distribution of ostinato figures across the various instruraents (inclu-
ding the guitar). 

The last two examples show that the musical worth of Boccherini's 

quintets is often underestiraated, The writing of the guitar part reveals 

an excellent understanding of the instruraent's resources within a charaber 

rau sic context. A description given by Ruth Rowen of Boccherini's quar-

tets is also largely applicable to his quintets: 

Boccherini's quartets display an independence of parts and 
an equilibriura of sonority far in advance of analogous 
productions of his tirae. . . He no longer required fugal 
techniques in order to involve all his instruments on an 
equal basis, but he deployed them interchangeably in a 
single horaophonic raoveraent.^ 

To suramarize, the style and structure of quartets/quintets have 

a great deal in comraon with those of the charaber trio. Although the 

writing of the guitar part in trios tends to be raore varied, its accora-

^R. Rowen, Early Charaber Music (New York, 1973), 163, 
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panimental role is fairly constant for enserables of various sizes. 

The difficulty of balancing the guitar against the other instru-

ments is suggested by the large number of works that call for the 

higher-pitched terz guitar (normally a standard-sized guitar with a 

capo or tuned higher). Although better projection and reading 

facility are the probable aims of the terz guitar, the overall tone 

color of the enserable may have also been an important consideration. 

The higher-tuned guitar has a raore sustained tone (in addition to 

being thinner and raore piercing) and is capable of producing tirabres 

that differ frora those of the norraal guitar. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The guitar charaber trios at the age of Guitaroraanie represented 

the first attempt by composers and performers at integrating the gui-

tar with other established instruments in the domain of chamber rausic, 

The "new" guitar had a soloistic teraperaraent and the greater part of 

compositional efforts was turned toward the creation of works for 

unaccompanied solo guitar, The bulk of guitar chamber rausic consisted 

of duos and trios for all-guitar enserables, Many of the better known 

performer-composers wrote magnificent guitar duos and trios but ab-

stained frora using the instruraent in a charaber rausic context with other 

unlike instruments, The guitar charaber trio was thus not at the top 

of priorities for raost composers, They were quite satisfied with the 

2 
composition of "self-supporting" guitar solos that suited the delicate, 

evocative and intimate nature of the instruraent, Not rauch attention was 

paid to the fact that the guitar could be a brilliant and assertive 

instrument qualities that are important ingredients in the craft of 

•"•T, Heck, "The Birth of the Classic Guitar,,," unpubl, Ph,D dis-
sertation, Yale Univ,, 1970, 41-42. 

2 
At the turn of the 19th century, F. Molino, Grande Methode Com-

plette pour la Guitarre Op. 46 (Paris, n.d.) noted that on the solo gui-
tar, "one can play raelody and harraony, as on the piano or harp." 

164 
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Classical chcimber musiCo 

The ability of a new instrument (or an improved version of an 

"old" one) to perform effectively with other "standard" instruments 

provides a good indication of its musical temperament. When the 

viola was introduced to Classical chamber music around 1745,^ it was 

more than readily absorbed into both the chamber ensemble and the sjnn-

phony orchestra. Its acceptance was largely due to the fact that it 

was a part of the bowed string family which enjoyed a rich tradition 

of chamber music. In addition, the viola had a vital role to play 

when raiddle voices became raore iraportant with the disappearance of 

basso continuo. The guitar, on the other hand, did not belong to the 

families of string or wind instruraents which were its partners in cham-

ber rausic. However, like the viola, it had an integral role to play 

when Classical homophony becarae favored over Baroque polyphony. This 

role involved the eraphasis and delineation of harraonic progressions, 

soraething highly suited to the guitar with newly expanded harraonic 

range (sixth string). Furtherraore, the guitar was not new to the pro-

vision of harraonic support. It had been widely used for vocal and 

instruraental accompaniments and was quite adept at furnishing chords 

and arpeggios of all descriptions. 

The emphasis on a clearly defined melody supported by relatively 

simple harraonies raeant that there was definitely a place open to the 

guitar in charaber rausic—that of harraonic support. However, the use 

^H. Ulrich, Chamber Music (New York, 1961), 162, 
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of an instrument purely for harmony (and others purely for melody) is 

somewhat antithetical to the implicit ideal of equality and homogeneity 

in Classical chamber music. This ideal involves the more or less equal 

participation in thematic and harmonic exposition for each instrument 

in the ensemble. To do this, the guitar would have to step out of its 

traditional harmonic role and participate in raelodic dialogue and coun-

terpoint as an equal partner. This was the real challenge to the com-

posers of guitar chamber music, An evaluation of the outcorae of this 

challenge involves a careful consideration of the prevalent rausical 

aesthetic at the time of Guitaromanie. 

In terms of its state of evolution, the guitar chamber trio can 

be compared to the works of the Pre-Classic era. The galant or rococo 

style represented a breaking away from Baroque severity and grandeur. 

As with some other newly eraergent styles, the rococo emphasized clarity 

rather than complexity or gravity. In the same way, chamber trios with 

guitar sought a disposition of accessibility and simplicity. These 

qualities were thought of as being fashionable and progressive in the 

age of Guitaromanie. The works produced indeed fulfilled these cri-

teria, and were largely successful in "conforming" to the prevalent 

aesthetic concerning the guitar and its music. However rauch the style 

was "out-of-date"^ in coraparison to the raainstreara rausical practice, 

it still represented a new progressive fashion of coraposition for the 

^By 1825, the Roraantic raoveraent was already well under way. Schu-
bert wrote the Trout Quintet in 1819 and the great A rainor and D rainor 
string quartets in the raid-I820s, 
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Classical guitar. Thus, as far as the adaptation to contemporary ideals 

was concerned, the guitar chamber trio at the age of Guitaromanie was 

remarkably successful in the expression of a progressive musical style. 

Unfortunately, Guitaromanie was short-Iived, and declined rapidly 

5 
in popularity in the late I830s. The total span of a little more than 

fifty years (1780-1830) was siraply not sufficiently long for the devel-

opment of a musical style to full maturity, starting practically frora 

"scratch.** The rococo, on the other hand, was strongly consolidated 

into the raainstream style of the High Classic. It was a transitional 

style that developed and matured under the guidance of the Viennese 

raasters. The guitar chamber trio did not enjoy the active support of 

the mainstream composers. It remained a transitory entity until its 

period of decline. 

There is often the tendency to compare a transitional style to 

that of its chronologically succeeding era (which generally represents 

the culmination and consolidation of all the transitional eleraents). 

The Pre-Classic syraphonies of Saramartini and string quartets of 

Boccherini are frequently evaluated in reference to the mature style 

of the High Classic. These comparisons tend to obscure the innovative 

qualities of the works during the time of their conception and do not 

generally provide an accurate fraraework for critical evaluation. In 

the case of the guitar chamber trio, there is no succeeding era. Con-

5 
The period of decline is not as well documented as the period of 

rapid increase in popularity. H. Turnbull, The Guitar from the Renais-
sance,,.(London, 1974), 71, states rather disraally, "the period of 
decline of the early nineteenth-century guitar indicates that it had 
failed to win a place araong the instruraents worthy of serious pursuit," 
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sequently, there i s often the tendency to corapare these works with the 

mature chamber music of Haydn or Beethoven. Although they are roughly 

of the same genre, t he i r rausical outlook was quite d i f ferent . An under-

standing of the a r t and craf t of the gui tar charaber t r i o thus depends to 

a large extent on the knowledge of the unique set of circurastances that 

surrounded i t s conception, 

The use of three instruraents in the gui tar charaber t r i o did not 

lead to s t r i c t th ree-par t wr i t ing . In fact , the general outcorae was a 

texture of a single prominent melody and a r e la t ive ly straightforward 

accompaniraent. The instrument with the highest reg is te r i s usually 

given the melodic r e spons ib i l i t y . The raiddle or a l t o instruraent raerely 

reinforces the raelody with t r i a d i c harraonies, though occasionally, raelo-

dic dialogue does take place (between these two instruments). The 

gui tar plays i t s usual accorapaniraental role for the raost pa r t , Thus, 

a t tiraes, the chamber t r i o amounts to nothing more than an elaborate 

duo—a s ing le - I ine raelody to the accorapaniraent of two different ins t ru -

raents, 

In the occasional passages of raelodic dialogue, the instruraents 

switch r o l e s . If the gui ta r i s given the raelody, the two other ins t ru -

ments take the i r turn a t accompaniment, and vice-versa. There i s s e l -

dom any r ea l counterpoint in the sense of the existence of two or three 

simultaneous independent raelodic l i n e s . Counterpoint in the Classical 

sense, which involves the transforraation of raelodic raotives into har-

raonic ones and vice-versa, i s a lso the exception rather than the r u l e . 

In sp i t e of the fact that three instruraents are used, the texture of 

gui tar charaber t r i o s often reserables that of the single-raelody horao-
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phonic style. The majority of trios are in the style described above 

(this observation is based on sheer numbers). However, there are a few 

exceptions—ultimately the more significant—which constitute the "mas-

terpieces" of this genre (see Chap. III, pp. 128-135). 

The adoption of an essentially homophonic style explains in part 

why quartets and quintets are soraewhat less successful on the whole, 

It is difficult to write a single-line raelody accompanied by three or 

four instruments (one of them chordal) without sorae parts sounding 

redundant, The raore arabitious quartets resemble trios texturally and 

motivically. The "grand" quintets are generally raore concerned with 

entertainraent and display, and raake no pretense at serious musical 

expression. 

The forraal design of the chamber trio reveals a basic conformity 

to standard architectural structures. The lighter works take the form 

and disposition of the serenade or divertimento with a loose succession 

of relatively short moveraents. More elaborate compositions follow the 

four-raovement form of the Classical quartet and syraphony. The forras 

used for individual raoveraents also tend toward conforraity and uniforrai-

ty . Forraal deviations and innovations are understandably rare for a 

genre of a relatively short history. The corafort of familiar structures 

contributes significantly to the coherence and consistency of the "new" 

charaber trio, 

In the light of the above considerations, it is evident that the 

guitar chamber trio is a unique product of an important forraative period 
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in the guitar's history. Just as rausicologists require source raaterial 

for first hand study, those associated with the guitar need the works 

of the instrument's formative years to understand its rausical tempera-

ment during a crucial stage of development. Chamber music differs frora 

solo works in that it readily reveals the nature of the guitar vis-á-

vis other instruments. This provides a unique illumination of the 

instrument's musical disposition. 

Guitar chamber trios constitute a genre of chamber rausic in their 

own right. A diverse range of rausical styles existed in the Classic and 

Romantic periods. The works of the Viennese masters represented only a 

part of the total musical output (though undoubtedly the raost signifi-

cant) of their period. Other genres—such as the guitar charaber trio— 

were also iraportant components of the musical scene during that tirae. 

The fact that these trios were relatively siraple and unpretentious does 

6 
not dirainish their historical and rausicological significance, 

^The rausical esteem of the chamber trios at the turn of the 19th 
century was not unlike the attitute towards Mozart's symphonies during 
his lifetime, According to Neal Zaslaw, a symphony in Mozart's day was 
supposed to be "witty, brilliant, and even touching," He adds, "it was 
not generally thought of as profound, deeply raoving, or extreraely sig-
nificant," 
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APPENDIX I 

A LIST OF GUITAR CHAMBER TRIOS' 

PUBLISHED BETWEEN 1780 AND 1830 

Composer Work Original Publisher 

Anelli, Joseph (c.l800-
?) 

Terzets with guitar (unknown) 

Arnold, Johann Go t t f r i ed Six Serenades for f l t . , 
(1773-1806) v l a . , g t r . 

Arnold, F r i e d r i c h Wilhelra Tr io Op. 7 for f l t . , 
(1810-1864) v l n . , g t r . 

Berger, Ludwig (1777-
1839) 

Sonata Op, 8 for flt,, 
vla,, gtr. 

Schott, London; 
BÔhrae, Haraburg 

Eck, Cologne; 
Hofraeister, Leipzig 

Andre, 
Offenbach 

Bevilaqua, Matteo Paulo Trio for 2 vln, , gtr, 
(1772-1849) 

(unknown), Rorae 

Blura, Carl Ludwig 
(1786-1844) 

Trios Op, 31, 64, 122 
for flt,, vln,, gtr. 

Haslinger, Vienna 

Bluraenthal, Joseph 
(1782-1850) 

Three Serenades for vln,, Steiner, Vienna 
vla,, gtr. 

Bockin, de (1745-
1813) 

Six Trios for gtr,, flt,, 
vla, 
Nocturne Op, 34 for vln,, 
v l a , , g t r . 

(unknown) 

Boora, Jan van (1773-
1806) 

Twelve Waltzes for 2 f l t , , 
g t r . 

(unknown) 

Bornhardt, Johann H,C, 
(1774-1840) 

Trios Op, 53, 103, 146 Bachraann, Hanover 
for gtr,, flt,, vla, 
Sentinelle for flt,, vln. , Paez, Berlin; B. 
gtr. and H., Leipzig 
Eight Variations for gtr., Rudolphus, Altona; 
vln., cello. Bôhrae, Haraburg 

Frora the Bone Biographical Dictionary. Transcriptions are not 
included. 
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Composer Work Qriginal Publisher 

Boulley, Aubrey P. Louis Trio Op. 29 for gtr., 
du (I796-I870) vln., cello. 

Trios Op. 32, 54, 83 for 
gtr., piano, vla. 

Richault, Meisson-
nier; Janet, Paris 

1« 

C a l l , Leonard von 
( I779-18I5) 

Tr ios Op. 60, 75, 85, 89, Hasl inger , Vienna; 
93, 100, 106, 134 for Mollo, Sirarock, 
g t r . , f I t / v l n . , v l a / c e l l o . Bonn 

C a r u l l i , Ferdinando 
( I 7 7 0 - I 8 4 I ) 

Tr ios pp. 103, 119, 123, 
149, 255 for f l t , v ln , 
g t r . 
(Not l i s t e d in Bone; 
Qp. 9 Trios; Notturno in 
C; Notturno in Am; Five 
Serenades for flt., vln., 
gtr.) 

Carli, Paris 

Castellacci, Luigi 
(I797-C.I845) 

Fantasia Dialogue for 
gtr., flt., horn. 

Petit, Paris 

Diabelli, Anton (1781-
1858) 

Nocturne Op. 123 for two Ricordi, Milan 
horns, gtr. 
Trio for flt., vla., gtr. (unknown) 

Dickhut, Christian 
(I8I2-?) 

Serenades Op. 3, 4, 6 for Schott, ? 
flt., horn/vla., gtr. 

Ferandieri, Fernando 
(c.1750-1820) 

Four Trios for gtr., vln., Schott, London 
bass 

F rstenau, Anton B, 
(I792-I852) 

Trio for 2 flt., or 
flt/vln., gtr. 

Richault, Paris 

Fúrstenau, Caspar 
(I772-18I9) 

Gallenburg, Wenzel 
Robert (1783-1839) 

Gánsbacher, Johann 
Baptist (1778-1844) 

Giuliani, Mauro (1781-
1829) 

Twelve Pieces Op. 12 for Simrock, Bonn 
2 flt,, gtr. 

March Triuraphant for flt., 
vln,, gtr. 

(unknown) 

Serenade Op. 23 for c l a r , , Gorabart, Augsburg 
c e l l o , g t r . 

Trios Op. 13 and 14 
(instrumentation not 
specified) 
Serenade Concertante Op. 
19 for vln., cello, gtr. 

Carli, Paris; 
Ricordi, Milan 

A r t a r i a , Vienna 
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Composer Work Original Publisher 

Gopfert, Carl Andreas Sonata Qp, II for 2 gtr,, 
(I768-I8I8) flt. 

Harder, August (1775- BriIIiant Variations on 
1813) an Original Theme for 

gtr., piano, flt. 

Hofmeister, Leipzig; 
Andre, Offenbach 

Pennauer, Vienna 

Hunten, Peter Ernest Trios Op. 18, 20, 22, 23, Schott, Mayence; 
(I799-I878) 27, 28 for vln., vla., gtr. Andre, Offenbach 

Kalliwoda, Johann W. 
(I800-I866) 

Serenade for gtr., 2 vln. 
Concertante Qp. 20 for gtr., 
2 vln. 
Three Waltzes Brilliante 
Op. 191 for gtr,, 2 vln. 

(unpubl,) 
(unknown) 

(unknown) 

Kapeller, Johann 
Nepomuk (c,l790-?) Twelve Light Pieces for 

flt,, vla,, gtr, 
Twelve Trios for flt,, 
vla,, gtr. 

Schott, Mayence 

B, and H,, Leipzig 

Kargl, Anton 
(?-c,I82I) 

Trio Qp, 2 for gtr, , vln,, 
vla, 
Trio in G for gtr., vln., 
vla. 

B. and H., Leipzig 

tf 

Klier, Josef (1760-?) Trios for flt., vln., gtr 
(numbe r unknown) 

Bohme, Aug s bur g 

Kônigs, Baron von 
(c. 1780-?) 

Serenade Characteristique 
Op. I for gtr., flt., vla., 
with glockenspiel ad lib. 

(unknown) 

Kreutzer, Joseph 
(0.1790-0,1850) 

Kúffner, Joseph 
(1776-1856) 

Four Trios Op. 9 for flt., Ewer, London 
vln., gtr. 
Grand Trio Op. 16 for gtr., Simrock, Bonn 
flt., clar. 

Thirty Serenades Op. 1, 7, 
10, 12, 15, 21, 35, 39, 45, 
60, 61, 63, 110, 117, 119, 
144, 145, 151, 152, 186, 
187, 198, 214, 246, 248, 
292 for flt,/vln,, vla,, gtr 

(unknown) 
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Composer Work Original Publisher 

Kuramer, Gaspard (1795- Trios Op. 81, 83, 92 for 
1870) gtr., flt., vln. 

Andre, Offenbach; 
Simrock, Bonn; 
Schott, Mayence 

Lanz, Joseph (1797-
C.I850) 

Soiree Champetre Op. 19 
for flt., vln., gtr. 
Serenade a la Rossini 
for flt., vln., gtr. 

Diabelli, Vienna 

it 

Litzius, C. (unknown) Trio for vln., vla., gtr. Schott, Mayence 

Matiegka, Wenzeslaus T. Trio Op. 18 for clar., 
(I773-I830) horn., gtr. 

Trios Op. 21, 26 for flt., 
vla., gtr. 
Trio Qp. 24 for flt., vla., 
gtr. 

(unknown) 

Artaria^ Vienna 

Artaria, Vienna 

Meissonnier, Antoine Three Grand Trios for gtr., Leduc, Paris 
(1783-1845) vln., vla. 

Mertz, Johann Kaspar Trio Op. 32 for gtr., vln./ Arbl, Leipzig 
(1806-1856) flt., vla. 

Molino, Don Francis V. 
(1775-1847) 

Molitor, Siraon J. 
(1766-1848) 

Moretti, Federico 
(c.1775-1838) 

Nocturnes Op. 37, 38 for 
vln,, gtr,, flt, 
Trios Op, 4, 45 for vln,/ 
flt,, vla,, gtr, 
Trio for vln,, vla., gtr. 

Trio Op, 6 for flt,, vla,, 
gtr, 

Trios Op, 13, 14 

Doce Canciones—Twelve 
Songs for voice, gtr,, 
piano. 

B, and H,, Leipzig 

tt 

(raanuscript at 
Milan Conservatory) 

(unknown) 

Ricordi, Milan; 
Carli, Paris 

(unknown) 

Nava, Antonio Maria 
(1775-1828) 

Paganini, Nicolo 
(1782-1840) 

Trio Op, 67 for flt., vln., Ricordi, Milan 
gtr. 

Two Minuetti for gtr., vln,, 
vla. 

(unknown) 
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Composer Work O r i g i n a l P u b l i s h e r 

Paganini (con't) Two Trios for 2vln,, gtr, 
Trio for vln., cello, gtr. 
Trio Concertante for vla,, 
gtr., cello. 
Serenata for vln., gtr., 
cello 

(unknown) 
Ricordi, Milan 

it 

II 

Picchianti, Luigi 
(I786-I864) 

Ricordi, Milan Fantasia for gtr., flt., 
vln. 
Trio for gtr., clar., bas- B. and H., Leipzig 
soon 

PoIIet, Jean Joseph 
B. (1753-I8I8) 

Three Nocturnes for harp, 
gtr., flt. 

Naderraan, Paris 

Prager, Heinrich A. 
(1783-1854) 

Andante and Therae with Var- B. and H., Leipzig 
iations Op. 21 for gtr., flt 
fIt., vln. 

Riedl, J, (unknown) Trio Op, 3 for vln,, vla,, 
gtr. 

Berra, Prague 

Rode, Jacques Pierre 
(1774-1830) 

(not raentioned in Bone: 
Trio in D) 

Rolla, Alessandro 
(1757-1841) 

Four Waltzes for flt,, vln,, Ricordi, Milan 
gtr. 

Rugeon, Beauclair A. 
(I775-C.I830) 

Three Trios Op. 30 for 
2 gtr., vln. 

Naderraan, Paris 

Schulz, Leonard 
(1814-1860) 

Waltzes Op. 4 for flt., 
vln., gtr. 

Artaria, Vienna 

Starke, Friedrich 
(1774-1835) 

Serenade Concertante Op. 
119 for vln., vla., gtr. 

(unknown) 

S t o e s s e l , N i c o l a s 
(1793-1844) 

T h i r d Serenade Op, 5 for 
g t r , , v l n . , v l a . 
F o u r t h D ive r t i r aen to Op. 13 
for p i a n o , g t r . , f l t . 

Gorabert, Augsburg 

Suppe, C. (unknown) Serenade Op, 8 i n E for 
v l n . , v l a . , g t r . 
Serenade Op. 9 i n A for 
v l n , , v l a . , g t r . 
P o t p o u r r i Op. 14 for v l n , , 
v l a . , g t r . 

Sirarock, Bonn 

Ziraraerraann, Leipzig 
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Composer Work O r i g i n a l P u b l i s h e r 

T a n d l e r , F ranz (1782- V a r i a t i o n s Op. 3 fo r f l t . , 
1807) v l a . , g t r . 

(unknown) 

T r i e b e n s e e , J o s e p h 
(1760-1830) 

S ix V a r i a t i o n s fo r oboe, 
g t r . , p i a n o . 
V a r i a t i o n s on a T y r o l e s e 
Air for p i a n o , v l n . , g t r . 

Traeg , Vienna 

i t 

Wanhal l , John Bap-
t i s t ( I 7 3 9 - 1 8 I 3 ) 

V a r i a t i o n s for g t r . , p i a n o , Simrock, Bonn 
v l n . / f l t . 
S ix Wal tzes fo r g t r . , p i a n o , n 
v l n . / f l t . 



APPENDIX II 

THE CHAMBER TRIO IN THE 

MODERN GUITAR REPERTOIRE 

The place of the guitar chamber trio in the raodern recital pro-

gram depends to some extent on the nature of each individual work. 

Some compositions make such a modest use of the guitar that it would 

be poor prograraraing sense to include thera as part of a (predorainantly) 

solo recital. The Serenata in F by Paganini and Trio in C by Diabelli 

fit in this category. On the other hand, if the trio contains sOrae 

qualities of good enserable writing (in which the guitar has a part com-

parable at least to that of a viola in a good string quartet), then 

there is no reason why it cannot be included in the solo recital prograra. 

The emphasis for the guitarist would then be one of musicianship, of 

playing together, and raaking the guitar part, however raodest, sound to 

the best effect. A substantial number of works fit into this category. 

They include trios by Matiegka, Carulli, von Call, Paganini, and Kreut-

zer. In an era (the present) when the solo guitar recital seems to be 

all that is offered to the general audience, the inclusion of sorae 

chamber rausic—particularly the works of the guitar's forraative years— 

would no doubt prove a refreshing change. 

Though guitar charaber rausic recitals are still fairly uncornraon, 

their popularity is rapidly increasing. There is a growing number of 

ensembles that play guitar rausic exclusively (particularly the charaber 
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t r i o s ) . But raore s i g n i f i c a n t l y , t he re i s an increas ing awareness of 

the g u i t a r ' s chamber music c a p a b i l i t i e s as evidenced by the audience 

a t t endence of such r e c i t a l s , as well as by the g rea t nuraber of contem-

porary works for g u i t a r and other i n s t rumen t s . 

Suggest ions for Modern Performance 

The use of raodern instruraents and l a rge r concert h a l l s n e c e s s i t a t e s 

the forraulat ion of a perforraance p r a c t i c e which raay d i f fe r in sorae ways 

frora the raanner of perforraance during the age of Guitaroraanie. The raost 

c r u c i a l problem facing the modern enserable i s t h a t of balance between 

the g u i t a r and the other ins t ruraents . The d i scuss ion below i s concerned 

raainly wi th the perforraance of the g u i t a r p a r t in an enserable of raodern 

ins t ru raen t s , 

In the charaber rausic con tex t , the g u i t a r i s t i s usua l ly r equ i red 

to p lay wi th raore than the average force (without sounding s t r a i n e d ) 

and t o i n t e r p r e t dynaraic raarkings according to the ove ra l l sound l eve l 

of a g iven passage . Frequent ly , f o r t e s need to played for t i s s i rao , and 

pianiss i raos piano or even raezzo-forte. I t i s not e n t i r e l y reasonable 

to have the o ther ins t ruraents play a t a lower dynaraic l eve l throughout 

an e n t i r e work to accommodate for the weaker volurae of the g u i t a r , 

This raakes the whole enserable sound weak and t h i n , I t i s gene ra l ly much 

b e t t e r for the g u i t a r to inc rease i t s volurae ( i n any way p o s s i b l e ) to 

the gene ra l l e v e l of the enserable even i f i t raeans pushing the dynaraic 

c a p a b i l i t i e s of the instruraent to i t s l i r a i t s . 
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There are several factors which are important in effecting a 

be t t e r projec t ion on the par t of the gu i t a r : 

( i ) the use of a well-designed instrument, 

( i i ) playing with n a i l s , 

( i i i ) playing closer to the bridge than normal, 

( iv ) modifying ce r ta in passages that tend to be "drowned out ," 

(v) devising ce r t a in seating arrangeraents for the perforraers in the 
concert h a l l . 

( i ) The use of a well-designed instruraent. Many fine instrurnents 

tend to bass-heavy with the r e su l t that the overall projection suffers 

when p i t t e d against other instruments, On the other extreme, sorae i n -

struraents are designed for sustained but th in t r eb le s , and these are 

a lso somewhat unsuitable for charaber rausic, What i s required i s a 

robust , fu l l and clear sound, Sustaining power i s not c ruc ia l , and, 

if i t needs to be sacr i f iced in exchanged for a ful ler and more roun-

ded sound, i t would be to the g u i t a r ' s advantage in chamber music, The 

gui tar i s heard raost prorainently a t the raoraent of plucking, The decay 

of the plucked tone i s usually so rapid that the sound that i s sustained 

thereaf ter becoraes too weak to be heard above the enserable, Further-

raore, an instruraent with a ( r e l a t i ve ly ) weak sustain is usually raore 

r e s i s t a n t to d i s t o r t i on when played with great force, This i s an irapor-

tant factor as charaber rausic often deraands rauch louder-than-norraal 

volurae with the rainiraura of d i s to r t i on . 

( i i ) Playing with n a i l s , The use of na i l s i s alraost always bet-

t e r than f lesh in enserable perforraance, Better projection is not the 
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only consideration therein. Frequently, the range of tone colors 

required is so broad that it would be almost impossible to effect the 

extreraes without strong and hard nails. In raost cases, the "brighter" 

end of the tone color spectrura is needed raore than the raore "raellow" 

end (because of its better potential for projection). The use of flesh 

only enriches the "lower" tone colors which are often of liraited use in 

enserable playing. 

Where possible, the rest stroke should be used instead of the 

free stroke. This applies not only to single-Iine raelodies but also 

frequently to broken chords. Again, the resounding notes of a broken 

chord are not as iraportant as the projection of each successive compo-

nent note, The rest stroke destroys the vibrations of the adjacent lower 

string (when applied to a broken chord) but usually more than compen-

sates for it with the increased power of the note on which it is used, 

all things reraaining constant, 

(iii) Playing closer to the bridge than norraal, This causes the 

sound to acquire additional overtones which help in its projection, How-

ever, playing too near the bridge (an inch or less frora the bridge sad-

dle) causes the sound to be harsh as the strength of the overtones out— 

weigh that of the fundaraental tone, In addition, the string cannot be 

displaced as rauch with the finger plucking too near the bridge, The 

energy iraparted (considering the proportionate resistance of each part 

of the string length) dirainishes after a point as the finger raoves frora 

the sound hole position towards the bridge, There is thus an optiraura 

position for the greatest volurae in relation to tone quality, This 
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varies from instrument to instrument but is closer to the bridge than 

the positions used for solo playing in raost cases. 

(iv) Modifying weak passages. Very rainor raodifications to sorae 

passages can improve the balance among the instruments considerably. 

It is difficult to give guidelines for the extent and nature of these 

changes. In general, textures that are too thick can be siraplified 

without apparently changing the rausical effect. Thinning a texture 

raakes it clearer if each of the remaining notes can be played with 

greater ease (or force). Thus, the overall effect can be iraproved (if 

clarity is a desirable quality for the passage in consideration). 

On the other hand, chords frequently need to be filled out in 

order to gain greater sonority. Struramed chords can often be substituted 

for plucked chords in tutti passages. The former involves the filling-

out of unwritten voices (if any) as it is not possible to strura a chord 

without the thumb (or fingers) striking all the successive strings that 

forra the chord. Of course, a good araount of discretion will have to be 

exercised such that the net rausical effect is not altered, The justi-

fication for strumming a chord instead of plucking the designated 

notes is usually based on sheer volume—when plucking does not allow 

the chord to be heard, 

Occasionally, changing the register of a certain passage raay also 

be justified. The guitar's raid-range is particularly prone to being 

swallowed up. Transposing up or down an octave (depending on the nature 

of the passage) can raake it sound raore effective. In general, low posi-

tions produce a raore "open" sound, with greater sonority and "carrying" 
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power, while high positions produce tones that are more suited to dar-

ker and more "subdued" blends of the tone color spectrura. 

(v) Seating arrangements. The acoustical characteristics of 

different concert halls vary somewhat and the seating arrangeraent of the 

performing ensemble should be designed according to the properties of a 

particular hall. As a rule, however, the guitar should face the audience 

directly with the two other instruments in an oblique position in rela-

tion to the audience; 

guitar 

The above arrangement is favored as it affords good eye contact araong 

the performers and features a direct line of projection from the guitar 

to the audience. It raust be eraphasized that the seating arrangeraent is 

not a cure for a poorly balanced enserable. At best, a good arrangeraent 

can iraprove the overall effect slightly. The crux of the raatter still 

lies in the fact that the guitar needs to ultilize all its available 

resources so that it can be raore on par in volume with the other instru— 

raents. 
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Personnel 

In terms of practical performing ensembles, the varying instru^ 

mentation of chamber trios presents some logistical problems. Sorae 

trios call for flute, violin, and guitar; others require two violins and 

guitar; violin, viola, and guitar; or sorae other different instrumen-

tation. It is usually impractical to change personnel for each differ-

ent work. The standard string trio or string quartet does not face 

this problem because of the large volume of literature written spe-

cifically with their instrumental corabinations in raind. The guitar 

chamber trio with fixed instruraental resources will have to look across 

various stylistic periods—frora Baroque to conteraporary—to find a corrw-

parable amount of literature. 

Obviously, the most viable enserable is that coraprising flute/vio-

lin, viola, and guitar since raost charaber trios are written for this 

particular corabination. Though it is unusual for the flautist to dou-

ble on the violin, violists are often able to play violin parts. This 

flexibility expands the potential repertoire of an enserable with fixed 

personnel to include the flute/viola/guitar and flute/violin/guitar 

types. Of course, if the number of performers is not fixed, then quar-

tets and quintets (or larger ensembles) could be included and there 

would be no surfeit of substantial works in their repertoire. 




